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Tree nursery closing its doors 
TERRACE - -  The Thornhill 
tre e nursery is closing, ending the 
jobs of five full time people and 
seasonal employment for many 
others. 
A decrease in demand for see- 
dlings, a drop in their price and 
changing forest practices are the 
reasons, said. Charlie Johnson, 
president of Pacific Regeneration 
Technologies which owns the 
nursery and five others in B.C. 
Pacific Regeneration was 
formed by Johnson and other 
forest service employees in 1988 
when the provincial government 
announced it was selling its nur- 
series as part of a privatization 
program. 
"The annual seedling demand 
has dropped from 300 million in 
the last two or so years to be- 
tween 220 and 240 million," said 
Johnson. ' 
"Prices have also dropped, by 
30 per cent over three years and 
as a result we  have to look at our 
overhead costs and operating ef- 
ficiencies," he said. 
Johnson estimated annual oper- 
ating costs of the Thornhill nurs- 
ery at $500,000. 
Closure is to take place in the 
spring of 1994, when a two-year 
crop of seedlings planted this 
year is shipped out. 
Johnson said the nursery's cold 
storage facility will keep operat- 
ing as a marshalling point for see- 
dlings U'ansported here from other 
nurseries prior to being planted. 
And the company's consulting 
office based at the nursery will 
remain open. 
Johnson said employees were 
told of the closure in advance so 
they could make plans for jobs 
that might come open at other 
company nurseries or for other 
occupations. 
Part of the drop in demand 
comes from a finishing of a 
province-wide ffort to replant 
areas that had been left dormant 
after being logged. 
"The backlog isn't totally 
caught up with but there has been 
much progress," said Johnson. 
Pacific Regeneration was also 
caught up in a change in provin- 
cial government policy concern- 
ing responsibility for replanting. 
That policy makes the province 
respons~le for replanting areas 
cut before 1987 and compa,_~es 
respons~ie for areas they cut 
after 1987. 
The companies, in an effort to 
save money, are now relying as 
much as possible on natural 
regeneration of logged areas be- 
fore buying seedlings. 
That means they replant o what 
is needed to f'dl gaps not covered 
by natural regeneration, reducing 
the number of seedlings they 
have to buy. 
Local forest district official Bob 
Wilson said can wait between one 
year and six years to see if natural 
regeneration is taking place be- 
fore going in to replant them- 
selves. 
"They're taking a harder look 
at the numbers and are looking 
more carefully at fiatural 
regeneration," he said. 
Wilson said it does not matter 
where a seedling is grown. 
Seedlings going to a pariicular 
area are grown from seeds taken 
from that site to ensure com- 
patibility and survival. 
Logging practices have also 
changed in the past few years, 
leaning toward smaller cutblocks 
and away from large clear cuts 
which further reduces the see- 
dling demand. 
Johnson said the Thoruhill nurs- 
ery was always a risky proposi- 
tion given the climate of the area. 
"We don't get the growing 
days and there arc very severe 
outflow winds affecting the over- 
wintering of trees," he said. 
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Loca I .reel C hers 
over f,ve extra 
TERRACE m A few extra 
minutes in the classroom each 
day h~'s~i0c~!te'a.chers angry. . 
The ichool, ' l~rd added anex- 
tra/'f~/~.iminu ~ a dayat  most 
schooff!folmeet ~ ducation minis- 
try requirements foYithe 1992-93 
schooi!y~:i.: :i'. '~ 
• ",TI~e. y,"vcgone' the very quiet 
route, of adding these on to each 
school, changing the bell times," 
said Terrace District Teachers 
U~iofi president Cathy Lambright 
last week . . . . . .  
The union is grieving the move 
to add the extra minutes. It con- 
tends the district must negotiate 
any such move and pay the 
teachers for the extra minutes. 
School district director of in- 
struction Harold Cox, said the 
ministry allowed districts to oper- 
ate with only 187 school days 
instead of 190 m because of the 
way holidays fallto create an un- 
usually short school year. 
But at the same time Victoria 
requked districts to operate with 
the same minimum number of 
hours of instruction a year. 
Because theschool year has al- 
ready been extended to June 29, 
the district cannot add extra days. 
So in order to meet that require- 
ment, said Cox, the district has 
had to add extra minutes to each 
day to make up for the difference. 
Lambright says the union does 
not recognize the calendar set by 
the board, which she says was de- 
cided "unilaterally" last spring 
without he union's agreement. 
Cox said one solution to the dis- 
pute, if an arbitrator rules in 
favour of the teachers, might be 
to simply cut two days out of ei- 
ther Christmas vacation or spring 
break and make those regular 
school days. 
Lambright said teachers take The current contract requires 
the position that the new~gcho61 ' secondary. school teachers to 
timetables might apply to ~ ....... 27.5'hours stu- work per week and re- 
dents, but don't apply to the quires elementary schoolteachers 
teachers unless it's negotiated at 
the bargaining table. 
"We're in a Catch-22 sitation," 
said Cox. "We have to comply 
with the law. They say it doesn't 
apply to them." 
"What they're saying is that 
their contract supercedes the 
law." 
to work 25 hours per week. 
Contract negotiations between 
the TDTU and the school board 
resume Nov. 17. 
Teachers' union president 
Cathy Lambright said the board's 
initial position calls for a salary 
freeze. 
The union has not yet 
responded with a s/dary increase 
demand. 
Several non-monetary items 
have alresdybeen signed off, said 
Terrace trustee Stew Christensen. 
"We're moving along very 
well," he said. "We have very 
amicable negotiations and I think 
we've made quite a bit of prog- 
ress." 
Lambright said major issues 
still to be dealt with include the 
school calendar, class sizes and 
mainstreaming - -  the inclusion of 
handicapped children in regular 
classes. 
Teachers ay that without ade- 
quate support, mains~eaming 
causes an increased workload and 
reduces the amount of time they 
have to spend with the rest of the 
class. 
"It  affects the rest of the kids in 
the classroom," Lambright said. 
City traffic 
fines drop 
TERRACE - -  Fewer traffic tick- 
ets are being issued this year and 
people aren't paying the ones that 
are, says city permits director 
Bob Lafleur. 
He projected $20,000 coming in 
from fines this year, nearly four 
times what was collected last 
year. 
Although a year-to-date total 
had not  beencalculated yet, 
Lafleur said there was no doubt 
revenue was "way down". 
Nearly half of the fines remain 
unpaid. 
Lafleur said lack of manpower 
is the reason. 
The city sta~d the year with 
two part-time~i!by-law enforce- 
ment officers but that changed in 
the spring when Fern Sweeting 
resigned and was not replaced. 
Estimating 45 per cent of those 
ticketed simply ignored it, 
Lafleur added, "We have almost 
a zero recovery rate because wc 
don't have time to chase them 
down.' ' 
The reduced level of enforce- 
ment has not gone unnoticed in 
the community. 
"We've had complaints fIom 
businesses over this summer 
about lack of enforcement on our 
street traffic (parking) by-laws," 
he said. 
Some homeowners with 
nuisance or unsightly premises 
problems in their neighbourhood 
had also expressed dissatisfaction 
with the situation. 
"We're getting some valid 
complaints from people," Lafleur 
admitted. 
Remaining enforcement officer Suggesting the city needed a 
-Frank Bowsher doesn't have a lot ..... full time-by-law enforcement of- ' 
of time on the street once paper- 
work and court appearances to 
deal with disputed tickets and 
other by-law enforcement duties 
are taken into account. 
There's also little time to col- 
lect unpaid fines. 
ricer, he said it appeared from 
responses to a recent city survey 
that a lot of people felt'the same 
way. 
By-law enforcement'will bedis- • 
cussed at the city's think tank ses- 
sion this weekend. 
Sewer solution 
vote in pipeline 
for Queensway 
TERRACE m Another 
referendum could be in store for 
Thomhill residents as early as 
Christmas - -  this time to decide 
whether to go ahead with a new 
$3-million sewer system for the 
Queensway ares. 
Les Watmough, Thoruhill's 
director on the board of the 
Kitimat.Stikine Regional District, 
says a date for the referendum 
should be set within two weeks. 
The type of sewer system has 
been decided, he says. It will be a 
low pressure combination pump 
and gravity feed system. 
Individual homes will still have 
septic tanks, but instead of pump- 
ing out to a septic field, they'll 
pump out to the sewer line. 
"We know it works," Wat- 
mongh says. "It's not totally ex- 
perimental - -  it's been done in 
other places." 
What hasn't been decided yet is 
how the tax burden for paying for 
the system will be spread among 
Thornhill homeowners. 
Watmough said that's still 
being worked out 
"We're trying to spread the tax 
load evenly and not be unfair to 
anyone," he said. 
He said construction is expected 
to begin sometime next spring if 
the referendum passes. 
I f  approved, the sower system 
would finally put an end to the 
sewage woes of area residents, 
particularly those living on Bob- 
sein Crescent. 
Residents there have been 
desperate for a solution since 
health ministry officials cracked 
down on homes with failed septic 
systems last January. 
Health hazard warning/signs 
were posted in the area, and the 
health ministry threatened to take 
residents to court if action wasn't 
taken. 
In March the provincial govern- 
ment issued a final offer of a 75 
per cent subsidy. 
The Thornhill sewage problems 
again put the Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District on  the pro- 
vince's list of waste discharges 
and contaminated sites that are 
"a pollution concern." 
It's the second time Thornhill 
has appeared on the list, 
Cal countdown 
4, Kermodes  tune up 
for zone  playoffs, 
SPORTS ':" C 1 
IMPASSE 
Victoria and Ottawa 
remain at odds over the 
Nisga'a land claim talks. 
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Drag race probed 
TERRACE ~ Two drag.racing pickups collided with the car streets does happen, Veldman 
driven by 24.year-old Janice said, but called this accident atel- 
Henry, who was seriously in- ativcly isolated incident. 
jured. " I 've heard people say this 
Also injured in her car were 67- goes on every day, but I don't 
year-old Vera Henry, of Terrace, concur with that at all," he said. 
and 14-year-oldSandraHemy. "This is a very scrious acci- 
"Charges will definitely be dent, with serious consequences, 
laid," Veldman said, adding it and it could have been a lot 
has not been determined yet what worse," he said. "The results 
charges will be laid, or whether were disastrous. It was very 
both drivers will be charged, fortunate it was not a fatal acci- 
More analysis of the accident is dent." 
going on, he added. Sandra Hcnry was released 
Youths racing along Terrace from hospital last week. As of 
Saturday, Vera Henry was still in 
stable condition in Vancouver 
General Hospital and Janice 
Henry was still in stable condi- 
tion at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
The youth from Terrace cannot 
be named because the Young Of. 
fenders Act prohibits publication 
of names of suspects under the 
age of 18. 
Firefighters worked for more 
than 30minutes using the Jaws of 
Life to free Janice Henry from the 
car wreck. 
pickup truck drivers who caused 
a serious head-on car crash last 
week will face charges, says 
RCMP Staff Sgt. John Veldman. 
The drivers - -  18-year-old 
Dwayne Etzerza, of Telegraph 
Creek, and a unnamed IT-year- 
old Terrace youth ~ were racing 
east along Lakelse Ave., police 
said, when ,hey met a westbound 
car in front of the Royal Canadian 
Legion. 
The three vehicles were unable 
to pass each other and one of the 
Vote doubted 
TERRACE - -  The OcL 26 
referendum results for the 
Elsworth camp up Hwy37 can't 
be fight, says Jack EIswnrth who 
runs a logging show up there. 
The count for the poll there 
came up with 63 'yes' and 'no' 
no votes. 
But Elsworth, who lead the 'no' 
campaign in that area, says the 
exact opposite took place. 
Returning officer Elaine 
Johnston said any changes will be 
made Nov. 9 when the official 
count for the Skeena riding takes 
place. 
~ . . . .  ~-~,:i ~ 'i~: ,~i: ~ 
BUSTERS 
proudly welcomes 
LYNDA GORDON 
AND 
HOLLY THOMPSON 
To Their Team Of Professional Stylists. 
For Your Personal Consultation Call Todayl 
SPECIALIZING IN: 
Y~Cut & Style ~rPerrns 
~Co/ours ~Nails by Lorraine 
~-Red Cedar Massage Therapy 
Skeena Ma l l  
635-2432.  
I 
~i~!  i 
Fish correction 
An OcL 21 story in The Terrace 
Standard about a federal fisheries 
investigation of a Gitsegulda 
company for illegal fishing said 
Simgake Fisheries owner Herb 
Russell used gillnets to catch fish 
for sale, without authorization 
from the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en Tribal Council. 
Russell and his company did 
not catch the fish, but bought he 
fish from other C-itksan 
fishermen. 
If you don' t normally ddye your car be~een,! a.m. and 
5 a.m., join Operation CAT. 
By placing a CAT decal in the rear or side window of your 
vehicle, you are telling police and car thieves that your 
vehicle is not normally driven between 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. 
Police seeing your vehicle during those hours will assume 
it has been stolen and will proceed accordingly. 
(;AT is a free crime prevention program brought o you by: 
The British Columbia Automobile Association, ICBC, the 
Ministry of the Attorney General and Your Local Police. 
To join Operation CAT, pick up a registration form at 
any BCAA Service Centre, ICBC Facility, Autoplan 
Agent, Police Station or RCMP detachment. 
$ 
Dining to the Musical 
Accompaniment of
Cath J 
p~,,v s .  
APPEATCrNG • • ~:i! ¸¸ : 
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 
Nov. 6, 7, 13, 14 from 7:30 - 11:30 
Dec. 4, 5, 11, 12, 18, 19 from 8:30 -12:30 
NOVEMBER SPECIALS 
Prince Rupert Medallions of 
PRAWNS VENISON 
515,95 =18,95 
CRAB 
LEGS 
s15.95 
FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE 635-9181 
4332 LAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
" i  
CUSTOMER APPRECIATION 
DISCOUNT DAY 
THU ON Ly B~=,,, 
,4 
OFF* 
VIRTUALLY EVERYTHING 
IV IN THE STORE / 
I 
t! 
i! 
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= ion?  News in brief , Taps for the Leg e---- xplained 
LOOK FORWARD soon to a booklet from the Nisga'a Tribal TERkACE - -  Next week could situation was, he pointed out poor Crompton said the branch has 
Council explaining Nisga'a government. 
It's part of the effort to provide more information on the Nisga'a 
as talks between it and the federal and provincial government prog- 
ress toward a settlement of their land claim centered on the Nass 
Valley, said Ian Mackenzie, amember of the tribal council's execu- 
tive. 
He said the booklet is not part of the general information, being 
released by the parties as part of the land claims negotiations pro- 
cuss,  
"We'll be trying to describe self government asmuch as we can 
=Without ~mpromising the negotiations orbe in the position of ne- 
gotiating in public," said Mackenzie. 
The booklet will be 16 pages in length and be the same size as the 
one released this spring by the tribal council which provided gener- 
al information on the Nisga'a and the Nass Valley. 
Expanded fire code released 
THE PROVINCIAL government has come out with an expanded 
fire code, spreading rules and regulations into rural and urban areas. 
New regulations deal with fire alarms, chimneys and furnaces, oil 
burning equipment and standardization f threads on fire hose con- 
nectors. 
Included in the changes is a requirement limiting combustible 
materials on classroom walls and ceilings to 20 per cent coverage. 
Unused underground residential heating oil tanks can remain in 
placed, providing the top is cut open and the tank cleaned and filled 
with sand or other inert material. 
:,~T0 be allowed is the use of approved hold-open devices on gaso- 
line nozzles at self-serve stations o that people can safely fdl thek 
vehicle tanks without having to manually hold the nozzle lever. 
be the last Remembrance Day 
people will be able to drop into 
the Legion building following the 
parade and service. 
That stark warning comes from 
Branch 13 past president Peter 
Crompton. 
Although the local arm of the 
Royal Canadian Legion has near- 
response to last year's event had 
already persuaded the executive 
to abandon this year,s New 
Year's Eve celebrations. 
Live weekend entertainment 
will be the next to go if it didn't 
attract more people. 
Crompton said people's mis- 
conceptions about he branch may 
175 members who fell into that 
classification. 
Although closure of the build- 
ing would not mean the end of 
Branch 13 itself, he pointed out 
the community would lose if it 
happened. 
Without a building, he said, the 
annual Christmas dinner for 
ly 700 members, Crompton said be part of the problem, seniors and the dances to raise 
they are just not turning: out to ~ ',Those who believe the Royal money for Mills Memorial hospi- 
support the branch or its events. Canadian Legion is an organiza- tal anti other deserving causes are 
And unless that trend is quickly tion of old people are wrong," he in doubt. 
reversed, the branch will have to 
close the doors of its Legion Ave. 
home, he added. 
That closure would end a 70 
year tradition in the community. 
Crompton explained the prob- 
lem was one of simple economics 
- -  not enough people were using 
the facility to cover the cost of its 
upkeep. 
Underlining how serious the 
emphasized. 
Once restricted to ex-service 
personnel, membership is now 
open to their spouses, children 
and even grandchildren, Cromp- 
ton said. 
There is also a fraternal mem- 
bership available to people who 
have no such connection to the 
armed forces but simply want to 
be part of the Legion's activities. 
" Smart about Power Smart 
B.C. HYDRO says 82 per cent of the population knew that Oct. 21 
was the night to turn off unnecessary lights as part of Power Smart 
month. 
It's an increase over the 80 per cent who knew about it last year 
and the 79 per cent in 1990, said the crown corporation. 
"Participation i  the event was down about 10 per cent from last 
• year, but we had great competition from the Blue Jays. We were as- 
king people to remember to turn out their unnecessary lights just 
when the Blue Jays were celebrating their third victory in game four 
of the World Series," said Power Smart manager Ian Rankine. 
Last year's Power Smart night fell on the evening of the provin- 
cial election. There's no indication yet of what might happen in 
1993. 
Say 'hi' to highways 
I .ANY QUESTION you might have about highways can be ans- 
wered next Tuesday when the transportation a d highways ministry 
hosts an open house at its office located at 4837 Keith Ave. 
• The open house is from 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. featuring displays on 
paving, avalanches, construction and the like. Some future local 
project designs will also be on display. 
"We want to inform people of what we do to keep the moving on 
.~e highways and bridges and we want to hear what people haveto 
say about how well we are doing it," says regional highways direc- 
tor Jon Buckle. 
More information is available by contact ministry information of- 
ricer Jane Sparkes at 638-3577. 
I PRINCE RUPERT master carver uempsey ouu . -=  u==,, . . . . .  - 
missioned to do a totem pole for the city of Owase, Japan. It's a 
sister city to Prince Rupert. "The pole is to be located in front of 
' ;Owase's new cultural'centre, ~ " :'" ..... " ' . . . . .  ..~: ' 
In the past, the Legion prcmises 
had also provided the venue for 
darts play when Terrace had 
hosted the B.C. Winter Games 
and Northern Winter Games, 
Crompton added. Peter Crompton 
Crompton urged members to for new ideas to allow us to carry 
come to the branch Nov. 10 an- on the work we believe in," he 
nual general meeting to show said. 
they wanted to save the building. "Let's rally together...before 
"We are ready for change and it's too late." ' ' 
Totem pole 
off to Japan 
TERRACE - -There 's  a family 
affair going on as a 30-foot cedar 
totem pole is being carved for a 
city in Japan. 
Heading the project is Dempsey 
Bob, a master carver based in 
Prince Rupert, who is rapidly 
gaining international ttention. 
Assisting him are nephews Stun 
Bevan and Ken McNeil of Kit- 
selas and Wayne Carliek, a 
cousin from Atlin. 
The work is taking pJace at the 
Kitselas carving shed, a building 
partially financed by Bob and 
dedicated to the art of carving. 
The 30-foot pole is destined for 
a new $14.5 million cultural 
centre in Owase, Japan. It's one 
of three sister cities of Prince 
Rupert. 
Bob says the project should 
take three months and will be in 
Owase in time for a planned April 
1993 opening of that centre. 
Bob and the other carvers will 
be in Japan for the opening and 
will dance at the pole's raising. 
This isn't the first time Bob has 
worked with his nephews and 
may not be the last. 
"They've already done 11 
poles on their own," says Bob 
who has passed own his knowl- 
edge. 
Bob's teaching is becoming as 
well known as his carving. 
He was involved in the creation 
of carving courses at 'Ksan in the 
70s and has spent a lot of time in 
Ketchikan, Alaska. 
Bob gained attention in 1989 
when a single purchaser bought 
an entire show on display in Van- 
couver. 
Just this  year, six of Bob's 
pieces were chosen to appear 
with the works of 17 other North 
American ative artists at the na- 
tional gallery in Ottawa. 
Skeena Cellulose supplied the 
pole for the project. 
~ ~i '~'~ i ~ i~ ~ ' ~. • 
]TERRACE CO-OP 
 HOME CENTRE 
I ,, 
635-9595 % 
I I rl 
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY Q 
l:'l'he Co-op Home Centre will ' 
• ~ .~w Christmas tock'has arrived! operate on our ' b 
 Winter Hours Schedule. site collectible Christmas ornaments 
~ .~n ware ,Bedding 
' ~ ~ tens Gifts. ~r Gourmet Coffee 
:i ~ ~zque gift zdeas sure to please. 
( 
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EDITORIAL  ..... 
l i 
Bad news ahead 
Perhaps the federal and provincial 
governments are more worried about a 
public response to land claims settlements 
than they are leading us to believe. 
That's the only plausible reason in the 
dispute between those two governments 
over a key document hat's part of the 
Nisga'a land claims negotiations. 
The document is called an interim pro- 
tection measures agreement. It sets out 
what role the Nisga'a will have in develop- 
ments in their claim territory leading up to 
a final settlement. That's important be- 
cause it not only recognizes Nisga'a juris- 
diction but will give a clue on the shape of 
the final deal. 
The agreement has been given tentative 
approval by the Nisga'a and the federal 
and provincial governments but has been 
officially signed by only the province and 
the Nisga'a. 
Even though the interim agreement 
covers areas of provincial responsibility, 
the feels say they won't  sign. They want a 
written assurance from the province that in 
its opinion, it has adequately talked about 
the agreement with and sought opinions 
from logging and mining •companies and 
local governments. 
The province has given a verbal as- 
saying it really doesn't know if this has 
taken place. It's reason is that there is a re- 
quirement for secrecy in the negotiations. 
The reds dispute that interpretation, saying 
there is room to give details on the interim 
agreement but not on the actual discussion 
that went into its formation. 
All of this goes to the favourite political 
word of the 1990s m consultation. 
Governments love to do what they call 
consult. The word may mean something in 
the dictionary but in reality it means zip, 
zero, nada, dick. Consultation only gives 
the impression that the great unwashed 
have had a say in forming public policy. 
So here we have a provincial government 
which has already recognized the native 
right to self-government, land and 
resources m saying it would love to tell us 
what is going on, but can't. And we have a 
federal government looking for some pro- 
teetion should the trap hit the fan when the 
Nisga'a deal is done. 
Both sides appear to have no confidence 
in their famed "consultation processes." 
That lays the groundwork for a suspicious 
greeting of the Nisga'a agreement in prin- 
ciple scheduled for next March. If there's a 
problem now, what happens if the public 
won't  buy what the two governments have 
surance but won't give a written one, negotiated? 
Begin the debate 
Mayor Jack Talstra has a point in not The mayor and council do have the 
wanting the acrimony that surrounded Sun- authority to make that change. 
day' sllogping'to~Surfaee' again withvthe 'is-" ~ Munieipalities;ithr°ugh provincial legisla- 
sue of larger .stores opening on statutory tion, can over'fii:le thd'pfbVinci/d fi'fi~d:fity 
holidays. But he doesn't have much choice on this matter. 
and neither does council. It's much better to have the mayor and 
The provincial government has taken its council act quickly to determine the public 
position - -  the charging of Kmart, Over- preference than to lay back and let the pro- 
waitea, Safeway and Woolworth under the vinee make the decision for us. Local con- 
Holiday Shopping Regulation Act. It may trol by definition includes local responsi- 
be an old statute and one that doesn't hold bility. The sooner the issue is opened up 
anymore in the 1990s but it is the law until for debate, the sooner a local resolution 
changed, will be reached. 
Little things help 
Having survived a fire which 
destroyed a lifetime of belong-. 
ings, I no longer wonder how 
to help someone burned out of 
house and home. Anything is 
welcome. A kind word. A 
hand. A lamp. New or used, a 
gift or a loan. 
If you retire, you get to 
choose which items you'll sell 
or give away because they 
won't fit into smaller quarters. 
Similarly, a criminal carted off 
to jail keeps his stuff, though it 
may be temporarily beyond 
his reach. But fire robs you in- 
discriminately. 
After our fire, we didn't have 
a blanket, a dish, or a chair. 
From a functional two-filing- 
cabinet office I went to a 
plastic bag. This I carried with 
me everywhere like a security 
blanket. It contained a steno 
notebook and blank cheques. 
In the notebook I kept track of 
phone numbers, addresses, and 
each day's events. It stabilized 
my existence. 
The fist week alter the fire 
was a maze, answering ques- 
tions from police and insur- 
ance, searching embers for 
recognizable bits, and driving 
to meals like dorm students. 
Hours went by without us 
hceding a hunger pang. In- 
deed, if our bodies had been 
cars we would have stalled. 
Then we lined up temporary 
living quarters, phone, plumb- 
hag and hydro. Finally, we be- 
gan organizing to rebuild, 
wheedling with trades people 
at a time when construction is 
booming and every trade is 
overworked. ' ' 
from the goodwill and 
generosity of family and 
friends, not to mention total 
strangers. Comfort has come 
from normalizing our daily 
life as much and as soon as 
possible. 
Following any major disrup- 
tion - fire or flood - you face 
enormous expenses, drained 
energy, telescoped time, and 
an aversion to comparison 
shopping. So all replacement 
goods, whether small, in- 
expensive or non-essential, re 
welcome and add to graceful 
living. 
These are some of the things 
we've received: 
Food, from ready-to-heat 
canned moose and borscht, to 
tinned soups and salmon, 
potatoes, and corn on the cob. 
Vegetable oil. Small amounts 
of spices and other cooking in- 
gredients that are expensive to 
restock all at once in full pack- 
ages. 
Plastic food savers, frying 
pans, teapot, toaster, cutlery, 
saucepans, tea kettle, steamer 
insert, garbage bags. Mixing 
bowls with lids. Assorted dis- 
hes. 
Blankets, quilts, towels 
bath, hand, and dish. No fam- 
ily can have too many. Sleep- 
Throughout we'Vebenefitted ...... ing bags. Afghans. Sheets, pil- 
lowcases. Wooden matches, 
candles. A Bible. Thank you 
notes. Even a ballpoint pen; 
these are forever being 
misplaced. Previously enjoyed 
clothing. 
A radio, a portable TV. A 
corner bookshelf to set the TV 
on. An oval rug. A table and 
two chairs. A live dieffen- 
bachia. 
A carpenter skirted our 
mobile home. A logger 
pounded nails and hoisted 
roofing. A neighbor dried 
laundry. 
As Susan Baxter writes in 
her "B.C. Woman" article, 
How to Help a Friend Through 
a Loss, "People going through 
a crisis may not reach out, so 
you have to make the moves." 
Any move shows you care. 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ,,~ ,,.,.- •., . , . , . . ' . . ' .~ . "  
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Compromise tone 
to la be u r cha n ge 
VICTORIA m When you 
expect o get a severe beating 
and get off with a few cuffs 
about the ear, it feels really 
good. 
That's basically what hap- 
pened~: when labour minister 
Moe Sihota introduced 'the 
government's new and long- 
awaited labour code in the 
B.C. Legislature. 
Initial reaction from those 
most directly affected was 
cautious criticism. Neither the 
business community nor the 
labour movement was very 
happy with the changes. 
Labour expected a lot more 
and business a lot less. 
Since its election last fall, 
it's been the Harcourt govern- 
ment's hallmark to seek a 
middle-of-the-road course. 
The danger of that approach is 
that you never make anybody 
happy.  
The only ones who started 
howling the moment he new 
bill came down were'the two 
opposition parties, and that's 
their job. 
Socred leader jack Weisger- 
bur, who was part of the 
Vander Zalm government that 
gave birth the Bill 19, the pre- 
vious labour code, lost no time 
laying into the government, 
calling the new labour code a 
payoff to organized labour. 
Well, if that's so, it was 
certainly lost on Ken 
Georgetti, B.C. Federation of 
labour chief, who slammed the 
legislation for not going far 
enough. 
The other curious remark 
emanating from Weisgerber 
had to do with the legislation's 
effect on the province's econ- 
omy. He said it will add to 
"the crisis of confidence" in 
British Columbia's economy. 
Run that byme again, Jack. I 
must read different economic 
journals. The ones I get from 
various banks and f'mancial 
analysts all say that British 
Columbia's economy is steam- 
rolling ahead of everybody 
else's, including those of Can- 
ada as a whole and the United 
States. 
Don't get me wrong, I 'm not 
giving all the credit for that to 
the Harcourt government, al- 
• though the NDP's economic 
policies have so far shown a 
much closer resemblance to 
old-line Tory economics than 
the fabled socialist preoccupa- 
tion with spending like 
drunken sailors. 
The major external reasons 
for the sterling performance of
British Columbia's economy 
are our increasing trade with 
the Pacific Rim, continued in- 
vestment, particularly from 
Asian countries, and strong in- 
migration from other pro- 
vinces. 
The one thing I haven't 
come across is any reference 
to a crisis of confidence in 
British Columbia's economy. 
But I'll let it go. After all, 
Jack's got a job to do. 
Let's look at some of the 
measures in the new labour 
code. The most dramatic 
departure from the previous 
code is a ban on replacement 
workers during a strike or 
lockout, commonly referred to 
as anti-scab legislation. The 
government says the ban is 
necessary to prevent or at least 
reduce picket-line violence. 
The Industrial Relations 
Council is renamed the Labour 
Relations board; and the major 
change is that the corn- 
missioner relinquishes 
authority to intervene in dis- 
putes to the labour ministry for 
"greater accountabilitY". 
A secret ballot vote is no 
longer required to organize a 
company, a measure with 
which I strongly disagree. 
Secret ballots are part of our 
democratic system for a very 
good reason. They eliminate 
the intimidation factor. 
Decertification and strikes 
will still require a vote by the 
membership, but such votes 
will no longer be supervised 
by the government. 
Education is removed from 
the definition of essential ser- 
vices. 
But the legislation doesn't 
contain the rumoured move to 
"sectoral bargaining", 
whereby the terms of a con- 
tract won by one local would 
automatically apply to the 
entire industry. 
It would also have allowed 
organization of many small 
businesses under one of more 
unions such as the clerical 
staff of all gas stations in a 
community or servers at 
neighborhood pubs. 
Georgetti was less than 
pleased. He said the govern- 
ment "missed the mark" by 
rejecting seetoral bargaining, 
and the effect would be most 
felt by women, youth and 
minorities. 
Considering that neither 
labour nor business is entirely 
happy with the new legisla- 
tion, it has an important thing 
going for it - compromise. 
Y i " 
EMILY MURPHY, left, succeeded in having women declared court by Henrietta Muir EdWards, Lomse MCl~nney, ~rene P'anvy 
persons in 1929. The effort began in 1916 and wound its way and Nellie McClung. With them is Prime Minister Mackenzie 
through several governments and court cases. She was joined in King. 
It took court case before 
women became persons 
TERRACE ~ Today it's called privileges afforded men. chose the Senate as their target, the five women the British 
feminism or women's lib. 
In the early part of the century 
it was called suffrage, the move- 
ment by women to obtain the 
same rights as men. 
And just as gender equality in 
the Senate occupied B.C. last 
month, what is now called the 
Persons case also concerned that 
part of Parliament. 
The story began in 1916 with 
Emily Murphy, a police 
magistrate and the first woman to 
be named ajudge in Canada. 
Her authority was challenged 
her first day on the bench by a 
defence lawyer upset over a stiff 
That definition was inherited 
from British law and tradition. 
A judge in England in 1876, 
upon having a woman appear in 
his court in an attempt o vote, 
said "Women are persons in mat- 
ters of pain and penalties, but are 
not persons in matters of rights 
and privileges." 
The Alberta supreme court 
upheld Murphy's authority as a 
police magistrate on the grounds 
of "reason and good,sense" but 
the overall issue of a woman 
being a person remained un- 
resolved. 
Murphy began working on the 
sentence given a client, federal government to take on the 
His ease rested on the"B~tish issue. By 1927 she laud still not 
North Afieri~ Act, the~s~ receiv~bM~flaias~dt'.flt[Sl~ at- 
. • , . ,i ..... ,, tern ts at ersuading three .,dif- ,,upo~ whtch .the Canadmn con, .~. .... P. ~= :.P~:.,~v,~", ". ; .  ":~;:~'~, 
stiiiiii0nisl~tliii. : '  ferent i'fime wnnigte~s" ,ann oe- 
Worn were  not d c~ded upon a petition to the en . . . . . .  cons, ered " 
persons in the Act and so sh0fild 'Supreme Court of Canada; 
not enjoy the same rights and Murphy and four other women 
The reasoning was simple. 
Since only men were persons in 
the British North America Act 
and since only persons could be 
named to the Senate, then only 
men could be appointed Senators. 
The women challenged that posi- 
tion. 
In 1928 the supreme •court ruled 
against the petition of Murphy, 
Nellie McClung, Louise MeKin- 
hey, kene Parlby and Henrietta 
Muir Edwards. 
Its decision was based on how 
women were viewed by law in 
1867, when the British North 
America Act, and not how 
women were viewed in the 1920s. 
.Although the., federal, govem- 
~J~o.~Mxrrphy,:ahd th.~0tllel: fourl,st 
di,d,ngt,attempt to,change the 
• British North America Act. 
But it did agree .to support he 
one last avenue of appeal eft to 
Judicial Committee of the Privy 
Council• It could, at that time, 
overrule Canadian court deci- 
sions. 
The appeal was heard over four 
days in July 1929 and the deci- 
sion came down on Oct. 18, 63 
years ago. 
"Their Lordships have come to 
the conclusion that the word per- 
sons includes members of the 
male and female sex ..." stated 
the privy council. 
Emily Murphy, after a long pe- 
riod of public service, expected to 
become the first woman named to 
the Senate. 
She was not and the first 
woman senator, Cairine Wilson, 
when a vacalicy was createo y 
the death of a Senator from Ed- 
• monton. 
Emily Murphy died of diabetes 
in Edmonton in 1933. 
Reformers say MP Fulton 
faces tough election fight 
TERRACE - -  Campaigning for 
the 'yes' side in the constitutional 
referendum campaign will come 
back to haunt Skeena M.P. Jim 
Fulton, says the president of the 
local Reform Party association. 
Pointing out 73 per cent of 
Skeena voters had rejected the ac- 
cord in the Oct. 26 vote, Lorne 
Sexton said Fulton was "definite- 
ly losing touch with the voters." 
Sexton predicted those voters 
would not forget Fulton's stand 
when it came time to mark their 
ballots in next year's federal elec- 
tion. 
Referring to MP's long stint in 
Ottawa, Sexton added, "He's not 
your average citizen anymore like 
he was 12 years ago, not your 
working class guy." 
Sexton said the referendum 
campaign had shown most 
politicians were not listening to 
the people. 
It was equally clear the people, 
in turn, no longer trusted the 
politicians, he added. 
Sexton hoped Canadians will 
now now take a more active inter- 
est in politics as part of a 
resurgence of populism in this 
country. 
And, so long as it continued to 
The 
s tar t  
The Start i s /o r  people 
I 
Lorne Sexton 
listen to the people, he was confi- 
dent his party would take a lead 
ing role in that resurgence. 
"People are fed up, they feel 
they haven't had a voice in this 
country and right now the Reform 
Party is the only federal party 
that's willing to give them a 
voice," Sexton maintained. 
9 r~ ~r ~r ~ 
And while local Reform party 
members wait for the federal 
election, the provincial NDP 
Member of the Legislative As- 
Lunch 
Hungry school children 
now have free lunches. 
They are for students at 
Clarence Michiel 
Elementary and • E.T. 
Kenney Prtrnary Schools, 
The Terrace : ,Anti- 
Poverty Group,S0ctety is, 
making the lunches,, r 
Tl~e school district is 
paying the s0ciei'y to do 
this. 
But he warned whatever pack- 
age the assembly might come up 
with could be just as difficult to 
sell as the one just defeated. 
Giesbrecht said that aboriginal 
land claims, which became an is- 
sue during the referendum al- 
though not part of the proposed 
deal, could be handled in B.C. 
without a new constitution. 
"We do have a new treaty com- 
mission with the federal and 
LETTER S 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Manning's group 
hits below belt 
Dear Sir: 
Perhaps the scariest legacy of 
the recent constitutional kefuf- 
fie is not the reaffirmation of 
our perception of ourselves as 
an under.achieving "can't do" 
crew, but the artificial enliven- 
merit of a truly Frakensteinian 
monster. 
I refer, of course, to the 
elevation of that pontificating 
political pygmy - Mr. Preston 
Manning - to the status of a 
slalesman of national stature. 
Prior to our most recent bout 
of obsessive national navel- 
gazing, the Reform sect of the 
nee-Conservative movement 
could boast a limited con- 
stituency. 
So it is with some disgust 
that I have to observe that 
while most Canadians wrestled 
with the thorny complexities of 
the Charlottetown Deal by 
searching their hearts or 
wracking their brains, Mr. 
Manning's faction preferred to 
exercise their, citizenship by 
hitting squarely below the bell 
Rather than addressing the 
complex fundamental issues of 
The Deal, Reform's campaign 
confused the debate further by 
diverting attention instead to 
thoroughly extraneous issues: 
Canadians' discontent with the 
status quo; the nations's dis- 
illusionment with its political 
leadership especially Mr. 
Mulroney. 
This type of misdirection 
worked well for itinerant 
snake-oil, salesmen, and the 
Reformites have now proven 
themselves adept and polished 
practitioners of this potent 
brand of razzle-dazzle. 
Mr. Manning deliberately ex- 
acerbated, then exploited, 
Western discontent in the 
referendum campaign. Under 
the guise of opposing The 
Deal, he set out to flatten his 
own flock via culling forays 
into the ranks of sincerely con- 
cerned citizens, raids on the 
passionately bewildered and 
ambushes of the constitutional- 
ly confused. 
Reform's campaign was not 
waged primarily in the interest 
of Canada or of Canadians. 
Some of their 'referendum' ad- 
vertisements were blatant 
come-ons used to recruit new. 
members and more money - 
not for Canada, but for their 
party. 
So it was with a warm feel- 
ing that I read your last num- 
ber (editorial, Oct. 21,1992). 
With the front page banner 
blaring the poll results con- 
firming that this is indeed 
Reformite Country, I must ad- 
mit I expected your editorial 
page to feature a denunciation 
of the'Accord (in keeping with 
political/economic expediency, 
Terrace-style). 
Or perhaps a clarion call to a 
definite maybe, perhaps but 
not necessarily y'know fer- 
shur¢, eh? (in keeping with Ca- 
nadian traditions of self- 
assertion and concise self- 
expression). 
Thanks for the pleasant sur- 
prise. It was a gutsy stand to 
take during moose-hunting 
season on this, the final fron- 
tier. 
John How 
Terrace, B.C. 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
sembly for Skeena thinks a con- 
stituent assembly may be the next 
attempt o change the constitu- 
tion. 
"It was an original idea of the 
NDP way back in 1989," said 
Helmut Giesbrccht of a plan to 
select a few people from each 
riding in the country and have 
them gather in one place to work 
on constitutional changes. 
"That group, to negotiate, 
would get a mandate from the 
people," said Giesbreeht. 
provincial governments but 
where native self government fi s 
in remains unclear," he added. 
The treaty commission was 
formed this fall to deal with the 
nearly 30 outstanding claims 
made by native groups in the pro- 
vincc. 
The MLA did not accept the 
theory that worries over 
aboriginal self government did 
not form a big part of the 'no' 
vote. 
And he said the ability of any- 
body who could put together a 
new deal will be tested. 
"There could be a straitjacket 
on the flexibility to make con- 
tess,us based on the issues tarted 
by this vote, even if somebody 
could come up with a better 
deal," said Giesbreeht. 
Open minds will 
tr o u ble,,, Harc,o,t rt . . . .  
, " ,  o 
they spent over $300 million to 
ram it down our throats in a 
few weeks. We were told Can- 
ada has a constitutional crisis 
and the 'no' vote was un- 
patriotic and will exacerbate 
the problem. 
The only crisis we have in 
Canada is the one in Mul- 
roney's head and I 'm surprised 
that the other political parties 
and Canada's cultural elite 
share his delusions. 
A lot of people in B.C. and 
Quebec voted 'no' because 
they didn't like the 25 per cent 
seats for Quebec for all time. A 
lot of Quebcckers didn't like 
this deal because they saw it as 
a bribe to pacify Quebec - like 
dangling a carrot in front of a 
stubborn donkey. 
We were constantly told that 
the 'no' side was closed 
minded and the 'yes' side was 
open minded. As I see it the 
only open minded people were 
the people who refused to vote 
because of 'yes' and 'no' 
biases. 
Unless Harcourt is prepared 
to wake up and smell the bull 
he'll go down in the next elec- 
tion• There are no excuses. 
Brian Gregg 
Terrace, B.C. 
The collapse of a consensus 
on the Charlottetown accord in 
the ee l  26 referendum sug- 
gests to me that Canadians 
need to turf out some 
politicians. Perhaps we should 
give Bill Vander Zalm a see- 
end look. 
For the past couple months 
we've been hearing a lot of 
whiny politicians telling us 
that they can't do anything 
abut the economy because 
Canada has been constitu- 
tionally constipated. 
It serves them right for put- 
ting all their eggs in one basket 
and then threatening Canadians 
with a basket full of broken 
eggs if we ever said 'no'. 
This is the reason Vander 
Zalm lost the election last year 
and it is why Mulroney lost his 
referendum. At least the Zalm 
came out on the side of the 
people during the referendum 
debate by saying 'no' to the 
deal too as a spokesman for the 
Christian Heritage Party• 
Phrases like "Charlatan" ac- 
cord and Charlottetown dis- 
cord were frequently uttered 
about the referendum showed 
the level of mistrust people 
have towards our leaders. 
I was mildly surprised by the 
About Letters 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters to the editor. We ask that 
they be signed and a phone number be included. Letters are sub- 
ject to editing for  reasons o f  length and for  good taste. Unsigned 
letters are thrown away. Our deadline is noon Friday. 
Bad crash 
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BUSINESS.  REV IEW 
moves' Shell PRICES CUT,[ 
. from Rupert ON ALL USED [ 
TERRACE--ShelICRnadRhRS said. CARS & TRUCKS I 
become the second oil company It's also not unusual for oil 
in less than a year to move its companies to use the same bulk 
B O T T O M  L INE  EVENT ] bulk plant operations here from storage facilities, Rowley con- 
Prince Rupert. tinned. /92  CLEAROUT I it'll be using the bulk tanks at "We'll be able to install our 
the new Imperial 0il facility here own injection facilities to add our 
I and bringing in petroleum pro- patented additives at that point," ducts via rail from Edmonton in- she said. stead of barging them up the Terrace's Shell agent w~ ser- 
coast from Vancouver to Prince vice its customers in rrince Co l t  E HB 91 Ford Explorer  gx4 [ 
Rupert. ' Rupert and Shell has just com- 5 S~t~t~1565 Loaf:od~nlX~LTr, w~;at, A/C, ] 
The Imperial Oil facility is pleted a $600,000 improvement Wra""~"~s~t~vo $ ~ Windows-'---'-~---- ! 
being expanded after that compa- of its aviation refueling operation Now .................. ~ ] 
ny announced in January it was at Seal Cove in that city. Duster  ~o2..=.-~9s ...... S2~ 995 '1 
also moving its terminal facilities It'll also be making improve- 
from Prince Rupert. meats at Shell's Digby Island and V6, A/C Stk. #1591 90 Ford Supercab | 
Shell spokesman Jan Rowley Terrace airport locations. Was $15500 $1~ ~ 4x2 Loaded, XLT Lariat, ] 
said the move makes environ- Shell will move one more ship- Now .............. ~ A/C Pwr Windows, Pwr | 
WALKING ADVERTISEMENT for their mother's home-based mental sense and that sharing meat up the coast by barge in ear- Sundance Locks ] 
clothing sales business are Matthew, Rachelle and Karl As- bulk facilities is more cost effec- ly November and will dismantle A/C'Stereo Stk. #1552 Was $16,500 $1~2 ¢]K~K [ 
selstine, rive for the company, its Prince Rupert bulk facility the I ][~ow ................ a~.v.,,,., ] LI[..s,,,. "Doing this is not specific to end of this year or early next Now .............. ~Il I /LKI* 
H o m e  b u s i n e s s  thissite. We've been looking at year. Sundance  
all our other facilities," said "k "k & 9t & A/C Cruise Stk. #1549 
risky proposition 
versatile, quality clothing 
based on a child's height, not 
on his or her age. 
Peters and Asselstine are two 
of an estimated 150 to 200 
home-based business operators 
working in the Terrace area. 
And 33 of them have joined 
together in the Terrace Home- 
based Business Association, 
says association spokesman El- 
teen Toovey. 
It holds regular meetings to 
encourage home-based 
businesses, exchange ideas and 
offer support. 
The association holds annual 
trade fairs and will stage its 
next one this Saturday, Nov. 7, 
in the arena banquet room. 
Toovey says 20 businesses 
have signed up for the fair 
which starts at 10 a.m. and 
TERRACE - -  There are risks 
associated with any business 
but what happened to Naomi 
Peters recently was completely 
unexpected. 
Peters, who operates ahome- 
based business selling a Cal- 
gary line of clothing called 
Kids Only Clothing, was 
returning from a trip to 
Stewart. 
She, her husband and their 
two small children ran into a 
snowstoma nd totalled their 
vehicle. 
"That's the hazards of the 
trade," said Peters who suf- 
fered a broken breast bone in 
the accident. 
Peters began selling clothing 
a couple of years ago. She 
works with Marilyn Asselstine 
although the two operate as in- 
dependent consultants, closes at 4 p.m . . . .  
: Th'~iF~'6rk invol@~ "a" lot 'of ':':" :T~'~y h'~ puBHs]ied several 
t~r'/,6/iai'31~bntact '~i~fid ~Sales, :tiihes a ho~e.ba'~ed business 
parties during the evening two directory arid' is now working 
or three times a week. 
That kind of personal ser- 
vice, backed by a line of clo- 
thing they believe in marks the 
attitude of many home-based 
business operators. 
Kids Only specialty is selling 
on a new edition. 
The association meets the 
third Wednesday of each 
month. More information is 
available from Toovey at 635- 
9415 or from Lori Merrill at 
635-9533. 
Rowley of the decision ot to im- 
prove its Prince Rupert bulk oper- 
ations. 
A great many of Shell's 
customers are located in the cen- 
tral and northern parts of the 
northwest, making Terrace a 
preferred central location, she 
Out and 
About 
And as Shall makes prepara- 
tions to shift its bulk plant opera- 
tions, the Imperial expansion is 
moving along, says company area 
manager Kevin Gardner. 
He's expecting a mid- 
December completion of the 
nearly $3 million project. 
Honour awarded 
Security and Patrols, Manual 
DaSilva, McDonald's, The Medi- ~ ~ ! !  
cal Clinic, Perry ,Accounting, 
Pizza Hut, Project Literacy Ter- 
race, Kitimat-Stikine regional dis- 
trier, Skeena Broadcasters, Ter- 
race Little Theatre Society, Ter- 
race Shell and Car Wash, Totem 
TERRACE - -  Sharslyn Palagian 
of Central Gifts has been chosen 
as the Federal Business Develop- 
ment Banks's Terrace young en- 
trepreneur ofthe year. 
The effort by the development 
bank here blends in with pro- 
grams in other regions of the 
country. 
Central Gifts has been in busi- 
ness for 17 years and Palagian 
has owned it for the last four. 
She's an active member of the 
chamber of commerce and is in- 
volved in other community 
volunteer activities. 
To a qualify for the designation, 
a person must be under 29 years 
old and have been in business for 
at least hree years. 
Palagian will be speaking at 
various young entrepreneur work- 
shops acr6ss the province next 
year. 
Com~ni t ted  to  you  r success  
'~'/~ ~. ... .. ~ .~'~,~, ,, :~ ~ ~ : ....... . . . .  
We f inance new anti existing bti~sincsses: 
We provide sound management  advice. 
We offer  pract ical  training. 
Paul Williams, Manager 
u,. ........... fr ...... 635-4951 sl,rviees ~ 1111~* [I'A t|t'llX 
laugti,!s offic'ielh.~. 
.ii~•; ~
Federal Business Banque f6d~rale 
Development Bank de d6veloppement ~ Canadg 
ENTERTAIN ING IN  YOUR HOME OR 
OFF ICE  IS  MADE EASY. . .  
X 
• '~ when you choose Creative Options to cater for your business 
! 
luncheon or party. 
I 
t co, o,r o i  for, sma'. 
Options Inc. 
Contact Linda Pelletier at 63~-7884 
UNTINGSEASOXIJe" 
OCTOBER 18-NOVEMBER 15 
TERRACE ~ The old 
Heather's Balloon Magic location 
has been filled by a pet store. 
Golden Pond Pet Shop is run by 
Judy Henry who has the help of a 
part ime employee. 
Hemy's lived here for 20 years 
and decided to go into bnsiness as 
a way of doing something dif- 
ferent. 
The name doesn't come from 
the movie starring Henry Fonda 
and Jane Fonda. 
It was thought up by Henry's 
husband, Terry. 
Creative Options, which places 
people with mental disabilities 
into local jobs, has honoured 22 
businesses, groups and people for 
participating since it opened in 
199I. 
The businesses were given cer- 
tificates at an Oct. 29 luncheon. 
They are Bell Pole, British 
Columbia Buildings Corporation, 
City of Terrace, Elan Trave l -  
ITP, Emerson Medical Clinic, 
Federal Business Development 
Bank, First Choice Travel Ltd., 
Knox United Church, Lockport 
....... ~:~,,~,~ii!!i]i~,iii!i!ii!ii|~,'::t~i 
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
Ford Sales, Wayside Grocery and 
Your Decor. 
Veritas Grade 6 student Aaron 
Klein has won a Sight and Sound 
$50 gift certificate for winning 
B.C. Hydro's Power Smart month 
DIESEL- PROPANE - SANI-PUMP - 24 HOURS- FULL CONVENIENCE STORE 
  Mother  Nature 's  Gas Stat ion.  MOHAWK  oo.o 
635-6935 
school essay contest. : 
Aaron's essay entitled "How 
We Should Save Energy" was 
one of 130 submitted by Grades 6 
to 12 sludeats in the area, said 
Power Smart representative Lor- 
raine Cr l s t . .  
It's the first such contest Aaron 
Was$14,610 $11 4~*  
Now .............. atat / J~v 
Sundance  
A/C Cruise Stk. # 1512 
Was $15,015 
Now .............. ~ g "  
Shadow 
A/C - Stereo, Stk. #1556 
Was $14,610 ~.~ ~g.  
Now .............. "-Ll~r'~O 
Stea l th  ES 
Now .............. ~ /~at  
Lebaron  LX Coupe 
Stk. #1589 
Was $23,750 $~N'~ d '~"  
Now .............. ~ .a~ 
Spirit 
A/~_~l~l ; tk .#1507 
Wa~=~IW210 $1/I ~1/ '~  
Now .............. ~.'~:~o~.u 
Sp i r i t  ES 
Loaded, Stk. #1519 
Was $22,000 $1R 
Now .............. "JLO/ILPJ - 
Dynasty  LE~., :-!i~ 
Wa~2S $9fl l~ /g  * 
Now .............. " - ' l " "  "~ 
Daytona  IROC 
Stk. #1530 Loaded 
Was $22,995 
Now .............. $2~,405" 
Voyager  LE  
Loaded, Stk. #1545 
Was $28,040 $~1/1 ~F~ 
Now .............. 
Voyager  A .W.D.  
Stk. #1547 
Was$26,519 Se)~ 11(:1" 
Now .............. ~.OlJU~, 
GR Voyager  
7 Pass., Stk. #1554 
Was $~6,Z40 $99 ~ l f~ 
Now .............. ~c.yJ-x~ 
GR Voyager  AWD 
STk.#1573 
Was $26,375 $~ IT ' ]~ '  
Now .............. ~ . , /~ •~, 
4x4 D iese l  
s tk .~V~ 
4x4 D iese l  
Auto 4, Loaded, All 
Power a/c, Stk. #1501 
Was$30,010 $9K ~I / ]P  l' 
Now .............. ,~a.,p.,at~ 
3/4 Diesel  4x4 
Loaded, all power a/c, 
5 Spd. Stk. #1508 
Was $29,010 $9~ ~"1~ 
Now .............. ~uJp,,.=.w 
Dakota  Magnum 
Loaded, Trailer hitch, 
a/c, v/8 magnum, auto 
4 Stk. #1515 
Was $20,315 ~r~P~K'I~'I~AI=6 
Now .............. ~ l l /~P J~ 
Dakota  4x4 
a/c -LE Stk. #1538 
Was $21,540 $1 Q Q/ i f~  
Now .............. atu/t.rm~ 
• Net of all rebates 
89 Pont iac F i ref ly  
Only 50,000 kms 
Was $4,99s SA "AQ~ 
Now ................... "xp~J~, 
88 Toyota Tercel 
Was $6,995 $f_ O/3g't 
Now ................... UIOLK/ 
88 4 Runner  SR5 
Loaded, Pwr Windows, 
Pwr Locks.~.~ 45,000 
km .SU " 
Was $14,995 ~e I ~ (~q 
Now ................ atuf:~,~ 
88 4 Runner  SR5 
Cassette, Sunroof, 82,500 
kms 
Was $13,995 $I ~ ¢lg't~ 
Now ................ J L / .y~ 
88 Ford F150 
Canop~ 58,000 kms 
Was $8,995 $~ ¢w~ 
Now ................... /I~'JD 
87 Camaro 
83,000 kms 
Was $6545 $ ~.X]IO~ 
Now .................... Lj:z.7~ 
86 Ford Tempo 
4 Dr., 5 spd,, Stereo, 
Was $3,995 ~ ¢v~r, 
Now from ......... "4V'~O 
Now .................... w / J Jo  
85 Renau l t  Al l iance 
Auto, 68,000 kms 
Was $1,895 $t f_/l~ 
Now ................... &/OLK/ 
85 N issan Sentra 
2 Dr., Hatchback 
Was $4,995 $~ QQ~ 
Now ................... OI~PJ,.. 
84 V.W. Rabb i t  
Was li~,9~s ~ l lQ~ 
Now ................... s.q'xJ~ 
83 Dodge Ar ies 
4 Dr. 
Was $2,495 $1 ~ 
Now ................... J ~W3j 
82 GMC P ickup 
Diesel 
Was $1,895 $1 ~./~ 
Now ................... J /O~o 
82 Escort 
4Dr. 
Was $2,498 $t /'lu'~l" 
Now ................... I . /~D 
81 Bronco 4x4 
Auto 
Was $4,998 $~'D t i l l "  
Now ................... OiSr'3D 
81 Honda Accord 
4 Dr. 
Was $1,495 
Now .......................  950 
80 GMC 1 Ton 
Canopy, Auto 
Camper Special 
Was $4,995 $,'1 ~ 
Now ................ ... Ol l~ 
79 New Yorker  
Was $1,498 
No , .......................  995 
77 Datsun  280Z 
Sport 
Was $4,995 $~ a't~r- 
Now ................... O /~D 
@ 
TERRACE 
CHRYSLER LTD. 
4916 Hwy.  16 West  
635-7187 
Dir. No. $958 
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Kemano intrigue grows 
TERRACE - -  Confidential doc- 
uments released last month that 
show how politics tainted science 
in the federal government's mid- 
1980s review of the Kemano 
Completion Project are only the 
tip of the iceberg, says Prince 
George MP Brian Gardiner. 
More such documents were 
released last week and Gardiner 
says there's alot more where they 
came from. 
"We have learned that there are 
over 83,000 pages of evidence 
locked up in Fisheries and 
Oceans offices in Vancouver," 
he said Friday. "About three feet 
of that 28-foot-high pile has seen 
the light o.f day." 
"The truth will never come out 
if this information iskept secret," 
he said, 
The new documents detail the 
company's attempts to keep con- 
fidential studies that would con- 
tradict its position. 
One memo from assistant 
deputy fisheries minister A. 
Lefebvre-Anglin to the Depart- 
ment of Fisheries and Oceans' 
School 
lunches 
start 
TERRACE - -  Free lunches are 
now being distributed to needy 
students at Clarence Miohiel 
Elementary and E. T. Kenney Pri- 
mary schools. 
The Terrace school board 
awarded the contract o provide 
school lunches to the Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Group Society. 
The society began delivering a 
minimum of I00 cold meals per 
day to the two schools on Mon- 
day. 
The contract states the society 
will receive $2.75 per meal pro- 
vided, and should be worth more 
than $40,000 over the course of 
the school year. 
Society spokesman Ross 
Walker said the school principals 
will send a letter home to parents 
with each child. 
Parents who want their child to 
;participate wil l  return the letter. 
:gram will pay for the meals in ad- 
vance, those that cannot will be 
subsidized by the school district. 
"The indications are quite a 
number of other people are going 
to buy into it," he said, adding as 
many as 200 children at the 
schools could end up participa- 
ting in the program. 
Preparations of the meals and 
the types of meals are governed 
by the Skeena Health Unit's 
nutritionist, said Walker. 
But he said the new contract 
won't help the society run its 
soup kitchen. 
Under the society's act that 
governs such non-profit groups, 
the society is required to keep all 
its divisions separate and not 
transfer money from one to the 
other. 
' That means two separate 
kitchens and sets of workers will 
be maintained. 
"This contract must be treated 
as an additional area or division, 
and show no profit," Walker 
said. "Neither staff, food nor 
money may be jointly utilized." 
Tlie soup kitchen will continue 
to open to feed children not cov- 
ered by the lunch program, he 
said, and the many needy adults. 
r • 
NEW IN TOWN? 
LET US PUT 
OUT THE MAT 
FOR YOU! 
B.C. director-general says A/can 
officials were "conccmcd that 
they might have to expend a great 
deal of effort publicly debating 
technical issues which might con- 
flict not only with their proposal, 
but with the ultimate decision 
reached on project approval." 
"We can recall no instance in 
the past 25 years of a deal with 
major industrial development 
projects where the proponent has 
objected to free and open publica- 
tion of our data analysis," he 
wrote. 
Senior federal fisheries 
biologist William Schouwenburg 
in an April 25, 1985 memo to his 
superiors argues for the release of 
a report that estimates damage to 
fish if Kemano goes ahead. 
"While A/can would like to 
suppress the kind of scientific 
opinion expressed in this paper 
bceausc it contradicts their own 
views, they can have, in my 
opinion, no legal or ethic.at 
grounds to do so." 
Schouwenburg goes on to say 
that ifAlcan succeeds in convinc- 
ing DFO to keep secret studies 
that the company feels threatened 
by, the public "would accuse the 
department of collusion with AI- 
can." 
The first set of papers ~ leaked 
three weeks ago by Gardiner 
showed the government ignored 
warnings from its own scientists 
about the environmental con- 
sequences of allowing A/can to 
divert more water from the 
be sure to call 
" aE~l' 
Nechako River. 
Government officials went 
ahead and signed the 1987 
Nechako Settlement Agreement 
that gave the company the rights 
to all but 12 per cent of pre-1950 
flows in the Nechako. 
"It 's what most people have 
suspected all along," Gardiner 
said. "And now we're seeeing 
the proof." 
He said A/can is attempting to 
block the release of any more 
confidential documents involving 
Kemano. 
Environmentalists fighting the 
billion-dollar Kemano Comple- 
tion Project have not yet heard if 
the Supreme Court of Canada 
will hear their appeal of earlier 
court challenges. 
SINCE tg30 ~L 
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
Phqne Diana 638-8576 
Phone GIIIlan 635-3044 
I 
M ss..,Uj, 
.4ll That  
G l i t te rs  
THURSDAY 9:00 AM-  6:00 PM 
FRIDAY 9:00 AM- 9:00 PM 
"-...~ATURDAY 9:00 AM- 6:00 PI~ 
[ ~ Junior Skis From Rossignol & Elan as low as 
.? 
Rossignol•• 
RIO0 Adult Boots 
Reg. $340.00 
189.00 
~ ~  Saphire and 
Diamond Ring 
*34900 
ERIN'S 
SINCE t910 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
-635-5111 
'- ~!~ 1/2PRICE 
~ "°" P°'e.°o.,s.oo 
, JUnior Pole= now $I0.0 0 
- -~  ~|  All Ski Bags &'~ 
Boot Bags 
20% OFF 
~Kids  Pky. -~  
I Head skis, Tyrolla 
Bindings, Munari Boots 
=250 00 Ski .elme, Reg. $100.00 
[] s80.0( 
sk~ sox / /  Adu l t \  
Reg, $10.00 pair Starter Pk¢ 
3 pA, R FOR =9.99 s,i~ • ei.~ing; 
starting at 
Boots, Bindings 
& Poles 
OFF .
..At The SOURCF_J 
Darryl Sittler 
"Hall Of Famer" 
- Advisor to the Source 
ALL SEASONS SPORTING GOODS 
4662 Lakels: Ave., Terrace 
. 635 2982 
i 
1902 
C i i i y a C  e m dad  nk i '  n ~ g 4  I W H A T Y '  Y 0 U "  ' 
b,g dollars IlURI Y.B.(:  I'1 
I 
in permits 
TERRACE - -  The city's build- $8 million more than for the 
ing inspection department is whole of 1990. 
going way over budget his year. "Permit ................... based 
The good news is it's on the directly on the value of construe- 
revenue side. tion," La fieur explained. 
The department's 1992 budget Therefore, with single family 
had projected building and housing starts nudging 80 so far 
plumbing permits would bring in this year (51 in 1990), 76,000 
$53,000 by year's end. sq.ft. • of new commercial con- 
However, with two months till struction (49,000 sq.ft.) and 6,000 
to go, permits director Bob sq.fl, of industrial building (zero), 
Lafleur said revenues have al- revenue had gone through the 
ready topped the $70,000 mark. roof. 
The financial windfall is the He said another factor was 
result of this year's record break- more people were building bigger 
ing building boom. houses. The average value this 
Not that the original budget year was $113,000, up $3,000 
projection was artificially low. In from last, and translated to close 
setting it at $53,000, Lafleur's de- to an extra $250,000 on the house 
partment had predicted revenue eonstruetiontotal. 
would come in slightly higher Although the threat of winter 
than 1990, the previous best year. was now beginning to put a brake 
But figures to be released this on new construction, Lafleur said 
week will show the value of con- there were still enough projects in 
struction to the end of October the pipeline to take the '92 total 
has already passed $23 million, past the $25 million mark. 
i. • ,.:." r::. 
Animal shelter 5UPEqi  VIDEO 
petition growing ANY OTHER RENTAL 
TERRACE - -  A local woman Brown said copies of the peti- 4721 Lakelse Ave, 635-4333 
campaigning for a new animal tion had been placed in North- ~ _ 
shelter is happy with the level of west Community College and 
support she's getting, five local stores. 
Marilyn Brown began circulat- A few people had also gone 
ing a petition calling on city to door-to-door collecting signa- 
construct a new facility and in a tures. 
new location a month ago. Brown said she will collect the 
She hoped to get 300 signatures petitions this week andpresent Th B igg 'I 
but, as of last week, the count them at the Nov. 9 council meet- ~ e s t  
was past 360 and climbing, ing. 
roybox  in  Town 
/All WCI( I ( J I I l I~  INIUII U l  lU  YU lU  u~ 
~, : i :  ~:c. ,t, L . ~  ' ~ ~. . ,. ~ii::ii~i ~ ,  - ~i~ "~: ~ 2' "::~' ;~ 
~: .~ :,:,~ , 
,~,~ ~J" '~ '~"  " "  i"; :~ , ,  :,,~,; 1 : .~;" . :  
not installed by an Authorized Our friendly and knowledgeable staff are here to assist you with all your toy needs, offering you 
"Len n ox Dealer" quality educational toys. 
Acadia Plumbing & , little tikes 
Battat 
Heating/Northwest Consolidated , LEGO 
Supply are the Only Authorized , Fisher Price " f~?~ 
Dealers in the Terrace area , Playmobil 
' "A" Models, crafts & 
art supplies ~!!ii~iii~i: if' ! i!~l 
|~i~!:~i~ :, ~ i  All repair costs will be at Owners We're here to look after ~,,:,:;~{ ~ 
Expense. your children's toy needs ~:5~ :ii, ~, 
all year ound/ I ~  ~1 
ph. 635-4770 fax. 635-6156 Skeena Mall 635-5236 
I I 
Pennie 
Kortlepel 
Mon.- Fri. 9 am - 6 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 5 pm 
Tuesday off 
Colleen & Bev | Jon, 
are pleased to "1 
welcome I 
Pennxe I 
to their staff/ 
She has just retumed from Auslmlia / 
where she recently completed a six 
month advanced training course, Drop 
in or call for an appointment, Pennie is 
eager to share her new ideas with you1 
ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiItiiiiili!iiii::!~i[i~i~!~ii~~iiiiiiii!i/iiiiiil 
CHANGES TOTAL HAIR CARE 
4727 LAZELLE AVENUE 
635-7737 
o Cjo,,' 
~. >;..~ Baby's Name 
P"  Alexander Lee 
Date & Time of Blrlh: 
August 28/92 at 1:51 a.m. 
Weight: 6lbs, 7 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Ran & Kim 
MacDougall 
Baby's Name 
Lisa Marie Ingebrigtson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Sept. 25/92 at 8:38 a.m. 
Weight:: 7lbs, 7 oz Sex: 
Female 
Parents: Craig & Madlyn 
Ingebdgtson 
Baby's Name: 
Marie Marisa Camille 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Sept. 28/92 at 2:25 a.m. 
Weight: 8Ibe 2 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Kevln/Andrea McKay, 
sister for Alvin-Lee & Kevin Jr. 
Baby's Name 
Tara NicoleAshwell 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Sept. 28/92 at 10:39 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs, 11 oz. Sex: 
Female 
Parents: Rob & Claire Ashwell 
Baby's Name 
Julian Russell Alex Dennls 
. ,, : Date &Thne of Birth= 
Sept. 28/92 at 10:00 p.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs, 2 oz. Sex: Male 
PareBts: Kalhy Dennis, a 
. brother for Brent 
Baby's Name: 
Rence Destiny Dawn 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 1/92 
Weight: 11 Ibs. 12 oz Sex: 
Female 
Parents: Margaret Jackson, Dan 
Alton 
Baby's Name: 
Andrea Rebecca Edith Johnson 
October 2/92 at 1:48 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs, 3 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Lame Hazimsque Jr. & 
' Angela Johnson and big brother 
Terry Johnson 
Baby's Name: 
Chnntille Daroldine Gray 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 2/92 at 5:15 a.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs, 12 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Susan Evans, Darold 
Gray 
Baby's Name: 
William Brady 
Date & "llme of Birth: 
October 3/92 at 10:05 p.m. 
Weight: 8ibs, 2 1/2 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Bill & Laurelle Boake, a
little brother for Nigal, TJ. & Jami 
Baby's Name: 
Kelsey Darlean Owen 
Date & 'Hme ef Birth: 
October 3/92 at 4:58 p.m. 
Weight: 6Ibe, 51/4 oz Sex: 
Female 
Parents: Brad & Glenda 0wen 
Baby's Name: 
Montana-Lee 
Date & Thne of Blrthx 
October 3/92 at 10:40 p.m. 
• Weight: 7Ibs Sex: Female 
Parents: David & Debbie 
Stredulinsky 
Baby's Name: 
Marianne Patricla 
Date & Thne of Birthg 
October 3/92 at 6:44 p.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs, 10 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Shane and Teresa 
Palahlcky, a sister for Bryan, 
Sbauna, Evan and Sarah 
Baby's Nimae: 
Renada Brandi-Lea Corey Morgan 
Date & 'lime of Blrth: 
October 4/92 at 4:56 p.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs, 12 oz Sex: Female 
Date & Time or Birth: Parents: Rhonda Morgan, Nathan 
REMEMBRANCE DAY SALE 
1 5 %  OFF Chr istmas Stock & Crafts 
when you come in wearing a poppy 
Nov. 4-10 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
I~) Dr, R.E,M, Lee Hospital Foundat ion .~1 
I -: ~ i 
[ ..... . . . .  CRAFT  SALE  & RAFFLE  
I ~ " G ' ; o ~  ! ]~  at the Coast Inn of the West, Terrace (Both Banquet Rooms) %1 
I ~:t~:inn:::dgl~tt~:ige: n the province, such as tdetheatre I , 40 craft tables by people from Kamloops to Prince Rupert ~. ~ I 
~e 
I Tcrds~f'R;;e:cnc:are-availabl. onrequest. I .:! 
, t 
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find solution to duspute 
- To make an appointment for a personal interview, call the 
Andrew Petter 
of that clause. But we can't give 
any guarantee in light of that 
limitation." 
Federal officials are equally 
adamant that they will not sign 
the agreement without a written 
assurance from Victoria. 
Rick van Loon, the senior as- 
sistant deputy Indian affairs min- 
ister in charge of land claims, 
said it's not good enough for the 
province to say it did the best it 
could. 
" I f  we sign something, 
presumably we agree with it," he 
said. "We don't want to be the 
ham in the sandwich between 
third party interest groups and the 
province." 
Van Loon said the federal 
government doesn,t view the con- 
TERRACE -- Nisga'a land 
claim negotiators are gagged by a 
secrecy agreement hat keeps 
them from discussing details, 
aboriginal affairs minister 
Andrew Petter Says. 
Petter was. responding to federal 
government statements that it 
won't sign a, key document until 
the provin~ gives written as- 
surance that adequate consulta- 
tion has taken place. 
The , , interim protection 
measures ~agreement concerns 
provincial responsibility and will 
give the Nisga'a some say in 
resource management leading up 
to a final settlement of their 
claim. " 
,The constraints on consulta- 
tion are fairly severe," Petter said 
Thursday of a confidentiality 
clause that limits disclosure of in- 
formation about the Nisga'a land 
claim talks. "It has hampered to a 
large extent the scope wc  nccdcd 
in order to have broader consulta- 
tion." 
Petter said he won't give the 
written assurances Ottawa wants 
and blamed federal negotiators 
for the present impasse in talks. 
The agreement has already been 
signed by the province and by the 
Nisga'a. 
"It seems to us somewhat con- 
tradictory for the federal govern- 
ment ~ having agreed to a very 
restrictive confidentiality clause 
to now turn around and say to 
the province 'Can you assure us 
that there's been adequate consul- 
tation?'" said Petter. 
Van Loon rejected Petter's ug- 
gestion that if federal officials 
aren't satisfied with the consulta- 
tion that has gone on then they 
can do more on their own. 
"Quite frankly, the province 
would go crazy if we started 
stomping around their land and 
trees," he said. 
Petter says the federal govern- 
ment is trying to "get off the 
hook." 
"They seem to have a very 
strange view of the province's 
role," he said. "We're not in the 
business of writing insurance 
policies for the federal govern- 
ment." 
He said the federal ncgotlators 
arc trying to slough off their re- 
sponsibility on the province. 
" I  think it's a somewhat sad 
commentary on the failure of the 
federal government to have its 
own consultation mechanism or 
procedure." 
Petter said he will wait. a little 
longer for the federal govern- 
ment's ignature on the deal. 
I f  Ottawa doesn't sign, he said, 
the province will examine its op- 
tions and consider abandoning the 
feds and implementing the deal 
bilaterally with the Nisga'a. 
He said that would be a 
"unfortunate" route to take be- 
cause excluding one of the three 
parties now may make the sign- 
ing of a final land claim settle- 
ment more difficult. 
Petter characterized the dispute 
not as a problem, but as a "major 
challenge." 
agreement of the other parties to 
open up the process to provide 
better consultation i the future. 
Nisga'a Tr ial  Council execu- 
tive director Rod Robinson said 
the Nisga'a are perplexed about 
the disagreement, and demanded 
the federal government sign the 
document. 
"It is most unreasonable. All 
they (the federal government) 
have to do is sign it," he said. 
"There will be no resources com- 
ing from them. All the resources 
implementing the interim pro- 
tection measures agreement 
would come from the jurisdiction 
of the province." 
Harry Nyce, another tribal 
council executive member, said 
the Nisga'a hope to pressure In' 
dian affairs minister Tom Siddon 
to sign the deal. 
"The province is going fiat out 
on this," he said. "It 's Canada 
that's being a tortoise here." 
He said he remains optimistic 
that agreement-in-principle on the 
final claim settlement will be 
reached by next March. 
I 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
,Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(604) 564-1111 
Toll Free: 1.800-663-51 03 
Government Agent's Office at 638-3200. 
- The interviews will be held at the B,C. Access Centre, 101- 
3220 Eby Street, Terrace. 
- For advice without an interview, contact Workers' Adviser 
office in Richmond toll-free at 1-800-663-4261, 
@ 
: :: Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services . . . . . .  
Passes more 
than just 
[ ]  n O  
For the economy of diesel and the • 6.4L/100km city. 5.0L/1O0km hwy 
spunk of turbo, the German-engineered Drop by for a test drive today• 
Jetta Turbo Diesel can't be beat. 
• fueIOperates on less expensive d iese l /~  Jetta Turbo 
oHeightfront sea sadjustable' fully reclining ~ Diesel s 14,825' 
• Based  on manufacturer  s suggested  retad price re, 4-doo~ mode l  wdh 5-speed manua l  t ransn .ss0on  
"We're satisfied that we have fidentiality clause as being as He also said provincial negotia- DEL01T'[E & TOUCHE INC. GS~.o. ...... ,,o,g.,.nd.,..d.,,.o,~,o= ............ Oo.,0,.~..~,,,o,, .... 
doncOaebestthatwecaninlight restrictiveasdoestheprovince, torJackEbbelsistryingtogetth  #800-299 Victoria Street / /~(~ 
,~ . : : : Prince ~0me, s.c. ,,,.,,,_olumbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
i : V2L 588 ~ '~.~ 3779 RIVER.. DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 
I 14eavy thinking ,UC OO,,ARB,neO ' 
on this weekend 
TERRACE Where is the city "We're probably not going to aump anua us¢~. p y~y=.=.u .u.  ' °mr Terr-a -~-" '--Th-°a"mh'!!!- prima: 
going in the next five years and key on that for the next five years 
how can !,t b c ~a,m0rc  e~.q~ent- because ~it[s ,just,,not:;going any- dump usem. 
where~:,~g~id,m~ly6r~JN~kTalstra. ! ~'We!l|/:probably;Iook:~at the 
lose are the kind o f  issues 
council and city department heads 
will tackle at a thlz~'tank session 
this weekend. 
One possible change that could 
emerge from the annual 
brainstorming session is a 
moratorium on effdrts to court he 
"We'll probably be focused on recycling system we've got going 
what we do best here inTerrace 
and that's forestry and tourism," 
he added. 
• Another topic likely to receive 
considerable attention is garbage 
disposal. 
"We'll be kicking some of that 
too, as to whether the philosophy 
is right in terms of subsidizing," 
he added, 
Talstra said recyling was a 
problem allover the 'province. 
' .  ?i 
mining industry.- ," around," Talstra said Of ideas for 
:A"  Royal Canadi.an Legion 
N Branch 13 Terrace I 
I Finest Steak in Town 
: First Friday of Every Month 
Juicy Steak- Baked Potato - Salad 
Served at 5:00 p.m. 
Members  and Guests  Welcome• 
:MUSIC EVERY WEEKEND!! 
HIT 
ROAD 
ZACK. 
New Car Loans Starting at Prime! 
The word is on the street about TD's ~ ]  
new car loans...and our great rates on used car 
loans, toot Limited time offer! Ask about it today, 
INVENTORY 
CLEARANCE 
2X6 walls, dishwasher, bay 
window. Was $49,108.00 
NOW REDUCED $~n nnl~'k 
TO ........................ O~/~UU 
*All units F.O,B. Prince George 
CIA&SIC HOP[~ 
Dealers for Winfield 
Hwy. 97 South (Across from the 
Husky/BCR Industrial Site) 
"PH: 562-8511 FAX: 562-0161 
NOVEMBER 1992 PALACE NOVEMBER 1992 
1 Zaren~ 2 3 4 15 ~;~r 6~'~.~'#~ 7 Theatre 
"~'r"i;e' Terrace Kermode -Terrace I C~d~ ofTen'a. 
Advancement 
~f Education 
8 Parents 
Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
15 Parents 
Coalition 
Minor 
Hockey : 
for the 
F riendsNp L! !i S=iety 
9 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
16 
Terrace 
Advancement Hockey 
81uaback 
;>-,~ii~zCi-ub ,.;:, 
11 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnas~cs 
18 
of Education 
~¢)  Parents 2 3  24  
"-'-" Coalition 
for the 2~e~i  Kermode 
Advancement ' Friendship 
of Education I Society 
29 30 
Terrace Terrace 
Community Minor 
Band Baseball 
10 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Sodety 
17 
Kermode 
Minor Friendship 
Society 
. Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
% 
Gymnastics 
Terrace Nlsgda Tribal 
Anti-Poverty CounolI.Termce 
12 Order of I r~ Canadian 
Royal VParaplaglc 
Purple Association 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
Termce 
Anti-Poverty 
19  ~e. .  747 Air 
Cadets 
n Canadian 
v Paraplegic 
Association 
Terrace Nisga'a Tdbal 
Anti-Poverty Council.Terrace 
= Skeena rJl'- 7 Canadian 
U Valley f-=lParaploglc 
Snowmobile AssoclatJon 
Terrace Nlsga'a Tnbal 
Antl-Povedy Council.Terrace 
For Frerch 
~Skl Club 
I a Minor 
-r Softball 
K]neites 
Terrace 
R~lure Skatir~ 
21 ~......._~ 
Kinsmen 
Search 
and Rescue 
2Q Terrace 
U R]ngettes 
- '~ace  
Soccer 
Terrace 
Figure Skating 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games , Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
Min is t ry  of ~ ,  ~ + ~  
Transportat ion and H ighways  ~ _ ~ V #  ; I 
invites you to attend an 
OPEN ' "  T~NSPOI~TATION & HIGHWAYS~ - ' J, .., ............ 
HOUSE ::r 
Tuesday ~ ~-=*'~ 
NOVEM BER lOth 
5:00 pm to 8:00 pm .............. ~ . . . . . . . . .  
4837 Keith Avenue ~,.,,,~=' 'P~"~ 
>L 
.... . . . .  .,:~ii :i. :~: 
% 
the many phases 
of H ighways,  
• 4B.  df J~ '~ Prov ince  of 
~ - ~ ~ ~  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
• a ~ • t • • • • • • e • • t • • t • • • • • 
M Min is t ry  of T ranspor ta t ion  
I F "  - -  and H ighways  
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Extreme behaviour 
can be understood 
TERRACE ~ It's a familiar 
scene to those who work with 
people who have severe mental 
handicaps. 
The person may throw items 
across a room, have a tantrum 
sion and hence the need to be 
aware of it and to have them 
communicate in a way that is ac- 
ceptable to the community at 
large," Mircnda said. 
"We believe all people can live 
and otherwise ngage in socially in the community if properly sup- 
unacceptable b haviour. : portedi There is no sense in tak- 
But that behavior is not so ing 100 people and putting them 
much meant o deliberately cause 
a problem as it is to communica- 
te, says an expert in the field. 
"He's trying to tell me some- 
thing. The job is to f'md out what 
he is trying to say and then devel- 
in a place like Woodlands and 
think they're going to get better," 
she said. 
And once that communication 
has been reached to change ex- 
treme behaviour, progress can be 
i}:~:i i I
Col lege  wants  a c aycare  
op an a~proach to deal with 
that," said Dr. Pat Mirenda, a 
Vancouver-based psychologist. 
"You have to acknowledge the 
message from the behaviour ~ to 
say 'I understand and I'll do 
something about it'," said 
Mirenda who was here recently to 
give a workshop on the subject. 
The message a person may be I 
trying to communicate is that he 
or she wants to take a coffee 
break, she added. •
"You have to work on tolling 
that person they can simply take 
the break; that there is no need to 
throw something," said Mirenda. 
That approach is far better, 
more productive and more 
humane than simply suppressing 
the behaviour as punishment, she 
added. 
"You can't treat the behaviour 
without understanding the be- 
haviour. I f  you do, you are only 
treating the suffade," Mirenda 
continued. 
"People don't do things for no 
reason. Punishment doesn't fix 
anything. Suppression doesn't fix 
the problem," she added. 
Understanding what is called 
"challenging behaviour" is more 
important han ever because of 
the trend to closing down institu- 
tions and placing their former 
residents back in the com- 
munities. 
"These are not crazy people. 
They are doing their best in an 
unsatisfactory situation. You or I, 
if we could not communicate, 
would engage I 'm sure in some 
pretty severe challenging be- 
haviour," said Mkenda. .... ~ . 
cent o{ thd:~6pulati6n has severe 
intellectual disabilities which 
cause them to engage in outward- 
ly uncomfortable behaviour af- 
fecting others. 
The challenge is to understand 
those people and then do some- 
thing about it. 
"We are in favour of full inclu- 
TERRACE ~ Northwest The daycare would be for 
Community College wants to children of students and staff. 
set up a daycare centre on "We don't have a cheque in 
campus, hand," Stone said. "We don't 
An application has been have approval. But we're 
made to the ministry of ad- hopeful." 
vanced education for a The proposal would see 
$250,000 startup grant, accord- 2,700 feet of existing space at 
ing to Terrace campus assistant the college renovated for the 
director Jim Stone. daycare at a cost of $180,000 if 
a. 
Northern 
Computer 
4720 Lazolle Ave. Terrace B.C. 
made in other areas, Mirenda ~ ~ Ph:638-0321 Fax:638-0442 
said.  Dr. Pfit Mirenda 
^A n?,_ i ~--: : ,~ ~ ~: : , ,. - . . . .  
"~L'~.---'~-L.L : . :  t i / /~.~,~ 
H' . - ' -~- ' .  , , - ; : . ' "  
I 
SOFA 
*299 °° 
We are now 
OPEN SUNDAYS 
UNTIL 
CHRISTMAS 
11:00 a.rn. to 5:00 p.m. 
:~;/: I 
it is approved. 
The licensed daycare centre, 
to be located in the trades 
building, would provide space 
for up to 28 children. 
The centre would also mean 
additional practicum place- 
ments for students of the col- 
lege's Early Childhood Educa- 
tion Program. 
THANK YOU, 
i 
CANADIANS 
for participating so enthusiastically in
the national constitutional referendum. 
If you voted YES, not because you were told to, but 
because you honestly believed that this would help 
unite the countr~ thank you for your faith and 
generosity. 
If you voted NO, not for narrow or selfish reasons, but 
because you honestly believed the Charlottet0wn accord 
was a bad deal for Canada, thank you for expressing the: 
courage of your convictions. 
NOW LET 'S  MOVE 
FORWARD TOGETHER 
Let's give highest priority to policies and programs that  
lead to more jobs and lower taxes. 
Let's call a halt to the processes and first ministers' 
conferences that produced the Meech Lake and 
Charlottetown accords. 
Let's make the institutions and policies of our federal 
goOVernment more responsive to the interests and 
ncerns of the Canadian people. 
We have begun the process of taking back our country. 
Thank you. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON A POSITIVE 
PROGRAM TO BRING ABOUT A NEW AND 
BETFER CANADA, PLEASE CONTACT US AT: 
Box 797, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 
ph. 635-3543 fax: 635-4667 
REFORM  
PARTY OF CANADAmBT~, 
_- ~!z~:~,:;4:~ ;~, Not The Whole Pla~ But Every Singl! 1992 Car & Truck In Stock, ~4::-~ 
aid gets 9% ' 
. . . .  ,"~ :" ~ , Have you bee.! waiting for that Special Deal on a New Car or Truck? ~k~ g P TO ' 
~ '= ' "~ I Well' Y°u Walt'ng Time is Over! k $2,000.00* 
boost  , ,i ' ¢t" naneln : McEwan GM in Terrace is Seling Out of all their New 1992 Cars & "CASH BACl  Trucks, No Reasonable offer will be refused. Now is the time and 
icEwan GM in Terrace is the Place, 
. . . .  :.:k" :: 
. _ __~;~ ~ ......... ~ .... 
ONTHE 
SPOT 
.... :,~ ~ . . : . ~  
, - - .~  
TERRACE - -  The spectacle of 
Vancouver lawyers being flown 
up here to handle legal aid cases 
may soon be over. 
After two years of lobbying, of- 
ficials in Victoria have agreed to 
hire a second staff lawyer for the 
Lax Ghels Community Law 
Centre here. 
"This is great news," said 
Terry Brown, currently the law 
centre's only staff lawyer. 
"It may be a significant cost 
saving that has prompted them to 
move on this." 
Brown has been arguing for a 
• second staff lawyer since the 
centre opened three years ago. 
The legal aid centre has been 
overbooked since day one, and 
has been forced to pay Vancouver 
legal aid lawyers to fly up here to 
do family law cases, because few 
local lawyers do legal aid work. 
In April 1991, Brown released 
figures showing the money paid 
out to Vancouver lawyers to 
come up here and do cases tops 
$40,000 annually ~ enough to 
hire the second lawyer. 
At that time Legal Services 
Society officials called the situa- 
tion in Terrace "undesirable" but 
said they were not prepared to 
make changes yet. 
Now, nearly two years later, 
change is starting to happen. 
Brown said the centre expects 
to receive the money for the new 
lawyer, plus a secretary, by early 
November. Hiring would take 
place after the money is received. 
Also approved are two positions 
for the Nass Valley ~ s legal in- 
formation counse l lo r  and a part- 
t ime lega l  secretary ,  Those  
people will also be administered 
through the Lax Ghels office, 
Brownsaid. 
NEW 1992 CHEV 3/4 TON 4x4  
350 EFI, Air, Cassette, 
oru,se '19 9950o* 
Stk, #92017 .................... q 
NEW 1992 GMC SONOMA 4:)(4 
Pickup, 4.3 Litre, 5 sp, Cruise, "Sit, Aluminum Wheels, 
Electronic Transfer Case, 
AM/FM C°mpact Disc Player$1 4 . 9 9 5  
Rtk /~9~(3R4 ...................... 
TOP% " , ' ......... ,,,1 . . . . . .  . I t \  ~ ~ ~""  
; :~%~  ' i ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ......... 
NEW 1992 LE  ANS : 2dr, Hatchback $=7 4 q K  '~)0~" 
2 dr, Aero Coupe ,7495oc*' 0 
Stk, #92203 ............ : ................. i Stk, #92045 ............................ | ~ == ~'v  
49 MPG TRansport Canada Rating . . . . . .  ~ i 63 MPG Transport Canada Rating 
McE  van 
Ter race  
( ; 1 
Council shorts 
Steer ing toward health s 
COUNCIL'S F INANCE committee has been asked to look into a Rezone takes first p 
$5,000 grant request from the local healthy communities steering 
committee. 
In making the request at laat week's council meeting, Mike 
Beausoleil told aldermen the provincial government had undertaken 
to match all local contn'butions dollar for dollar. 
He said the group also seeks financial support from the Kitimat- 
Sflkine regional district, local companies and perhaps trades unions. 
The  committee hopes to raise $10,000 which would, with the 
money from Victoria, give it a $20,000 budget for 1993. 
Beausoleil said the money will be used to hire a program co- 
ordinator whose tasks would include compiling statistics from all 
health surveys carded out here over the past wo years and identify- 
ling local health issues. 
Indicating this would likdy be completed within one year, he did 
not anticipate coming back to the city for more money at a future 
:date. 
Council was also asked to appoint a new representative to the 
steering committee to replace Marvin Kamenz who left for a new 
job in Sidney in September. 
Beausdeil emphasized a preference for an dected official this 
.time, rather than a staff member. 
Paving approval sought 
ALDERMEN HAVE agreed to take the f'urst steps in a local im- 
provement project hat could see Cooper Drive and approximately 
150m of Twedle St. paved. 
The move came in response to a request from Stun Shapitka nd 
Russ Shauer of Bench Devdopments, developers of the new sub- 
division on Hundial Drive. 
Public works will now calculate the cost of the project, the 
amount owners of properties fronting on to those streets would have 
to pay and whether amajority of those owners are prepared to sup- 
port he project. : 
Road upgrade beats budget 
THE FINAL cost of reconstructing and paving of Craig Drive and 
the west end of Graham Ave. camein almost 10 per cent lower than 
original estimates. 
The city had set aside $231,500 for the project, carded out this 
summer. However, deputy treasurer ludy Degerness aid the final 
bill was only $203,000, including $9,000 to cover interim financing 
and administration costs. 
; Asked by mayor Jack Talstra why the project had come in so 
much below budget, administrator Bob Hallsor replied, 
"Efficiency." 
• E~zIIer this year, aldermen Danny Sheridan, l~arryl Laurent and 
Me Takhar tried to have several pub!ie works department capital 
project accounts frozen, citing concerns of a lack of fiscal control. 
COUNCIL LAST week gave the first two readings to a by-law to 
rezone two Kalum SL properties to C2 local commercial. 
Kewal Bal wants to construct a 10,000 sq.ft, convenience store on 
the site at the comer of Scott and Kalum. 
The rezone is in line both with both the existing community plan 
and proposals contained in the recently released land use report 
which will form the basis of the new one. 
Hughes St. buy out proposed 
OWNERS of four properties bordering Hughes St. between 
Straume and Scott Ayes. want to the city to dose off that section of 
road and sdl it to them. 
Pointing out the short stretch of paved roadway does not provide 
direct access to any property in the area, the would-be buyers 
maintain the arrangement would save the city money in the long 
term. 
Those savings would come from no longer have to carry out snow 
clearing, upgrading or general maintenance "saving tax dollars for 
more important projects like drinking water." 
In making the request, he quartet acknowledged they would be 
rcspons~le for all costs associated with the change. 
City staff have been asked to investigate the effects and costs of 
the road dosute and report heir findings to the planning and public 
works commitee. 
Meanwhilei having heard no public objections; council has agreed 
to dose the lane connecting Scott and Olson Ayes. just east of 
Kalum St. 
Call to dump on dumpers 
A LOCAL resident wants the city to crack down on drivers who al- 
low garbage to spill from their vehides on to city streets. 
In a letter to council, Eileen Callanan said garbage is often found on 
Lanfear and Kalum Hills. 
Pointing out such debris can pose a danger to both other drivers 
and pedestrians, Calladan suggested "people arriving at the dump 
with loads not secured" should be charged adumping fee. 
The city will look into the matter as part of an overall review of 
its garbage disposal system. 
One down, one to go 
THE CI'l~t' having already agreed to relax frontage regulations to 
allow subdivision of their property, Jeff and Susan Ridley now want 
a couple of feet shaved offthe minimum side yard clearance. 
The frontage relax=ition was needed to allow subdivision of their 
property at 5128 Agar Ave. Splitting the 5128 Agar property would 
create two smaller lots which would not meet regulations requiring 
the width of the front of a lot to 10 per cent of its perimeter. 
., MAXINE ,"./: 
SMALLWOOD 
A SPECIAL 
THANK YOU! 
TO ALL THE I 
GREAT CITIZENS IN TERRACE. ] 
B.C. Seniors Games -Zone i0  which includes Prince 
Rupert and Kit mat, now' has a reputation Of being a real 
positive healthy organization. I 
.. Our,a m has aMays been to p,ractic~e. .... participation .beth ! 
i6~mlfi~cld body. We are ext r~ '(~ly~c~n that w~ _,hi~. ve 
~ e d  corps of Vo Iu ,~~, . , - - , , .~-  -. 
'~( 'aur  "400" Club v~.~~7.an j@mi~ o, 
giving ~Way~$1000.O0 per ~ ?  ~6~ ~ ~ears: For 
those.of yoi~'who think that givlng,awhy:mofiey Is:a sin 
p ease remember why We do this and wha.t:weaccomplish 
by doing it. : ~ " . , "~' ~'! ~: ~'~ ' " : ":"i . . . .  
Our aim Is not to have a free all expense paid lourney 
once a year. Our aim Is to"Play.Games" every, day of the 
year Our aim s to encourage retired people to loin us stay 
healthy, laugh and live longer. ' ""  ~ ~-:, : • " " 
We recent y went to DawsonCreek, brought back lots of 
medals, were treated royally by the host city, and all 
members agreed that we could r~ot have had a better time. 
All of the above has been &ccomplished simply because 
we received tremendous Sul~port from Everyone - young 
and old, rich and poor, business people, blue collar 
workers housewives and our native Indian friends 
" Wherever we went, we mentioned Terrace (we bragged a 
little blt)~ and we made sure to tell members from other 
Zones that we were the greatest. 
Wherever we went, we noticed that Terrace 'had an 
ed,,e" a certain auality of life, over and above other cities. 
W~ gave first class publicity to where and how we live, 
because we are first class. WE ARE PROUDI 
Maxlne and I have about a thousand friends to whom we 
wish to personally thank for the consideration they have 
given us. 
Sincerely, 
Bob Goodvln. 
Maxlne Smallwood 
These 1992 CMA 
. .  graduates will show Ygt 
what the "M" stands 
The Society of Management Accountants ofBritish Columbia nd members of the 
Pacific Northwest Chapter are proud to welcome into professional membership: 
Catherine L. Groome, B. CommJCMA Natalie A. Marleau, AAT/CMA 
Linda Diane Penner, AAT/CMA Ruth C. Hidber, DipI.T./AAT/CMA 
iLinda McColman, AAT/CMA Raylene Elizabeth Vendittelli, AAT/CM: 
- .  They are among the 222 Graduates of the Society's Professional 
~:, Program who were honoured at their Convocation at The Westin 
Bayshore Hotel in Vancouver on Saturday, October 17, 1992. 
They have successfully completed a minimum two years'experience 
at a senior decision-making level, and passed comprehensive final 
> examinations to achieve full CMA accreditation. 
The Pacific Northwest Chapter is one of nine SMABC chapters 
throughout the province responsible for providing technical programs, 
' /s iudent assistance and fiaember rei:ruitment in their communities. 
Prepare  
a your ig  mind  
fo r  tomorrow.  
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Make a Fash ion Sta tement  
wi th  Your Windows 
=.~=,m=. , .=~=~, .~=.= 
40% 
J ; i  ~ VERTICAL BLINDS 
~'~: ~ UPTO OFF 
i HORIZONTAL BLIND.__.__.~$ 
FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTAT ION CALL :  
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
635-4444 
Your Source For B.C. 
Government Legislation 
AND SELECTED MINISTRY PUBLICATIONS I 
B.C. Ministry of Energy, lvlines & Petroleum Resources Pablications and Maps I B.C. Ministry of Education Curricuhm Guides &Resource Books ' 
B.CMinistry 0f Forests Reports, B.C. Legal Manuals ' Trade Manuals& Codes 
i : Topographical M ps, NauticaICharts 
I OtherlSelected B.CMinistry Publicationsl 
Sdectd Federal Legislation & Publications : 
i Exclusive Di~fiibution Outlet for BICI Acts and Reguhitions 
Spe~iai 0rd~r ServiCe for Federal G0vemment Publicaii6m : : i 
Mail Orders: Prepay by cheque orcredit card ::i : ,: 
Phofie & Fax Orders Pay by cred tcard : 
9 : Our~elv3iy Staff, are happy to help you flw:lexaCtly : i 
:~  ,k  the publication you re lool~ng for: Please #e us a caUi : i 
~I~ . . . . .  
if):~(f 546 YAT~s T., VICTORIA, B.C. VSW ~KS' 
~ ~l~ ~ ~ ~: ALL MAJOR ~ il ,~= I iI (604)386-4636 I !l CREO,TCAR~S 
' ~ :~ ~.~ ii .FAX(B04),386.:0.22!.,...J !~! .............. ACCEP,TEO ......... I
:! I :: ~ c,,mp,ny:Yes! Plea e send__ Co,,,~,:.mea Free_ CatalogueS[ - 
• ~. /  " " 7 
~.':~' Address: ' 
City: " Prm':. . Postal Code: 
) ,, 
, t ' /" f l l t l  gr,.',"/tLIl 
• P'E N 
* Winterland Ski 
* M.cBicycle 
* Discount Golf 
In the new ,Keith Ave. Mall 
lt~. rlo c i * Runnerlond~: i::,~:~ i 
:131 ; l¢  * Much, 
t-( t ~,olf 
"YOUR SPORT DESTINATION" 
'SHARE THE WARMTH" 
len's, Ladies and Children's winter coats are needed, if you've 
utgrown or replaced last years coat, bring it in...Spotless 
leaners will dryclean it, and donate it to the Salvation Armys' 
.3oats for Kids" campaign, all we need is your coat, come on 
errace...share your warmth, 
COAT DROP ........  !lilI i ..... 
4736 Lake lse  Ave ,  
Ter race  
635-2820 
November 2nd to 7th 
ONLY. 
Distribution from 
• The "M" stands for.Management: Salvation Army Church 
C /iA November  9 - 21st  
i - .: ~ i!~ 1:OO pm to 4:00 pm MONDAY - THURSDAY 
The Soclety of Management Accountants of British Co lumbia- '  : ~i :  : i i~ii 4643 Walsh Avenue 
" . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Vest Georgia Street, Vancouver B.C ~V6B 4W~71!!.:: I - i 'if!! i:i: 
91 or 1-800.663-9646 Fax (604) 687-6688 -.~:,:~:: ~:  i i/:.i : 
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FRESH 
CHICKEN LEGS 
BACK 
ATTACHE 
17% 
RUSSET 
POTATOES 
B.C. GROWN 
NO. 2 
GRADE 
B. !5  LB. : ® 
IMPERIAL 
MARGARINE 
QUARTERS 
1.36 kg 
78 
O 
Campbell's Soup 
CREAM OF MUSHROOM 6 8 
284 MILLILITRES O 
Mozzarella Cheese 
FROM OUR DELl DEPT. =t=~ ,~ 
BULK STYLE - 4-5 LB. BLOCK 
PER 100 GRAMS 0 
Kraft Singles Slices 
PROCESS CHEESE FOOD - ~/1  
16's, 24 s, 32's SWISS, LIGHT 
OR MOZZARELLA OR KRAFT ~ J ~  
VELVEETA SLICES 24's (500 g) ~ O 
Osogood Vegetables 
1.9 8 SELECTED VARIETIES 
ONE KILOGRAM 
Dairyland Yogurt 
SUNDAE STYLE - 09  8 SELECTED VARIETIES 2 
200 GRAMS FOR 
Purex Jumbo Tissue 
3.8  8 ROLL 
l~mi'i!~!i!~,',~,l~~ Honey Viva Paper Towels =~==~ ............. 
4.2a'==' 
OPEN: 
Sunday: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Mon. to Fri.: 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Saturday: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
~t , ; / , :  r : "  i , t ' :+  ~` ++ ,~ • • 
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WHo pT'S I U'FrER GLORY OF MORRISSEY HALL et to hit s tage  
The Terrace Standard of- Big mus ica l  s • 
fers What's Up as a public . . . .  :::: 
service to its readers and 
community organizations. 
This column is intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for wldch there 
is no admission charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that  any 
item ['or What 's  Up be sub- 
mitted by noon on the FRI- 
DAY preceding the issue in 
which it is to appear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on the 
preceding THURSDAY. 
We also ask that all submis- 
sions be typed or printed 
neatly. 
NOVEMBER 4, 1992 -An-  
nual General Meeting for 
Skeena Valley Recycling at 
7:15 pin in the Terrace Library 
Basement. Everybody wel- 
come to attend. For more in- 
formation call 638-0087. 
NOVEMBER 7, 1992 - Ter- 
race Fro-Life Education Asso- 
ciation is having a pot-luck 
dinner meeting at 7:00 pm in 
Veritas School Gymnasium. 
Guest Speaker: Cecilia Moore. 
For more info call Isabel at 
635-9359. 
Ill * * lit It 
NOVEMBER 7, 1992 
Home-based Business Fair. 
Arena banquet room, 10am - 
4pm. Free admission. Great for 
Christmas shopping! 
Ill Ill lill llll ill 
NOVEMBER 9, 1992 - Come 
see what Alcoholics 
Anonymous i  all about & our 
role in the community. We are 
having a public information 
meeting at 7:00pm in the con- 
fercnce room at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Call 638- 
8768 for more into. 
NOVEMBER 14, "1992 - 
Ccntcnnial Christian School 
,Bazaar and Auction, to be held 
in the gym at 3608 Sparks St. 
from 2-4 pro. Crafts and. 
baking sale, games and tea. 
Supper from 4:30-6:00 pm~ 
Auction at 6:30 pro. 
NOVEMBER 14, 1992 
Northwest Community College 
is having a Board Meeting at 
9:00 am in room 208, Admin. 
Building, Terrace Centre. The 
public is welcome. 
I t * ***  
NOVEMBER 16, 1992 - 
Thanks to the support of dedi- 
Cated members of the Hair- 
dressers Association, we will 
be holding a meeting at 8:00 
pm in Augie's Lounge to 
nominate a sub-committee for 
our town. All registered hair- 
dressers welcome. 
Ill till Ill * Ill 
NOVEMBER 18, 1992 - Savt~ 
the Deep Creek Hatchery 
meeting at Coast Inn of the 
West at 7:00 pm. For info: 
635-9237 Doug Webb. 
It , Ilil It ill 
NOVEMBER 20, 1992 - 
Combined support group meet- 
ing for people with chronic fa- 
tigue syndrome or fibromyal- 
gia. Information available to 
anyone interested. At the 
Happy Gang Centre at 7:00 
pro. Phone Darlene at 638- 
8688 or 635-4059. 
lit tll Ill I i  t l  
NOVEMBER 25t 1992 
K'San House Society is having 
a semi-annual meeting at 8:30 
pm at the B.C. Access Centre. 
I l i !  Ill It i 
NOVEMBER 28, 1992 - Ter- 
race Regional Museum Society 
are having a Bake & Bood 
Sale from 10am - 4pm at the 
Skecna Mall. Donations of 
baking greatly appreciated. 
*** I t *  
NOVEMBER 28, 199~ - St. 
Matthews Annual ACW Tea & 
Bazaar will be from 2-4:00 pm 
at St. Matthcws Centcr, 4506 
Lakelse Ave. Contact: Ingrid, 
635-3139 or Susan, 638-1990. 
DECEMBER 6, 1992 
Citizens of Terrace and area 
are invited to attend the annual 
Christmas Carol Sing, 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 
By STEPHANIE  WIEBE 
H 
ER HUSBAND said 
she was crazy. But 
Norah Ferguson de- 
cided to direct a play 
involving ten adults and almost 
forty children anyway. 
"The kids were one of the tea- 
sons I chose to do this play. We 
haven't had a big family musical 
in a long time." 
As opening night approaches, 
Fcrguson still enjoys working on 
The Utter Glory of Morrissey 
Hall. "It 's fun because the kids 
are so enthusiastic - -  and it's a 
great play." 
" I  went through the script at 
least twelve times before I de- 
cided to do it," she says. "Each 
time I read it, it just got funnier." 
Despite years of theatre work, 
this is Ferguson's first crack at 
directing. 
She predicts this season-opener 
for Terrace Little Theatre will 
have audiences hooting and guf- 
fawing at file antics of 1947-era 
British boarding school students. 
"It 's a light play - -  there's no 
depth. It's just plain lots of 
laughs." 
As for action, you name it, this 
play's got it. Singing dragons, 
dancing wood nymphs, an office 
romance and a professional choir. 
There's even a full-blown war be- 
tween the students - -  the prop list 
includes a cannon and a tank. 
The Utter Glory of Morrissey 
Hall hits the stage at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre November 26, 27 and 
28. Tickets at ~rwin's Jewellers 
(Skeena Mall) and Bank of 
Montreal. 
~:~t;:tTD¢kL~.'+/p t 
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GE'rrlNG VOCAL: Some thirty-seven children will be part of the 
choir for the latest Terrace Uttle Theatre production. It's TLT's 
CRAFTY SURPRISE 
,.~, ~T ~ , 
g~ 
+ 
#• 
A CORNUCOPIA of crafts and gifts, displayed here by Helene McRae, will be among the 
prizes that will be raffled off at the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation's craft fair bazaar. The 
craft fair is at the Inn of the West banquet room on Saturday, Nov. 14. Raffle tickets can be 
bought at the hospital for $2 each. 
~/? ........ i 
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first big musical in a number of years. The huge cast means 
equally big challenges for first-time director Norah Ferguson. 
AROUND TOWN_ 
A time to remember 
THE YOUNG and old will be on hand Wednesday, Nov. 11, for a 
~ yquiet':cetCm0ii ~, to rcmember the soldiers who died in battle for thi/; 
count ry . .  
The Remembrance Day parade will start at 10:25 a.m. from the 
Safcway parking lot. 
The procession will go to the Tillicum Theatre, whcr'c Salvation 
Army Lt. Mike Hocft will offer an opening prayer at 10:49 a.m. 
After the service in the theatre -- which will include a series of 
hymns and a minute of silence at 11:00 -- the parade will reform and 
continue over to the ccnotaph for the laying of wreaths. ,k -k,k'k * 
The Royal Canadian Legion has arrangd for snacks and beverages to
be made available to all children participating in this year's Remem- 
brance Day parade and service. 
This will take place at the Lucky Dollar Bingo Hall following the pa- 
rade. 
Due to the new location, the respons~ility of getting the children to 
this location will be left entirely up to group leaders and parents. 
Diabetes campaign begins 
IMPRESSIONS 
a spaceship in the void 
KEEP YOUR outside lights on and an ear open to the doorbell this 
month. 
That's because November isdiabetes month and door to door canvas- 
sers will be out covering the area to raise money. 
Campaign organizer lane Brsam said 90 canvassers will be on the 
streets throughout the month. 
"The money collected goes to research and education for diabetics, 
physicians and health care workers," said Bream. 
She said that one in 20 Canadians suffers from diabetes, i 
maybe 15 light years out, maybe 75 
The following are excerpts from 
Terrace Landscapes by former 
Terrace writer George Stanley, 
who now lives in Vancouver. It 
appears in North Coast Collec- 
tion 1992, a publication of the 
Prince Rupert Writers' Group. 
By GEORGE STANLEY 
Z HE IMAGINATION 
of thc town fights 
with the imagination 
of the land. The im- 
agination of the land is creative, 
its forms come out of the land, 
womcn, you can lose yourself in 
thc world it creates and imagine 
Terrace a community in harmony 
with other communities in a 
pacified world - - the  places corn- 
meal and papaya come from. 
Or more disconcerting, the last 
vestiges of the local - -  the Co-op 
cafeteria, the oldest men on canes 
in the sunlight. And that reality 
isn't there either - -  it disappears 
when you look back to the In- 
dians, back to the land. 
You realize you look back at 
appear out of the hills, the creeks nothing. Again, there is nothing. 
between low hills, strlde into the I t i s  all made up. Except the 
centre, 
The imagination of the town is 
imposed, a ledger, The streets arc 
the lines, they line Us upi Driving, 
we imagine wc are walking the 
tree-lined streets on our way to 
the stores, the bank (or the credit 
union), the library, the doctor, A 
dream of a town from a primary 
reader, aprimer. ......... 
fo rms. : .  
,k ,k -k 9r 9¢ 
Start at the same spot, near 
where I live, the 'horseshoe', 
called that because the bench 
makes a horseshoe-shaped bend 
to the north around the flat land, 
once farm land, beneath it extend- 
ing south two miles to the river, 
which makes a nearly symmctri- 
where I stand, looking south to 
what the kids call 'Main Street', 
there's a tiny cluster of lights, a 
floodlit gas station, neon bar of 
something else, a few white 
gleaming dots. 
Like it was the only street in the 
universe - -  not a very friendly 
universe either. A bureaucratic 
moon. 
Sometimes I think of Terrace as 
a spaceship. We're 15 light years 
out on our journey - -  all 15,000 
of us - -  or maybe we're 75 years 
out. We've got a standardized 
Protestant society - -  mallsi chur- 
ches, hydroponic farms, soccer 
leagues - -  and we don't know 
where we're going. Nor do we 
care. 
That seems an abstruse ques- 
tiom Are we going anywhere? 
Well, anyway, away from the In- 
dians; Away from the news. 
I saw some posters in the CUPB 
solidarity and determination on 
their faces. 
And I thought: those won't con- 
vincc any longer. People arc 
turned off by posters with images 
of people on them. They remind 
them that they are people too. 
Scary thought. 
I 'm stuck in Terrace, but I love 
iL (The place, I mean - -  the fact 
that it/s a place - -  not Terrace). 
I 'm happy that I have a place to 
know I 'm part of when I think of 
the alternative. 
-k,k ~- -k -k 
T HE DARK. The fog 
moving across the 
field like a, like a. 
Nothing. Whitish 
nothing. Not moving. There, So 
many feet or metres up then sky 
and mountain beyond. 
Swirls at the bottom, Wet, dry. 
Follows the river, the river ex- 
hales, the damp turns visible, in 
cal bend to the south, enclosing 
George Stanley 
The trucks come from Van- 
couver with the meat and fruit 
and frozen dinners. 
The people float (in the grid), 
their minds go on and off. Images 
office today, Solidarity posters, cold, the breath comes from the Eby, at 6pro. Enjoy musical I City sophistication an added 
praiseby choirs and congrega, I element. When you~eat at:Don the #ace ealled Terrace. : one:from South A~ica, showing warm throat ~ these things go 
tlonal singing of favorite Diego s, exotic fo~S served by Across that plain cut the ra i l ;  men and women With thetrfists on, these processes, giving, ae-  
hymns and carols, neat boys a~o~odat ink  road andthe highwayand f rom raised and expressions o f  cepiing, • . .... : 
of other people and places flash, 
wink, in their minds, against a 
picture they a l l  agrce lis this 
place, earth, they l ive on top 'of 
- - land .  
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So what is all this fuss over fib're?, 
W 
ITH HARVEST 
time here and flesh 
fruits and vegeta- 
bles coming into 
season, it's the perfect ime to im- 
prove our fibre intakes. 
The veggies and fruits that we 
eat, along with the whole grain 
products in our diets are the 
prime sources of fibre in our 
diets. 
So where do we get fibre in our 
diets? 
Well, first off, you can get fibre 
from all of your whole grain 
bread and other grain products. 
Foods like whole wheat bread 
and pastas, brown flee, and all of 
our favouritc ereals. Cereals like 
oatmeal, Sunny-Boy, or Red 
River, or whole wheat cereals like 
Muffets, or Shredded Wheat. 
You ea~ add extra fibre to your 
foods by stirring in bran cereal or 
raw bran• You can mix these into 
extra colour and fibre. Or, add 
foods like hamburgers, or meat- 
loaf, and mix extra bran into your 
homemade baking. 
We also get a lot of fibre from 
vegetables and fruit in our diet, so 
raid the garden for an extra fibre 
boost. Instead of lettuce for your 
salad, try spinach or chard, or 
even add some beet or turnip 
greens. As well as extra fibre, 
they add lots of extra vitamin C 
and beta carotene. 
Try adding grated carrots or 
Fibre is the part of our food that in~reased amount of fibre. 
give us no nutrients. That's •be- 
cause we can't digest it. There are 
two different kinds o f  fibre: 
The first kind of fibre is what 
we nutritionists call "insoluble 
fibre" - -when you mix it with 
water, it doesn't dissolve. It 
soaks up water like a sponge, and 
cooked beans and legumes, wllicll gives it special properties. 
are rich in fibre and protein. Try When insoluble fibre travels 
chick peas, or kidney, beans, through our intestines, it acts like 
' a broom. It "sweeps" the food 
marinated in a dish of salsa over- 
night to spice up a Salad. Even the along the digestive tract, and also 
sweeps away old dead cells. So 
foods. So we end up eating less o f  
the fatty foods that tend to:raise 
our blood cholesterol 
Secondly, the soluble fibt~ may 
combinewith "bile acids', in our 
intestines. When the fibre carries 
them out of our systems, ~,c have 
to make more of them. And we 
make bile acids out of 
cholesterol. So cholesterol gets 
used to make bile acids, and less 
goes into your blood, 
So fibre does a lot of things for 
us: It cleans our intestines, hdps 
food to move through quieldy, 
exercises our intestinal muscles, 
and has beneficial effects on 
blood cholesterol. 
So use these fall days to tam 
over a new fibre leaf, and then 
keep these healthful practices up 
all year round. 
Gerry Kasten is a nutritionist 
with the Skeena Health Unit. 
humble potato is rich in fibre, 
particularly if you indulge your- 
self and eat the skins. Just be sure 
that you don't add a lot of extra 
fat by deep frying, or smothering 
with butter. 
So what's all the fuss about 
fibre" anyways? Why should we 
eat more? Whfit does fibre do for 
us? 
food travels through our in- 
testines faster, and has less 
chance to ferment and cause gas. 
That's why people who increase 
the fibre in their diets initially 
find they have more gas. This 
will go away as the fibre clears 
the intestine. It's just a matter of 
your intestines getting used to the 
USINESS 
The second type of ill:re is 
called "soluble" fibre. The fibre 
actually dissolves when mixed 
with water. A kind of gel is 
formed. A good example of 
soluble fibre is Pectin, the pro- 
duct we use to make jams and jel- 
lies. 
When the soluble fibre travels 
though your intestines, it has 
many helpful effects. 
Our intestines are like long 
tubes of muscle. "~aey need ex- 
ercise to stay healthy. The gel 
gives them something to squeeze 
against o get the exercise they 
need. 
Soluble fibre also has a healthy 
effect on the cholesterol in our 
blood. This could be in one or 
two different ways. When we eat 
a 10t of fibre, it's very filling and 
we have less room for other fatty 
beets to your summer salads for 
DIRECTOR 
• TERRACE EXPERTS - -  IN  A GLANCE 
0 
RECKING 
NEW- USED- 
Prompt Professional Service For All Makes 
of Cars, 4x4's and Trucks 
• Computerized parts locating system across Canada 
o Full stock of parts - used, rebuilt and new 
• Wholesale and retail 
• 24 hour towing - contract hauling - heavy duty recovery specialists 
• Licensed Mechanic - parts installed while you wait 
• warranty installs on parts and labour 
PARTS: 635-6837 . 24 HR. TOWING: 635-9383 
4129 SUBSTATION AVENUE. TERRACE. B.C. 
635-1131 ~ ~  638-8545 
BUSlNr~8 ~ ~ ' N ~  HOME 
MECHANICAL  FLEET 
REPAIRS SERVICE 
HI-PERFORMANCE ~ GAS & DIESEL 
ENGINES ENGINES 
CHARLES PASSEY 
UCENCED MECHANIC ,~ ; . . . .  
~" 4810 n HiOI~WAY 16 WEST " 
"tERm, eL. e o v~a.~,,, 
i 
. , ~,~g:~':l~:dll~'g~, -T.co~,._'~ - 
5~...y: -~ .~,  " . . ,  . . . . . . .  v"  . ,  .~"  " . "_~:** ~.: , 
:~.~'. FULL FLORAL ~r,~',t~ ~ 
"~ An. BALLOO. SERWCE "% 
~i] ,~ l~ l  I * Fun * Magic * Balloons ' 
~ r  , Top Quality Flowers, Bafloon Bouquets 
,~ : '  . Decorating, Costume Delivery 
Bus: 635-6312 Home: 635-7819 Fax: 635-4166 
~ l - t |  Heather Oraydon 
~ ~i 3309 Kalum Street, Terrace 
[[ ~L "'We Add a Sparkle of Magic" 
¢ 
B USINES, .,DF THE 
:E I<  ..... 
~ J 
WESTWORLD 
MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
19~92 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY 
General construction meets or exceeds 
: .  all CSA and provincial 
construction and safety codes. 
* Trades Welcome 
*Sales & Listing Service 
*Single & Double wides available 
31 17 CLARK STREET 
TEL: 635"4949 FAX: 635"2245 
/ : ~:i~,ii::':~il ~?:I~ ~ :i i:,, •/"~ ,~, 
I " : : : : :  : : :  i ' .  PURIFIED BOTTLED WATER . :  " : '~ 
':FREE HOME:& OFF OEDELVERY IN TERRACE & KITIMAT : 
I ,:  : : :. . . . .  : ,OAVE&ANITAMATERI ~ I 
/ i  i#6i5o02PoheAVenue :~ ,, : : Office:635;2341 1 
I ' Terrace'B~C;V8G 4S8 ' • " . . . .  : .... ~: :' Auto Tel', 638-9391 | 
| ~:.'i ': ;}: : ~ : i Calltoday for your FREE trial, : . I 
: : .... : :" Now you have n oholce " I 
I :1  • II I II I I I  II I I • 
COMPUTER CONFUSION? 
Help is lust a call away... 
Languages Spoken: IBM & Macintosh 
• Hardware & Software Installations 
• Repairs Training 
• Computer Accessories 
l lO I  ~ I~  I l I~ i  l i ; I  | iO |{$~ 
D O N S U T T I S 635-4000 
. • I Iml . . . . .  1. ,. - 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
r 
CLEANING SPECIAL 
Carpets In Any 
Three Rooms..• 49.95 I GREAT RATES ON 
FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY 
FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kitimat Building Maintenance 
Insured 635-6772 Bonded 
S IMONS CONSTRUCTION 
3678 Juniper St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5E7 
I 
Carpentry-Renovations ~:;i'(~ii;ii;/~: 
"No Job too Small" " 
Seniors Rates 
y -  
Malcolm Simons 
Ph. 635-7724 
MACKAY'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
~,.,..s 24 HOUR Bronze 
& menUme"~ Answering and Pager Service 
rerr,ce. Kitimat, Smiihers 635"2444 
& Prince Rupert 
Funera l  Serv ice  
A~soc lahon . 
CANADA LTD. 
No!thla.nd 
i Commumcahons Ltd. 
NOW4. 5002 Pohle 638-0261 
S '6 
Large Selection 
for Adults and Children. 
/ ' 
Costumes for all 
occasions including: 
• Halloween 
- Easter 
- Christmas 
- Riverboat Days 
Rose Schibli 
635-4763 
m 
Cowlicks Country Salon r 
Out of town customersca l l  
toll free 1-800-565-HAIR 
3945 Sande Ave. 
By Appointment Only 635"41  43  
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A lovely summer afternoon . best man ~ Roly Purcell from 
Hudson Bay, Sask. 
wedding took place on July 25, Ring bearers were James Beat 
1992, when Sherry Fran Wright 
exchanged vows with Kenneth 
Frank Bejear. 
Sherry is the daughter of 
Lorene Plante, of New Aiyansh. 
Frank is the son of Louise Bajear 
of Hudson Bay, Saskatchewan. 
The  beautiful afternoon wed- 
ding was held at the St. Matthews 
Anglican Church on Lakelse Ave, 
with Rev. Peter Zimmer perform- 
ing the ceremony and Sharon 
Bright on piano. 
Nieces Alison and Michelle 
Bright sang "Cherish the 
Treasure" while the registry was 
being signed. 
The beautiful bride entered the 
church in an exquisitely fash- 
ioned white satin gown at the arm 
of her Godfather Max Wright. 
Her dress had a sweetheart neck- 
line, the fitted bodice adorned 
# and George Robinson Jr. 
iiHere 'n About 500 guests came to the 
reception and dance at the Ter- 
There"  .=  arena, which was decorated 
, in red, white and black ~ the 
by Yvonne Moen wedding's colours and the three 
basic colours of Nisga'a culture. 
The guests - -  who came from 
- - across the northwest and as far as 
with schiffe lace, hand-beaded chapel-length veil. Saskatchewan ~wcre  treated to 
pearls, and sequins flowing to a Her bouquet were of white lace a smorgasbord of Nisga'a and 
'V' waistline, fans decorated in her chosen Ukrainian traditional foods. 
Sheer organza window-pane flowers of red roses "signifying The eagle clan acknowledged 
panelling of the sleeves matched eternal love" with a touch of the groom and will be adopting 
perfectly with the sheer scalloped baby's breath, him into the clan. 
edging of her cathedral ength MaUon of honour and best Special guests included Calgary 
train, friend was Natalie Grant, of Flames hockey player Trent 
A large bow with three satin Prince Rupert. Yawney. 
roses completed her magnificient Bridesmaids wore red and white MC for the evening was Gilbert 
gown. ankle-length dresses while the Purcell, a dear friend of the bride 
To complete her gown she wore groomsmen wore black tuxedos, from Skidegate. 
a crown shimmering in hand- The groom was very handsome The couple now reside in Ter- 
beaded pearls and sequins with a in a black tail coat, as was his race. 
A NISGA'A WEDDING: Sherry Fran Wright and Kenneth Frank 
Bejcar were married in a beautiful ceremony here on July 25. 
USINESS rn  DIRECT O= 
NOW OPEN! 
Brenda McEwan's 
Family Haircare 
'Back to School  Spec ia l s '  
Designer Perms 
* Advanced Cutting * Makeup I t  
CAI'L FOR YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT 635-5918 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES 
Bonded "A" 
Class 
Gas Fitter 
For all heating installation service. 
Industrial, commercial and residential. 
CALL STAN HOLLAND 
Ph. 635-7979 
• Fax, 635'2208 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE --  1-800-661-2676 
B USINES _I OF THE 
WEi I( 
? • 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-661-2676 
WESTWORLD 
MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
1992 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY 
General construction meets or exceeds 
all CSA and provincial 
construction and safety codes, 
*Trades Welcome 
*Sales & Listing Service 
*Single & Double wldes available 
3117 CLARK STREET 
TEL: 635-4949 FAX: 635-2245 
Arctic Cat Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
Evlnrude 
Kawasaki The Recreation Specialists 
Suzuki 4925 C Keith Ave., 
LawnBoy Terrace, B.C. VBG 1K7 
H.O. Waterskis _ Phone 635-3478 
& Accessodes ~ 5 - 5 0 5 0  
Certified Mechen lce : 'q l~ l~ -- ~[ [ ( .1~1~1~ r Jesse Cosgrove 
Fred Ounn ~ ~' lh~_. . .~r  Mark Neid 
Willie DeHoog ~ Tim Link 
Skeena Valley ~:~--~: 
~--~ ;%1 
Video Clinic 
Audio-Video-Computer Repairs 
202-4716 Laze l le  Avenue  Ter race  635-7762 
OPTOMETRIST 
#t - 4748 Lakelse Ave. Appts,: 638-8055 
Terrace, B.C. Fax: 638-8087 
V8G 1R6 Modem: 638-8697 
10% OFF 
Any Service With Coupon 
. . t ,  ~ . . . _~t  ~ . . . . . . .  
~. i l rg lM,  • 
Dependable Door.to.Door f ~ ~ ~ z ~ .  ...... Prompt, Courteous 
Taxi Service i ~ ~ .  & Reliable Delivery 
Service 
24 Hours 7 days 
a Day ~,1111~F '~m a week 
Wherever you're g'lffng, we're going your wayl 
/ 4449Lakelse KALUM KABS 636.7177 
L 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS- BOX LINERS 
200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
JIM HElD 
TEL }60~441635"4843 
FAX 635-5050 
'5 LOWRIE AVENUE 
:lACE, B.C. V8G 3Y8 
I 
, I
I " 
AL & NAN RICHARDSON 
4913 Scott Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B7 
@ 
. portraits 
. weddings 
• copy & restoration of B/W photos 
. commercial photography 
• CUSTOM FRAMING 
. Limited Edition prints & posters 
PH. 635-3204 
KALeTIRE 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
CORY FLEMING 
SERVING THE WEST 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
Bus. Phone 635-5151/61 70 4929 Keith Avenue 
Res. Phone 635.6985 TERRACE, B,C, VaG 1 K7 
i 
,~ Windshield Repair/Replacements 
~.::,~: ~/ -  • Auto Glass 
~ ~,~'~ .... • ICBC Replacements 
j r j "~y~;  ::;:;, * Mirrors 
~ : ~  • W~ndows 
;i~._- ~ ~! '~ '~. '~-  • Sealed Units • " ZVZ:-~:~ "
._-~;-AL-C'S GLASS LTD 
" - ' - " -~: 'Ta~,~ 3720 River Drive Terrace 
~¢! 638-8001,  in Kltimat 632-4800 
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MUSIC  
• SU-CHONG Lib[ presents Golden Mountain - -  a musical 
description of Canada through the eyes of an immigrant ~ at 8p.m. 
on Friday, Nov. 6 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets are $12 ($8 
for students and seniors) and are available at Erwin's Jewellers in 
the mall. A Terrace Concert Society presentation. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to 1 a.m.) and 
Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at George's Pub in the Northern Motor 
Inn and every Friday night (7 p.m. to 1 a.m.) at the Thornhill 
Neighbourhood Pub. 
Upcoming: 
• THE TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND will perform avari- 
ety of musical styles at a concert at 8 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 14 in the t 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets are $5 ($3 for seniors/students and 
children under 12 are free). Tickets at Sight & Sound, from band 
members or at the door. 
THEATRE 
Upcoming: 
• THE IYITER GLORY OF MORRISSEY HALL, a musical 
comedy produced by Terrace Little Theatre and directed by Norah 
Ferguson, plays the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Nov. 26-28. Showtime 8
p.m. each night, plus a 2 p.m. Saturday matinee. Tickets are $10 
and are available at Erwin's Jewellers, Skeena Mall, and the Bank 
of Montreal. Call Carol at 635-3426 for more info. 
DANCE 
Upcoming: 
• BEll ING SONG AND DANCE ENSEMBLE wilh members 
i-i ~- L. :: .... )/, 
, :> .~ 
THROUGH IMMIGRANT EYES: Calgary-based musician Su- 
Chong Lim brings his trio to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Friday. 
His humourous and thoughtful two-hour production is entitled 
Golden Mountain ~ an old Chinese idiom for North America, the 
promised land for many immigrants seeking a better life. 
ofthe.China Acrobatic& Magic Troupe plays at 8p.m. Friday, E T " -  T E R A Recvclin  Nov. 20 in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets $25 ($i6 for students ( J 
and seniors) at Erwin's Jewellers in mall. A Terrace Concert ~ ..~,.~ 
Society presentation. • NINE-PLUS-ONE is the name of the group and the name of ~ ~ '~ Recycling'L'~" ")' " "  C ~ i s  vastly becoming the most 
the show at the Terrace Art Gallery from Nov. 7 to Dec. 3. Opening 
night reception will be 7:30 p.m. Nov. 6. Artists featured are Betty I~  cost-effective way to reduce waste in OVIE Demmitt, Donna Orr, Flicka Humphrey, Randy Penner, Maureen °ur envir°nment' Creative Opti°ns is 
M Worobey, Tirso Morales, Allan Soutar, and guest artists Dave Nehr- providing on site disposal bins and 
ing and Wally Humphrey. Gallery hours are noon~ to 3 p.m. Tuesday pickup of recyclable paper to local 
• INNOCENT BLOOD, starring at through Saturday; 7-9 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday; and business in the Terrace area. 
the Tillicum Twin Theatres tonight and Thursday at 7:15 p.m. and 1-4 p.m. on Sunday. * Contact us for your confidential paper shredding. Jobs can be 
9:30 p.m. And Emilio Estevez stars in the Disney production The performed on site, at your place of business or in our shredding 
Mighty Ducks at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. (The Saturday matinee is • A SOLO SHOW by local artist Joanne Thomson is featured room. 
Fern Gul ly- -The Last Rainforest (animated).startingFriday: for themonths ofNovember inthe foyer of the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. ative O i--pt=on 
• HERO, with Dustin Hoffman, Andy Garcia and Geena Davis, ~ , r~ Inc• 
opens Friday at the Tillicum, playing at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. Also Make the 'Scene! Ca!1638-7283 or fax to 638.8432 to add 
starting Nov. 6 are the The Mighty Ducks (7 p.m. only) and Tom :your event o the Standard's free entertainment lis ings. The Contact Linda Pelletier at 635-7884 
-Selleck in Mr. Baseball (9:15 p.m. only). : : ~ ::deadline is 5 pJn. Thursday for th'efollowing week's paper. ' 
r -  ' 
 LORING _ ' i 
' ' 
, ,CONTEST " - " /  ' ' 
; Drug & Alcohol Awareness Week , ~ I I 
I Nov. 15th to 21st I 
I1. Contest is open to children 3 to12 yearsa g e . . /  I I L~L~ r .~  ~ [ '  Ál 
2. Prizes will be awarded for 1st. 2nd and 3rd ~ ~ 
I place in 3 age categories'. 3 to 5 years. 6 to 8 ~ ,~ i~)  I ,. years and 9to 12 years. ' [~~'~.._ .~p~ y/  ~ ~ fl~~ ~!  4 .~  • I 
,3. Entries must be submitted by SATURDAY, i ~ . .  ~~~. , .  k ' 1 _ e ,  " li NOVEMBER 14th to any of the following places 
! in Terrace: / ~,~ 1 
I Kermodei Friendship Centre . I # 
i Skeena Health Unit ' ~ ~._ _ . 1 , I I Northern Drugs % / 
• " Terrace Co-op " ' • " ~ ~.  ) .  
" 4. Entrants can use any medium to complete the , I~11! 
i picture. • " ~/ ~/ 
1 5. Thedecision of the judges will be final~ . ' . 4 , , I 7  
' [ Entries will be on Display q & f ~ ~ / _.~'~ ~}~ , 
I / ' at the Skeena Mall | J ] / "~'  / I 
I l L /  Nov. 16, 17, 18 & 19 -] / / /~ '~ ~'/f"/~ I I  
• This Coloring Contest Is Brought To You BY The Local ~, ~ ) ~ / ~  ~ )~) /~/*~'  t i 
I Drug And Alcohol Awareness Committee And Supporting / 
II Businesses. Ad Space Provided By: 
I , 
i Name " Age . . ,  
l BJrthdateDate - ,,.on. Year , ~ ,  ~ I~/S  
' P,on. ...... , ,,.v., 
II Please clip the entire 1/2 page and deposit it at the 
designated locations. I i!:ii.~ r,ov,~:° o,,,,,,, c~,.m~, 
I *ENTRIES CANNOT BE RETURNED* ' 
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EAL ESTAT 
-r . . . . . . .  
! _ , |a  / .  / , J~  I I I I I '  Of Terrace IFeature K t" 
Home By 
A New 
 Home 
Before 
Christmas 
-.Move right into this ful- 
ly developed home in the 
popular Thorn.heights 
Ptiase III Subdivision. 
3 bedrooms upstairs, 
dining room. kitchen, nook 
and a bright living room 
with fireplace, the base- 
ment is exceptionally well 
:done with a 4tla bedroom, 
3-piece bath, family room 
with wet bar, enclosed 
=lauadry..roomand e trance. 
-to attached garage. 
This home sites on a 
beautifully landscaped 
88x114 fenced yard. Other 
features include natural 
gas, covered deck and 
large wooden patio. The 
owners have been trans- 
ferred. 
The house is priced to 
sell at $115,900 MLS, 
Don't  miss out .on this 
one. Call Dick Evans 
. NOW! 638-1400. 
~ ~ ~ ~ - .  
1623McCnnnell MLS $83,900 
~.  '- ~ ~ ~ I  
• ~ "" ~i:: ' 
3292 Kofoed - REDUCED 
Sl14,900 MLS 
• - f~:L 
635 7068 :'%•~ 
: '~&-"  :e l :  ; ~ i ~1~1]~  
i .,..~ " ". ~- ~.~. 3"., ~ ~'.~. 
"BENCH PLACE" 
Lnls 31-34 ................... $24,500 
LPt 30 .................... ,,...$25.500.. ,, 
Lql~.,2,-.7 .&36-40 ..... :..,.,,~,5~91]10. -. 
Lots 10 & 29 ...... :,', ....... $26,900 
Lots 11-14,18,19,25,28 $27,500 
Lot 26 .......................... $28,000 
Lot 1 .......... ................. $28,500 
Lots 16 & 17 ................ $28,900 
Lot 22 .......................... $29,000 
_4~ 635-4773 ~" 
====I erika pelletier 
• . - • ., ,.~:~!~! . 
Log Home & Acreage 
I 
MLS $124,500 
4124Anderson MLS $109,000 
4613 Loon MLS $69,000 
~ 1 6 3 5  4781 " 'an -~ 
4660 Beaver MLS $67,000 
.. ; . ~.~ ~;~' , . 
~!~; .~ ~ ~-.~. ~ .~.~ . .~;~;  
2107 Pear EXC $54,500 
3313 Sparks EXC $88,500 
Z213 Pear MLS $105,000 
Woodgreen Condo EXC $65,000 
• 4 • 
3312Thomas MLS $139,500 
. ~t~t~.~. ,~,  
Cedarvale Farm 
$199,500 MLS 
I 
~l  John Currle 
635-9598 1 
| l l ~ l  I | V i k ~ l l l  1 v#4 ~ l J e = | "  u . . . . .  
4701 Soucle $86,500 EXCL 
4660 Lakelse Lease MLS 
;%! 
Joy Dover 0a~ 
635-7070 6 
4611 Soucie $72,900 EXCL 2404 Apple $84,900 MLS 
+ , ,~  !2 , ' , .  
3001Eby $15 4811 Marzhall $115,000 EXC 
481201son $118,500 MLS 2811 braun $92,900 EXCL 1971Sande $59,500 MLS 62.3889 Muller $29,900 MLS New Aiyansh $49,900 MLS 
4940Agar $136,000 MLS 4622Graham $124,500 EXC' 4837Sc0tt $89,000 MLS 3935Simpson $61,000 ML8 Stewart $19,500 MLS 
OF SERVICE 
Doug Misfeldt 
638-1715 
Oerlck Kennedy Wanda Walberg 
635.3042 636.3734 
Sheila Love 
635.3004 
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REAL. S A 
I 
H o m e  P l a n  
. . . . . . . .  2: ¸ . . . . . .  
~ ~~~ "-- . .,., .: ~ i • 
 House Plans Available Through 
i 
: •i ¸ ' : : ! ' / 
DESIGN NO, ~/P '232  " : 
Pr ice  Schedule 'C' 
Width-" fiT-0" 
Depth'- 4 0'-0" 
' 
- .@ 
t 
l- 
I 
Main Floor: 1212 sq. f t .  
;i I 
"1.-.- 
Second Floor: 960 sq. f t .  
Homey Warmth 
Of An Old/Ne~ 
Home 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 MEMBER OF TIM-BR.MARTS L'~O, 
Veme Ferguson 
635.3389 
B ~  
638.1721 
Dennis I issim0re 
638-8093 
/11 
Olga Power 
635-3833 
::.~ 
~d~ ,~,,~ ~ 
Ralph Godlinski, president of 
Terrace Realty Ltd., is pleased to 
announce that his wife Lisa 
Godlinski has joined the 
company as a real estate 
salesman. 
Lisa has completed the 
courses with the University of  
British Columbia and is a 
licensed realtor. She is looking 
forward to serving her many 
friends and acquaintances in 
matters relating to real estate. 
Please feel free to give her a 
call at the office 638-0371 or 
evenings at 635-4950. I L ISA  GODLINSKI , ,  
SATISFY ~E FAMILY 
VIEW.SITESENSATION Discover the comfort of thia 
H top execut ive home. pleasant s~ level...Recerd~ built 
Wood/stucco. 2 fireplaces, formal. I or Quality. Great f~rgly ~ ~.¢~' 
dining room!circular drive, 3 BR/S.J garage, O.U. he~ ~ um~ 
pc &4 pcbaths. 2-~t" garage-Fruit I ,Euroman m~en~ ~,  n~mL.~ 
trees -Patio -Quiet street .sauna | BFI/3 b~hs.  r'~._up. -~.~., .~p= ~,w~,u. 
=Gas heat. Close to nature trails, | Good Value at th~ Prtce! ~ m 
pool, arena and curling rink, | $1390951. RIC WHITE 635-6508. , 
$195,000, gigs Power 635-3833. IRPl l lma~,,, ;  .*' ~" ~.~a 
~'  ~ ~  Ore~t Mmlly mm~ cezY ~ ,  
I F~ ......... • i mother4n-I=w w~,  5 BR/4 Pce., 3 
DISTINGUISHED CHARM rue tree=, 
Superlative lakeside Lskelee Lake 140'x153', 
Waterfront A-frame. Beautifully 
sited on 10.30 acres, In secluded 
privacy, Formal DR, 3 BR/4 poe & 
2 pce baths & shower off sauna, 
lush garden, large view deck. 
Approx 324' lake frontage, sev~'=d 
outbuildings. $348,500.00 Varne 
ferguson 635-3389 
! 
~1 OFFER 
Your own re~'eet, 25 rain. from city 
centre, 2.16 acres, pond, 
~du~lon.  Qualify for Northern 
P~ant ' s  Deductions, $24,900,00 
~S ~ Power 635-3833 
JACKPINE ACREAGE 
Good subdivision potential or 
farmland. One of the few areas in 
Jlmkplne Rats that boasts large 
IXX:kets of soil with very few rocks. 
Fairly ~at with one road already 
applo~l and dedlc~ed^for 
subdivision. Call Diana u~o-c~.oo 
foe more Info. MLS 
MOBILE HOME ON LOT 
at Lakelse Lake. Built to stand 
Northern V~nter, with extra 
Insula~n, roof support and triple 
pans windows, School bus route. 
Convenient for those working In 
Terrace or K]timat. Call Olga Power 
635-3833. MLS $59,900. 
: f 
BACK TO BASICS 
Leave the hussle and bussle of 
city life and enjoy nature at its 
finest, 230  acre Cedarvale farm, 
35 acres fenced hay fields. 1 1/2 
niles of river frontage might make 
a nice Rshing Lodge or RV Park, 
Seven Sisters Society has several 
hiking trails in area. 19 year old, 5 
B/R home is on school bus route, 
Green house and severed out 
buildings. Call Diana 635-6236, 
ACREAGE 
Uncleared acreage 10 mine, from 
town. Approx 29 acres. MLS Call 
Olga 635-3833 for more details, 
RURAL LOT 
Cleared - just outside city limits. 
Qulst street. Site has view of 
mountains west of Terrace. 
Adjacent lot available for purchase 
at this time. Call Olga Power 635- 
3833 MLS 
Steve Cook 
635-0047 
635.6236 
B/ 
Ric White 
635.6508 
Pce.em. 3 ~.  ~ ,  bullt-ln 
microwave, fencing, larg~ 
large view deck. Lot 
work room. *$138.500.00 Veme 
F~ueon 83r~,%~89 
2 L.AROE ~ LOTS 
70x200 each. Level ~c l  ready to 
build. Nlce a rm on quiet =treat. 
Priced at $15 ,~ am. Call Dennb 
838.~0eS 
m 
Old/new homes are becoming 
increasingly popular. Here 
is a gambrel-roofed charmer 
that brings the homey warmth 
of  a past era.  With its formal  
par lor  aad dining room, the 
large country kitchen and 
adjoining family room, it has 
all of the features that a fami ly  
home needs. Take note of 
how the utility area is conven- 
iently located near the kit- 
chen.., saving many steps. 
The stairway to the bedroom 
area is spectacular, with a 
vaulted ceiling extending above 
the foyer showing-off the 
beautiful spindled railings. 
News Photo 
Reprint 
Service 
THE TERRACE STANDARD 
is now offering a reprint service 
to it's readers, You can get a 
3x5, 5x7 or 8x10 copy of your 
favorite black and white photo 
from our news files, 
(pdces vary depending on size), 
Stop by our office and look 
through the ngws file, 
TERRACE 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B,C, 
638-7283 
I I I 
,,-. i Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. , 
I ~ I I I I l [  II ~ =1=27 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED " 
--- r L I  
RURAL LIVING 
; ~ = = = = I ~ " ~ ' J I P  ~ ~ , = = = m  L0cated in Usk on the Hig~ay ,,de 
,~ . . . . . .  . . . .  • . . . . . .  ~" ~ : r '  ' ' ~ ' ~ i ~ a ~ = = = ' =  , . . . . . .  with a 30x30 shop, 15x25 barn. 3 
. . . . . . . . .  ~,,f ....... ~: ,~ . . . . . .  ~ - ~ '  Y 
COMFOR.T_AB...LE AND re available to the LAKESHORE Check oUt hla 14'x7o' 3 bed! .oom, _~.~aiun~t°~holp,w!~ t~.m°= ~g~sg~ ;= 
Yes, Air Miles a bathroom wel ma,malnea p~ymm¢ =,~u ,=,uu. ,,Me. u~=, 
HORSESHOE This 12x64 1967 Melooy Moo e ~ e ~ - 3 { 4 b s s e m o n !  '~, . . . .  e for more information • ^ 
Great family home In Immaculate Home has two bedrooms and ~ ~ ' h e ~  I ' -ca,I Jiml . - . . . . . .  ~ _~- ~ • rely, 
conditlon~ Features 2 natural gas additior~Tor ,sto!ages~ e~ance, lt: g a r a o e ' ~  Just a I RF:TT~R TAKE A LOOK RURAL LIVINGi AT I1~ 
fireplaces 6 bedrooms and large is yaP/~oraaols at ~l],Ou0 MLS, few of the features of this home, For ,~=, ,  ,-.n . . . . . . .  BEST  
rec room, This Is just walk ng Ca, leoloosyl 
distance from schools and 
downtown, Call G0rdle OIs0n for 
your app01ntment toview, Priced at 
$119,900, MLS 
JUST LISTED 
Attractive light Industrial lot on Keith 
Ave. with 321 ft. of frontage and Is 
,67 of an acre, Call Gordle OIs0n 
for more information, Priced at 
$79,900, MLS 
CUTE & COZY 
is the bast way to describe thla 
1055 sq. ft. home In the Keith 
Estatca, Rounding oUt this fine 
package are 3 bedrooms, N/G 
heat, oak kitchen cabinets end a 
80x132 fenced yard, Asking 
$05,900, MLS. 
EXECUTIVE HOME 
A new executive home wtth 3103 
sq, ft. of super quality finishing. 5 
bedrooms, 3 bathe, double 
garage and many more fine 
features, Call Shaunce for more 
Information, MLS. 
NEWI LARGEI 
HORSESHOEI 
A winning combination for this 1560 
sq, ft, above ground basement style 
home, Ve~/spacious kitchen with 
oak kitchen cabinets and breakf~t 
area, Three bedrooms, master with 
3.piece ensuite, One bedroom In-hw 
suite, Double garage, Call Jim for 
your appointment. EXCLUSIVE. 
!c  % " 
,41~'~' :  i 
Start Parker Jim Dully 
63~31 635-6688 
:i 
more information. Call Ted Newt 
Listed at $138,000 MLS, 
STOP - C IRCLE  - cALL I  
Very attractive well maintained 
1100 =q ft. 4 bedroom home, 
Located on the bench featuring 
N/Q heat, 2 bath=, family room, 
fenced 6Ox122 lot, single 
detached shop./~ktng $105,5OO 
MLS. 
HORSESHOE 
Well maintained four bedroom 
home located close to schools and 
downtown shops. NaturAl gas heat, 
carport, and full basement, are just a 
few of the qualities of this home 
priced at $97,500, EXCLUSIVE, 
Call Ted Today1635.5619, 
Gordon OIson 
Priced at only $101,OO0, this very 
affordable 1070 eq, ft., 3 bedroom 
home, featuring N/G heat, 2 
baths, fireplace, single garage, 
eundeck and fenced beckyard 
may be Just what you've been 
looking for. Located near schools 
and downtown. For yoUr pemonal 
appointment o view, call Ham. 
MLS. 
CALEDONIA SUBDIVISION 
Make your new address in the 
Caledonia Subdivision when you 
purchase this 1297 sq, ft, home. 
Daylight basement, Totally finished 
up and down. Fireplace in living 
room, Kitchen w th breakfast nook. 
Four bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths. Double 
carport, A must seal Call Jim to 
make your appointment, MLS 
Starting out or retiring? Then 
check oUt this 12x68 very well 
maintained mobile with a large 
addition on a beautifully 
landscaped yard only minutes 
from town. Call Shauooe for an 
appointment to view. $55,000. 
EXTRAI  EXTRAI  CALL  
US ABOUT IT! 
Truly one of Terrace's finest 
homes. Thla home offers 2250 
sq. ft. of living space on the main 
floor plug a 3/4 basement, It alto 
feature `= 7 bedrooms, living room, 
dining room, family room, roe 
room, 4 bathrooms, N/Q hot 
water heat, attached garage, 
workshop and much, much more. 
For more Intormatlon or your 
personal appointment o view call 
Hans, MLS 
Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbrink 
638-i 945 635-5382 635-5739 635-5382 i 
.NO QUESTION ABOUT IT: 
Ted Garner 
635.5619 
VENDOR SAYS SELL 
Cleared and level building lot In 
a~active subdivision off Birch Ave, 
on the bench, All underground 
services and paved street, Call 
Gordle Olson for further details, 
Asking $21,900. Exc, 
NEW SUBDIVISION 
Large lots in Phase I of Uplands 
Subdivision now ready for new 
construction, Call Gordie OIson end 
ask about Vendor financing and 
Special G,S.T, rebate, Priced at 
$29,750, MLS 
John Nagy 
635.9312 
WHAT'S UP 
CONTIi'IUED 
TERRACE TOAST- 
MASTERS CLUB- Lcam pub- 
lic speaking skills. Meetings 
held on 1st and 3rd Tuesdays 
at 7:30 pm at the Inn of the 
West, cast banquct room. Call 
Diana English at 635-5905 for 
more information. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
T6rraccvicw Lodge Pet Visita- 
• tion Program. Once a month 
commitment needed. Dogs 
only. For more info call Bon- 
nie at 638-0223. 
* * $ $ $  
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Clinics" for 
Tuesdays from 9:30 am - 12 
pmand from 1:30 pm-  4 pro. 
Thursdays 1"30 pm-  4 pro. 
Duties include weighing & 
measuring children. No lifting 
~: necessary. For more informa- 
tion callDebra t 638-3310. 
TI~RP, ACE PIPES & DRUMS 
practice very Mon. from 7:30- 
8:10 p.m. Jr. Table; 8:20-9:00 
.p.m. Sr. Table; 9:15-9:45 p.m. 
piping & drumming. Meet at 
the Kin Hut next to Heritage 
Park. Anyone interested in 
playing or learning to play, call 
Audrey Kerr at 635-3726. 
CCB TERRACE AND DIS- 
TRICT White Cane Club 
meeting the 2nd Tues. ofevery 
month at 1:00 pm in the 
Women's Resource Centre. 
Everyone wclcome. For in- 
formation phone Sylvie at 635- 
6422 or Elizabcth at 638-1397. 
$ * ~ $ $  
PIONEER KIDS CLUB meets 
every Wed. from 6:30-8 pm. 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 
Eby St. Ph. 635-2434 for more 
info. 
COFFEE BREAK AT THE 
CHRISTIAN REFORMED 
Church is in action again every 
Wednesday morning from 
9:45-11:00 am. (3608 Sparks 
St.) It is an interdenomina- 
tional Bible Study and a ti~e- 
out for women. • Story Hour for 
3-5 yr. olds and nursery care is 
provided. Call JeAnne 638- 
0108 for more info. 
MOTHERS TIME OFF is 
back in session for another 
year, between 9:00 am and 
11:30 am; Men, Wed, Thurs, 
& Fri. Whether or not you 
have kids at home you are wel- 
come. Call 635-4147 for in- 
formation. 
SKEENA VALLEY 
QUILTERS meeting at Skeena 
Jr. High School in the sewing 
room every Tuesday, 7-10 pro. 
For further information, Call 
Linda. 635-5627 after 4 pm. 
TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
resumes play on Oct. 8 at 
Royal Canadian legion. We 
play 2nd & 4th Thurs. of every 
month. To play, register before 
Oct. 5 by calling May at 635- 
2875. New players welcome. 
ALANON FAMILY  GROUP 
racers Monday nights, 7:30- 
8:30, in the conference'room at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. Call 
638-8109 for more info about 
family and friends of al- 
coholics. 
%.• • • .  
BUYING A COMPUTER ?? 
WE WILL SEND YOU A FREE 
BUYERS GUIDE TO HELP YOU 
MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION 
. PRO-T IP :  Get  on  the fast t rack  
Buy a fast Hard  Dr ive and a 
H igh Speed Video Card  with 
your  new system. 
J 
PHONE TERRACE 798-2491 
PRO-RAM COMPUTERS 
'ml oo,,, 
IMPROVING .Terrace, B.C. 
t YOUR.o 
,,~,,, I AGNINST Majorie Park 
,o'~,~,"~, ['CAHADA'S 638.1167 
;~ ~ ,~,o~ j ~1 KJLLER. 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your donation to the addressnbove,  along wi th  
the name of the deceased, your n~me and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledge .ment card. 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation Is 
tax deductible 
Notice to Adults 
In estedin 
High School  tion 
Did you know that  it is poss ib le  to complete  the  
requi rements  for  gr.aduating with the Provincial  Dogwood 
Cer t i f i ca te  through the use  of CORRESPONDENCE 
courses? 
For information please contact: 
Joe  Vender  Kwaak  
THE NORTH COAST 
REGIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
BAG 5000, TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 5K2 
Phone: 635.7944 or 1.800-663-3865 
Fax: 638-3649 
Serv ing the fo l lowing School  Districts: Queen Charlotte,  
Prince Rupert, Bulk ley Valley, t~timat, Terrace and Nishga. 
EAL S 
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--..-'-- " TERRACE 
--'--- VOLUNTEER 
• " BL IREAH 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES OF THE WEEK 
1. ENTERTAINERS if you sing, play any kind of musical instrument, 
dance or have any other special talent, we need you. Only a few hours 
per month, 
2. BINGO HELPER. one Friday night per month 4:00 p.m.- 9:30 p.m. 
for Paraplegic Association. 
3. A FRIEND - for a Special Needs person. 1-2 hrs. per week, or every 
second week. A personally rewarding experience. 
Contact: Lovina Tyler phone 638-1  330  
4506 Lakelse Ave . /across  from Totem Furniture I
Introducing... 
Salon Refi llables 
A professional product refill program 
Sensibly priced, salon quality products 
Ecologically responsible 
Save by refilling your empty containers 
AVAI LABLE NOW AT: 
HAl  R GALLERY 
4711-D Keith 635-3729 
'' T - -  --F__.' 
' - ' -g  an"  I ie t "°" . . . .  
• ' , , " t  , ;..t~,~. : .~ . .  ~ . ' ,g~ " . , . ' "  ~ 'N  
r - ,~  _ _ _ _ '  " • " " "~%'"  ~- '~ . . .~__  ~L,.'--~ ' • . . . .  . ,:" 
I . . . /£ ;~oI~:~ I I • .:..,- ~..-.=..-~: =-:_=_~ ~ ~ , ,  . . . .  . . :,%~. ~ ~ - .  ; , "~.~ ~ ~ ~ : - ~ 3 .  ' , ' .  ' ~, ' ° 
, :  . . . .  ,  By-M. Tyrian , :• ' ' .  . ~''' '  -;~,, . . .  . ' ...... .~  =,,~',~,'~,. o.. • j ~.../~:; 
',; A stucco exterior with 
fashionable multi-paned ~ 1"5 ~L-~.  ~ ~]- ~. ~ ~ _ _ . = / ~ J ,  [ . . ,  
windows is further en- r - - - l~:  P. I~l I '=~ 1 ' c ~ ,  ,~  .~  
hanced by a dramatic " II "°'°°'ii 
high-arched entrance way. I~ '  2 ..% :::~ ~/ ~ . . . .  .,._1 ~ ~ '  '-"(, 
Inside, an efficient I;T'~?,=~_ ~.  : , l . _ .~J  . ~ . . . . .  ~ ' "  
layout provides a spacious ~ _J ~...~ . . . .  ='" ~ ~ ~  
~A...,¢~MENT FLCX:~ PLAN 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . i 
. . . . . . .  ' k , _ J  
.2.-. !- 
i . 
TYNAN DEBIGN LTD. PLAN NO. GL-613 1610 SQ.FT. 
t le~*zcath ^ram,  &my1, a C /d~ ~ =t ' .~ht  
I'~om ~et4rtn ~ M,.M=I 
L.W. CLAY 
NOTARY PUBLIC  
4805 Davis Avenue, Terrace, B.C, 
Telephone: 635-5533 Fax: 635-9068 
Office Hours 1 2 noon to 6 p.m. Daily. Including Saturdays, 
Evenings by appointment .  
u 
Property Transfers, Mortgages, Mobile Homes, Wills, Etc. j 
immm 
;EN CARE OF 
home, carpeted 
)lace In livingroom, 
ns. Basement is 
rtiaJly finished wRh a 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  j family room, Also In 
the package, a shop, fruit rees, glass 
greenhouse, fenced back yard, 
carport and large paved driveway, 
Exclusive, $122,000, 
SIMPLY DELIGHTFUL 
ann lots or parking, r'rl~;eu at 
$94,900.00 MLS 
mmmmmm 
LOTS OF SPACE TO 
wRh a current Income of $500 per 
month, Nature] Gas heat, 5 pc, m~n 
bath plus a 2 pc, ensure, Wo~ a 
look at $110,000 MLB, ,,, 
Christel Godllnski 
635-5397 
- - -3  
TOP OF THE WORLD VIEW 
Exciting property to build a view 
house, served by I~Ved rear access, 
fi'ontage on Birch Ave, all services 
ava]isbis, and lot has a good dad on 
landscaping with fruit trees and 
established shrubs, Priced at 
$69,900 MLS, 
Due 
Located on Highway 16 West, near 
Contract Tire 1 & 1/2 acres cleared 
and ready to build on, Land is fully 
chain ink fenced, and has frontage on 
Brooks Street as well as the Highway, 
Asldng $85,000 MLS, 
Usa Gedllnski 
&I,~SO 
Rusty LJungh 
635-5754 
U 
Ralph Godltnekl 
KqC.dg~ 
vlronmcnt. 
Enter through double 
doors in a foyer which is 
open to the second story. 
To the right, an unfinished 
games room provides the 
future spot for a variety of 
games equipment. The 
remaining basement area 
can be finished when time 
and finances allow. 
Upstairs, the living and 
dining room can be closed 
off, with french doors, 
front the rest of the home, 
providing a quiet area for 
entertaining. The dining 
room has a built-in space 
for a hutch, and the living 
room features a gas 
fireplace and a boxed out 
window scat. One can 
look over a railing in the 
living room to the foyer 
below. The kitchen fea- 
tures plenty of cupboard 
and counter space, a 
pantry, and a carousel 
nook. The family room 
has a gas fireplace and 
provides access to the rear 
deck via sliding glass 
doors. 
The master bedroom 
boasts a large walk-in 
closet and a four piece 
ensuite with a raised swirl 
tub. 
Plans for GL-613 may 
he obtained for $335 for 
a package of five com- 
plete sets o f  working 
prints and $29 for each 
additional :set of the 
same plan. Allow $15 ex- 
tra to cover the cost of 
postage and hand l ing  
(B.C. residents add ap- 
plicable sales tax to plan 
total) (All Canadian resi- 
dents add 7% GST to 
plan total plus postage 
and handling. 
Please ma~l~e all che- 
ques,  money orders, and 
Visa or MasterCard au- 
thorizations payable to: 
Terrace Standard Plan 
o f  the Week  
13659 - 10gth Avenue 
Surrey. B.C. V3T 2K4 
Played every Fdday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1 ,000  3-up tickets 
jackpot every week for $2 .00  
Every Friday is your chance to win thousands of dollars on 
CFNR Radio Blngol Pick up your cans todayl In Terrace at: 
The House el Simoigllets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Grocery, Terrace Shell 
and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Copperside Three, Select Jewellers, as well as, Sybil 
Morven of Terrace,.Rhoda Seymour of Kitselas, and Della Scodane at Northern Native 
Broadcasting, In New Aiyansh at the New Aiyansh Co.op Store, in Kltimat Irom Darelene 
Starr, in Kitlmaat Village Irom Roberts Grant, in Greenville from Ron Sampare, in Git- 
winksihlkw from Merci Moore. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
Joe Barboea 
635,5604 
REVENUE PLUS 
On this well cared for home with a 3 
bedroom suite down plus a 1 
bedroom in-law suite on main floor, 
with entry off dining morn or from 
large 8x30 eundeck, Newly 
carpeted end painted all on a large 
well landscaped lot In the 
Horseshoe, $130,000 MLS 
NEW & AFFORDABLE 
A new 3 bedroom home in small 
sub-division south of town, Concrete 
Iaatlo, sidewalks and ddveway with 
wn and shrubs. 2 bathrooms & 
many added features. Asking 
$107,000 ML& 
ZONED MULTI-FAMILY 
2,24 acres on the Southelde 
currently zoned R-6 for multi.family 
dwellings, Measuring 164,8'x594' 
with sewer and water available, 
your window to opportunity Is Just a 
phone call awayl MLS 
Rod Redden 
638-1915 
Two bedroom home on South side, 
has Just been renovated, Over 1000 
sq.ft, of living area with hardwood 
ftoors in llvingroom, New line in 
kitchen, and carpeting in hall and 
bedrooms, Large 120'x400' lot wRh 
double driveway. This sparkling 
dean home Is a must o see, Listed 
e)cluslve, $85,500, 
ATTRACTIVE MOBILE 
Well laid out 12x6B mobile with 
attractive addition, three bedrooms 
on pad. Natural gee furnace Is only 
three years old, Includes refrlge,ratpr, 
stove, washer, dryer and bllnca, 
$21~500 MLS 
ACREAGE ON 
QUEENSWAY 
Over lO acres formerly used ss 
reload for logging firm, land mostly 
level, borders CN railway tracks, 
good for junk yard, reload yard, bulk 
fuel storage, etc, Price $65,000 
Lynda Boyee 
638-I 073 
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COI PERSIDE Vl 
AND 
J'/taek 
. . . .  [ ) lV l ,q lON ~) IIklTEKT/:IlM CANADA LTD 
® 
Have Jo ined  Forces  to P resent  
Coppers ide  Fooc  ;#6 F i r s tAnnua l  " 
G iant  Chr i s tmas  Gift  Sa le  t 
%, 
November  13 
4: p .m.  t i l l  M idn ight  
November  14 
10 a .m.  t i l l  6 p .m.  
November  15 
12 Noon ti l l  5 p .m.  
I I I 
SANTA will be ws tmg 
Friday Night 
7 p.m. till 9 p.m. 
Saturday 
11 a.m. till 1 p.m. 
3 p.m. till 5:30 p.m. 
OPPORTUNITY FOR PHOTOS 
York Leisure Products, Grady 'Alexander Model' 
4'x8'.Solid Oak Pool Table 
1" Italian Registered Slate, Billiard Balls, 2 Cues, Leather Pockets, 
Dust Brush,~ Wood Rack,.., Chalk, Dust~ Cover 
York Leisure Products 
Key Largo Portable Spa 
6 to 7 person, Midnight Navy 
Marble, 7 interchangeable Jets, 
Deluxe Cedar Skirting, Fully 
Foam Insulated and Complete 
with Insulated Cover 
~;:;i~iii:ii!~%i~:~:~::~:::,~;~%~~"~i:i:::!::~:-:~G All Trade 289 Piece Buddy Voice ~A ~ York Barbell ~;i,.;,!;~;~ i~d.m!!!si~.::Bl~;~:.!~i:.i~:i ~"  QQQQ 
Command TrUCkofficial NHL ....... " ...... "1"I1'.,~.-7 Mega Max ~ 2HeadVCR Fj)e'j~(~ (~(~ 
W.yn° ~re, z~ ~.Q QQ. (~e.°r.,y,°0t.,0) . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - ,o~,  ~,~,  
. oo . .y~me ....... ' .......... - - - - . - - - -  3001 i; .. ~. i,!:~::;i!:~;~i~.i~ii~.~! Huffy16 Girls (~(~ _Q_~ 
AT&TMickey " /~ _C~_~ TheUltirnate ~ I~!!!!:'~!:i~.~!iii!! lBoysBike ........................... vv . - - - -  
Mouse Telephone ..... '...... m1.e .~. .  Home Gym ~i i U-Tech RQ Q¢t  
$~QQ99i Pre Computer ...................... , v~J .vv  Sony Sports Walkman (~(~ Q_~ ....... i ;  U-Tech L,ttle ~1 C~_~ 
Deluxe Model ........ '.. ... • .... ~.#~;#,,~,w~.~ 
Outdoor Christmas Smart Driver .......................... "-TIn . ,vv  
LightsPerma . 't ir~ (~(~ Lego ~'~J~ C~_~ 
' ~ Bucket .................................... ~-- ~,~,, ~,~ ~,~ Colour 30 s ....................... I v • ~ I;# V ~  ~1~ .,.~ 
Sanyo Turbo ~ ~  t[~(~ ~ ......... Sanyo CD 44999 Portable CO Player ..... =~,~v ~ • St°r°o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _  
VCR's, Televisions, Telephones, Telescopes, Childrens Toys, Remote Control Vehicles, Stereos, Car Stereos, Electronic Games, Tabletop Hockey 
Games, Walkmans, Diskmans, Scanners, Computers, Computer Games, Childrens Videos, Gift Wrap, Christmas Lights, Christmas Decorations 
And A Whole Lot More Great Gifts At Great Prices 
:f,. ::" 2,. ;: . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i !~ . . . . .  : i ...... 1 3:;: !i ~ 
i,:.i!i:.i~i! ,i!i!i~!il 
DIVISION h~-) INIERTAN CANADA LTD 
CO PP ERSIDE~ VI~ ~ IO  ,~ha l~k  
4640 Ke nAve 
635-9400 
. . . . .  I II I 
4640 Keith Ave. 
635-7767 
Sports 
Menu 
TONIGHT 
Men's Hockey 
Oldtimers Division 
9pro - Okies v Timbermen 
10:3opm Convoy v 
Wranglers 
T~URSDAY, NOV. 5 
Skiing 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN Sift 
CLUB sponsoring the showing 
of ski fdm Carving the White, 
7:30 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Tickets available at 
All Seasons Sports, Sight and 
Sound and the Shames 
Mountain office on Lazelle. 
Men's Hockey 
Recreational Division 
10:30pro - Skeena v Norm's 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6 
Figure Skating 
'POP CONCERT' ice ente 
tainment being staged by Te 
race Figure Skating Club 4:3~ 
5:30 p.m. at the Arena. No a, 
mission charge, all welcome. 
Bowling 
BO~..SPIEL at Terrace Lan 
begins and runs until Sunda 
Open to 'four member tear~ 
any male-female combinatio 
For more information, pho~ 
635-5911. 
Curling 
OPEN CASHSPIEL gets u 
derway at Terrace curiling cl~ 
and runs until Sunday. F 
] more information phone Key 
at 635-5583. 
• SATURDAY~ NOV. 7 
~,len's Hockey 
Recreational Division 
| 8pm - Skeena v Inn of West 
, I 9:30pro - Norm's v Back Ed¢ 
Hiking 
SPELUNKING ALERT! ~[ 
Kieanza mine will be 1 
destination of a three-mile hi
with the Terrace Hiking Ch 
Five tunnels are accessible, 
bring a strong light. Meet at 
brary at 9 a.m. 
Men's Hockey . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Oldtimers Division 
9:15pm - Oldes v Wranglers 
Recreational Division 
10:45pro All Seasons 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
TUESDAY, NOV. 10 
Men's Hockey 
Recreational Division 
9pro - All Seasons v Inn of the 
West 
10:30pro Skeena v Back 
Eddy Pub 
T I IURSDAY,  NOV. 12 
Volleyball 
CALEDONIA SCHOOL plays 
Kitimat in Boys' AAA vol- 
leyball zone finals, an 
afternoon best of five series. 
SUN'DAY~ NOV. 29 
Bowling 
CASH SINGLES at the Ter- 
race Lanes, starting at I0 a.m. 
Scratch and pins over categori- 
es, $20 entry. 
BADMINTON CLUB plays 
every Tues. and Thurs. 8-10 
p.m. and Sun. 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
at Thomhill Jr. See. school. 
Newcomers welcome. Contact 
Diane at 635-3564. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
DROP-IN LEAGUE plays 
every Tuesday and Thursday 
evening beginning at 8:30 p.m. 
in the Caledonia gym. For 
more information phone 
Michael Hogg (638-1032). 
The Terrace Standard of -  
furs Sports Menu as a pub- 
lic servlce to its readers and 
local sports organizations. 
I f  you have an event 
planned, bring the details 
in and we'll add it to the 
Menu. 
To make the following 
week's paper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p.m. Frl- 
day. 
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Study costs no great obstacle 
i • : .  i / ¸  
Rick King 
The quest for a second sheet of ice ran into 
an obstacle last week, but alderman Rick King 
says it's just a ~mall bump on the road to a 
new rink. 
The bump in question is architect Royce 
Condie's cost estimate for a feasibility study 
for the second sheet. 
That study would include preparing draw- 
ings, a model of the new facility and projected 
costs. '~ 
Condie sets the total bill for the work at 
$27,146. However, council only budgeted 
$20,000 for the study. 
But King suggcstcd the financial gap may 
not bc as wide as it appears. Hc  explained it 
was his undcrstanding the soil analysis and 
some of the surveying work Condic had in- 
cluded in his estimate had already been done. 
Thcrcforc, if the cstimatc was adjusted to 
take that into account, the gap could bc "as 
CALEDONIA KERMODES rallied from early disarray to cruise to victory in last Saturday's senior 
boys volleyball tournament. Chris Tomas (above) watches one of his vicious spikes elude op- 
ponents to give Cal yet another point. The strong team effort which earned the hosts top spot on 
the weekend will have to be repeated if they are to earn a berth in this month's AAA provincials. 
Kitimat undressed 
at zone rehearsal 
Coach Shawn Krienke wanted 
the Kermodes to send zone rivals 
Kitimat a message in Saturday's 
volleyball tournament 
They did...in spades. 
Coming out of the round-robin 
undefeated, the host Caledonia 
squad simply demolished the 
Kitimatians in the final. 
Fearsome spiking from captain 
Kurt Muller and Chris Tomas led 
a solid team effort as the 
Kermodes cruised to a 15-4, 15-3 
triumph. 
And the result was just what 
Krienke had ordered. 
The two teams are due to meet 
again Thursday, Nov. 12 in a 
best-of-five playoff that will de- 
cide which represents he north- 
west at the AAA provincials at 
the end of the month. 
With that in mind, Krienke had 
said before the final got un- 
derway, " I  hope when they 
(Kitimat) leave the gymnasium 
they will have some doubts." 
The Kermodes made sure there 
was no doubt which was the bet- 
ter team. 
However, C.ai got a lesson early 
in the tournament hat over- 
confidence can be a dangerous at- 
titude. 
Facing Prince Rupert's Charles 
Hays in their second round-robin 
match, the Kermodes quickly 
found themselves in trouble 
against a younger but determined 
team. 
Down 14-7, the Kermodes 
finally put together a rally but 
couldn't prevent Hays taking the 
game 15-13. 
The lesson learned, Cal 
recovered their composure to 
sweep Rupert aside 15-1, 15-2 in 
the remaining ames and take the 
match. 
Describing the team as "not 
quite awake" for that first game 
against Charles Hays -- their first 
game had been a default over 
Hazelton -- Krienke suggested the 
first game loss wasn't necessarily 
a bad thing. 
"It 's good to have a scare 
sometimes," he said. 
From there on, the tournament 
went pretty much according to 
script, the Kermodes taking down 
Kitimat 15-10, 15-6 before maul- 
ing the Houston Wolverines 15-3, 
15-8 to finish 4-0. 
Kitimat's 3-1 record earned 
them second spot and a berth in 
the all too brief tourney final. 
Crediting the whole team with 
playing well, Krienke said he was 
particularly pleased to see them 
capitalizing on the things they 
had been working on in practise. 
He said the tournament had also 
given him an opportunity to give 
the younger players like Derek 
Muller and Brett Kluss some 
playing time. 
The experience, he pointed out, 
would be important for next year 
when they would become the 
foundation of the team. 
While obviously pleased with 
the performances of Kurt Muller 
and Tomas,i Krienke said fit Was 
Shawn Krienke 
~lso nice to see players like Bryan 
Fick and Matt Soulcs producin5 
as well. 
However, Krienke was well 
aware of the task the Kermodes 
would face should they make it to 
the provincials. 
"There's still lots of work to 
do," he emphasized, pointing out 
the "big teams" llke Penticton 
and Keiowna played volleyball 
10 months of the year through 
those communities' club systems. 
Confident after Saturday's per- 
formance that the Kcrmodes 
would be at the provincial's, 
manager Tom Hamakawa said the 
team had two goals, 
The first was to make it to the 
championship round, the second 
to make the top four. 
If they played as well as they 
can, he  added, both were pos- 
Siblel 
little as $1,000," he said. 
And if that was the case, he was confident 
council would agree to cover the shortfall. 
King said the proposed new facility would 
be an "add-on" to the existing arena. The ice 
surface would be the same size as the present 
nne and there would probably be bleachers 
down only one side, above the changing 
rooms, with less off-ice space than in the 
arena. 
Once the project cost was established, it 
would then be a question of how to pay for it, 
An uuknown there, he pointed out, was what 
money, if any, wonld be available in ternts of 
provineial grants. 
Earlier this year Victoria cancelled the lot- 
tery fund capital grant program which had 
provided one-third of the cost of such projects 
as the second sheet. The government has also 
said it will not unveil any successor program 
before next March. 
But whatever the city's share ends up being, 
King said it will have to be covered by bor- 
rowing. " " 
While that, in turn, raised the questions of 
how much borrowing power the city had left 
and where it should use, he had no doubts the 
second sheet should be a priority item. 
With the arena already in use as much as 20 
hours some days, minor hockey facing the 
possibility of having to turn kids away and ice 
users having to travel to Kitimat because they 
couldn't get on the ice here, King said there 
was no question of an urgent need for a new 
facility. 
Apart from any economic spinoffs, ensuring 
there were activities available for tho com- 
munity's young people was "as big a benefit 
as any" and enough in itself to justify the ex- 
penditure. 
Hosts dominate 
cross country 
Calcdonia's enior girls had to 
settle for fourth spot in their divi- 
sion and Caledonia nd Centen- 
nial Christian fourth and fifth on 
the boy's side as host Smithers 
swept an Oct. 24 zone cross 
country meet. 
On the girls' side, Caledonia's 
problem was the fleet of foot 
junior enUies (grades 9-10). 
Led by Smithers' Tara Moran, 
the younger acers provided the 
first four females across the line 
and six of the division's top ten 
finishers. 
Therefore, although 
Caledonia's top finisher Jodi 
'Whiting was fourth fastest among 
the senior age group, a time of 
25:13 left her back in 10th in the 
team event 
Caledonia's Jen Smith took 
fifth in the two lap race, just 22 
secondsbehind Whiting, while 
team mates Josee Banviile and 
Jackie Palmu filled the next two 
spots. That trio finished 12th to 
.14th-6wffdL.~....,.. :,.:. .............. ., 
Team standings' were decided 
on a least-points system based on 
the placing of its five fastest run. 
hers .  
That meant a team picked up 
only one point for a first place 
finisher and a dozen for a twelfth. 
However, if it did not field five 
runners, the "missing" racer(s) 
automatically drew 15 points, ex- 
actly what happened with the 
Caledonia girls' four member 
team. 
That gave them a total of 64 
points, tied for fourth with 
Kitimat and 38 back of winners 
Smithers. 
On the boys' side, Feruando 
Mithomens led the Caledonia ef- 
fort with a three lap time of 28:58 
for a seventh in the seniors divi- 
sion and eighth overall. 
With Fraser MeKay and 
Quinton Rafuse not finishing the 
course and a 21 point pick up for 
the remaining two unfilled spots, 
the Cal boys team ended up with 
92 points and fourth. 
Smithers blew away all opposi- 
tion by grabbing five of the first 
six plaeings to collect a meager 
16 points. 
Centennial Christian's "team" 
was a solo effort by Rob Freeman 
(30:43) who took fourth in junior 
boys and 15th overall. 
~d  ~although~?~ioo y ung to 
qualify for the team event, the 
school's two grade 7-8 entries put 
in strong performances. 
Clocking 20:39 over the two 
laps, Fraser deWalle was only 
just over a minute off the pace in 
taking the runner-up spot. Team 
mate Daniel Beuson finished fifth 
in that group. 
Fee cut pondered 
Students at local secondary monthly rates for the weight 
schools could soon find it a lot room are $7.50 and $34 respee- 
cheaper to use the Racquet and tively. 
Fitness Centre at Northwest Cam- Moraes suggested giving school 
munity College. students the same break as 
While no decision has been NWCC enrolees would reverse 
made yet, spokesman Mac Jir the current situation of few 
said the Students' Association is school students using the 
considering a fee change, facilities. 
Although the centre offers a She doubted many school-goers 
reduced user rate for college stu- could afford the full public rate. 
dents, she said that doesn't extend The Racquet and Fitness Centre 
to students at local schools, i~ open Monday-Friday, 9a.m.- 
Centre manager Kristina 9p.m. and 9 a.m.-5 p.m. on 
Moraes explained a one month weekends. 
membership to use the courts It currently offers racquetball 
now costs NWCC students $12. and squash ladders and walleybali 
Those attending local schools, teams are being put together. For 
however, have to pay the full more information, phone Moraes 
'public' rate of $45. Similarly, at 636-6511, local 358: 
Making their mark 
Readers of these pages were 
well used to accounts of win- 
ning performances by members 
of the Bluebaek Swim Club last 
season. 
But just bow fast were they 
compared to results being 
achieved elsewhere in the big- 
ger, national pond? 
Very, according to figures 
released by Swim Magazine, 
Canada. 
In its October issue, the maga- 
zine lists the fastest 50 times re- 
corded in Canada in 1992 by 
age group. All the times are for 
performances in a 'Long' or 
50m pool. 
Leading the Blueback pack 
was Cory Holland with the 9th 
fastest ime by a 13-14 year old 
boy in the 50m freestyle. 
Holland also clocked a 16th in 
the 100m and 23rd in the 200m 
distances of the same event. 
David Vanderlee owned 16th 
spot for the 100m butterfly in 
the same age group and was 
ranked number 40 in the 200m 
'fly, 
Aimee Peacock also held 
down a16th in the girls 13~i4 
' Jocelyn Coxford 
years 200m breast stroke and 
was number 21 at 200m. 
And in the 200m 'fly, only 12 
13-14 years girls were able to 
top Jocelyn Coxford's best 
time. 
Coxford and Peacock's pool 
prowess also brought the Points 
North team two markers: num- 
ber 13 in the 4x$0m medley 
relay and 23rd in the 4xS0m 
free, 
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Gett ing your  sport 's  results on to the 
SCOREBOARD is easy. Jus t  fax them to 638,8432, 
phone Malco lm at  638-7283 or  d rop  them off  a t  the 
office at 4647 Lazel le weekdays,  8a.m. '  5 p.m. 
Cross Country Running ~- JohnCourtliff (Muheim) 10:55 
- Andrew Pearce (Walnut Park) II:01 
Smithers meet results 4- NathanMurdoeh (Telkwa) 11:42 
GIRLS (grade 7-8) 
i- Katie Mills (Kitimat) 10:37 BOYS (grade %8) 
2- Molly Buchfink (Quick) 11:05 1- Jordan Foerster (Charles Hays) 19:22 
3- Priya Littler (Telkwa) 13:06 2- Fraser de Walle (Cent. Christian) 20:39 
4- Kalia Kantakis (Walnut Park) 13:10 3- Brady Buchfink (Chandler Park) 21:53 
4- Tristen Geogeio (Chandler Park) 22:06 
JR. GIRLS (grade 9-10) 5- Daniel Benson (Cent.Christian) 24:26 
1- Tara Moran (Smithers) 20:49 
2- Elizabeth Williams (Hazelton) . . . .  20:57 JR. BOYS (grade 9-10) . . . . . . . . .  
3- Ingrid Granlin (Smithers) 21:23 1- Lee Kilpatriek (Smithers) 27:20 
4- Erica Eisenberg (Kitimat) 21:30 2- Dale Young (Kitimat) 29:27 
3- Dermit Hikish (Smithers) 30:39 
SR. GIRLS (grade 11-12) 4- Rob Freeman (Cent.Christian) 30:43 
1- Julia Nelson (Prince Rupert) 22:10 
2- Lisa Samba (Prince Rupert) 22:12 
3- Liz Allen (Smithers) 22:16 
4- Jodi Whiting (Caledonia) 25:13 
5- Jen Smith (Caledonia) 25:37 
6- Josee Banville (Caledonia) 26:58 
7- Jaekie Palmu (Caledonia) 28:21 
SR. BOYS (grade 11-12) 
1- Ryan Turner (Smithers) 25:22 
2- Graham Madean (Smithers) 26:14 
3- Kevin Silverson (Smithers) 26:42 
4- Terry Tsangaris (Kitimat) 27:50 
7- Fernnndo Mithomens(Caledonia) 28:58 
15- Fraser MeKay (Caledonia) DNF 
Quinton Rafuse (caledonia) DNF 
MEN'S OPEN 
1- Dick Harrison (Smithers) 25:18 
OPEN WOMEN'S 
I- Susan Denni (Smithers) 23:14 
ELEMENTARY BOYS 
1- Shane Pearce (Walnut Park) 10:54 
GIRLS TEAMS (Jr. & Sr.) BOYS TEAMS (Jr. & St-.) 
1- Smithers 28 pts. 1- Smithers 16 pts. 
2- Prince Rupert 56 pts. 2- Kitimat 64 pts. 
3- Hazelton 62 pts. 3- Prince Rupert 90 pts. 
4- Caledonia 64 pts. 4- Caledonia 92 pts. 
Kitimat 64 pts. 5- Centennial Christian 99 pts. 
Men's Recreational Hockey 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 
Inn of the West 2 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 2 
Convoy Supply 2 
Back Eddy Pub 4 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 
4 Terrace Timbermen 2 
1 Northern Motor Inn Okies 0 
12 Skeena Hotel 4 
October 24 
Back Eddy Pub 5 
Precision Builders 8 
October 25 
Terrace Timbermen 4 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 5 
October 27 
Precision Builders 5 
Inn of the West 6 
October 28 
Convoy Supply 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 
October 29 
~kll Seasons 
Recreat ional  Div is ion 
Darts 
LADIES LEAGUE 
TOTAL GAME POINTS 
Carla Boreham 174 
Annette Hiren 156 
loyee Bradley 117 
Anita Rateliffe 102 
June Spooner 90 
Joan Magrum 75 
Betty Campbell 75 
Georgina Rateliffe 69 
Marg Saulnier . . . . .  54 
Barb Dugsdale 24 
Peggy Degemess 18 
Mary Purdy 18 
HIGH SCORE POINTS 
Carla Boreham 95 
Annette Hiren , 89 
Joyce Bradley 34 
Georgina Ratcliffe 28 
Betty Campbell 24 
Marg Saulnier 18 
Anita Ratcliffe 17 
June Spooner 16 
Joan Magrum 8 
Mary Purdy 6 
Barb Dugsdale 4 
Peggy Degemess 2 
TOLSEC, the leader in Hor lh~est  secure .  
Minor Hockey 
Novices 
Elks 6 wilidn~nn Canons :2 : ~ '. 
Gieselman Bruins 6 
Long,s Logging 4 
Copperside 5 D~yle's Trucking 2 : 
Atoms : ' 
Kinsmen 7 i All West Trading. 4 
Tilden 3 Centennial Lions 3 
All Seasons 3 T i lden  4 
PeeWee 
IJradford and Sons 3 • Fatwest 2 
Canada Ivlorlgage 
and Housing Corporation 
I 
Soci6t6 uanadienne 
d'hyp0th~ques ot do logomont 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation will be 
Closing its Terrace Office 
effective October 31, 1992.. 
For enquiries or request for service please contact the 
Prince George Branch Office at 300- 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., V2L 5B8. 
Our telephone number is 561-5433, fax 561-5444. 
Canada[ 
( . ( i  -• :,•i_ ? 
• . \  ' :  . \ - .  . . . .  
* The Bank Of N0va Scotia"registered User ol the mark. 
~M Trademark olThe Banker Nova Scotia. 
_ . ~ , ~  
Terrace Carpet Centre : 
3202 Munroe Street-at Hwy. 1 6W 
TERRACE 
635-2976 1-800-665-1657 
ba ia nk 
_ . .  ' :T .  
® 
: :  i~ YOUR DECOR 
The calculations shown are by way of mathematical illustration ly 
and assume a constant interest rate and balance throughout the year. 
They are not representative of any particular c edit card's features. 
Actual interest costs wil depend on various factors, including the bal- 
ance outstanding and the amounts and timing of any payments made. 
Interest rates are as of October 1, 1992. ,., 
something about it] 
Our new Value TM VISA* gives you none of the 
bells and whistles that come with most high 
interest rate cards. 
All you get is a low 10.5% interest rate. 
Save money by switching what you owe on 
other credit cards to a low-interest Scotiabank 
Value VISA. 
Check the chart. See the difference. Then 
drop by any Scotiabank branch and fill out an 
application today, 
Competitor 
Bank Credit Cards $179 $358 
(up to 179%) 
Value VISA (10.5%) $105 $210 
ANNUAL DIFFERENCE $74 $148 
Gas/Retail Cards $288 $576 
(up to 28.8%) 
Value VISA (10.596) $105 $210 
~d~INUAL DIFFERENCE $183 $366 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
-, GP W L T GF GA PTS 
Norm'sAute 10 6 4 0 49 4S 12 TOLSEC CANADA INC.  
All Seasons 9 5 3 1 47 35 11 3238 Kalum St. 
Back Eddy Pub 9 5 4 0 44 46 10 Terrace B.C. 
Inn of the West, 10 3 5 2 39 55 8 V8G 2N4 
Precision Builders 9 2 7 0 34 42 4 EC200-1051 
638-0241 
Oldt imers '  Div is ion 
Riverside Wranglers ,~9 ,, 4 • 2 . ' ' ; 
• ;: NEW VALUE VISA.  
IPutting" it NO FRILLS. NO EXTRAS, 
" -  -'l imp,y . . .  
' lWe Have  It • 
I ATE: 10.5 
annual interest on annual Interest on 
Tired of paying high credit card interest rates? CREDIT CARD $I000 outstanding balance $2000 outstandlngbalance 
Then come to Scotiabank. Because we've done 
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Fit Facts  
by Kathy Corbet t  
Dread four 
word I letter , he heart rate 
meet the 
demands of the muscles. 
I around it. Aerobic activity must get the 
You have to WORK! 
Okay, there it is, work. 
Hey, we're old enough to 
know you only achieve some- 
thing worthwhile with applied 
effort. 
We need to work the car- 
diovaseular system to promote 
growth. 
The cardiovascular system 
(CVS) consists of the heart and 
blood vessels, but the lungs 
a l so  directly benefit from the 
activity. 
The growth benefits of these 
organs will allow them to work 
more effieiently with less ef- 
fort. 
The lungs will take in a 
greater volume of oxygen, the 
I heart will pump the 
oxygenated blood with greater 
ease and the blood vessels will 
: increase in size and number to 
fuel the body. 
Because there's no way 
" to  store fitness, you must 
- do aerobic activity three 
times a week, on 
alternate days. 
This oxygenated blood will 
give the body more energy and 
will increase the efficiency of 
the body to rid itself of waste 
products. 
Now, back to that dreaded 
word, work. 
The CVS is worked through 
aerobic activity. Aerobic ac- 
tivity is long duration exercise 
which requires oxygen and 
utilizes sugars, fats and 
proteins for energy. 
heart rate into the appropriate 
targe.t zone in order to benefit 
the CVS. 
Your target zone is calcu- 
lated based on your age and 
fitness level. 
Okay, now I 'm going to baf- 
fle you with some arithmetic: 
* subtract your age from 220 
(a new born's maximum heart 
rate) to give you your own 
maximum rate; 
* multiply that by 0.6 (60 per 
cent) to get the low end of your 
target zone and by 0.8 (80 per 
cent) to get the high end; 
* divide each by six to get 
your 10 second heart rate. 
(This skill testing question 
qualifies you to enter for the 
prize of a healthy CVS) 
Taking your pulse to find 
you heart rate, keep it in the 
target zone for a minimum of 
20 minutes. 
Because there's no way to 
store fitness, you must do 
aerobic activity three times a 
week, on alternate days. 
But there is an alternate to 
that dirty word of work. 
It 's play, as in playing to fit- 
ness. Try different aerobic ac- 
tivity like brisk walking, skip- 
ping rope, cross-country 
skiing, aerobic dance, swim- 
ruing, biking, in fact any ex- 
ercise that gets your heart rate 
into the target zone and keeps 
it there for that 20 minutes. 
Remember, though. Start off 
slowly by warming up the 
body, then get right into itl 
Enjoy yourself, then slowly 
decrease the level of your ac- 
tivity for a couple of minutes, 
Aerobic activity is con- taking it into a stretch which is 
oJinuous body,movement,us'rag ..... a great thne to increase your 
" ihe iarger muscle groupg', l~gs '  flexibility. 
and arms. Have fun and play at ex- 
This continuous activity in- ercise. It's a great beginning tc 
creases the body's oxygen a better life. 
i p  ,-'•• , 
Licensed Premises 
ount Allan Banner 
,,<4 ,,,, IPET CLEANING 
,~,~:~" :,,?~ ,~t~l~i~'qMll 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASCHABLE PRICES 
W~:DNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.- 8:30 p.m.. 
Saturday 8 a.m.-•4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
located ,n 
the 
S ,UMB ER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
PHONE 
635-6302 
I 
Lopushinsky, Wiebe strike 
Regionals 
next stop 
Aft Lennox Product Owners/ 
* Free 
~ Estimates 
~'* Reasonable 
~ Prices 
,~ p Efficient 
~,~.  Rotary 
IER SERVICES PROVIDEO: | 
& Water Damage Restoration i ur Control * Pet Odour Conlrel PHONE 
For Free Elrim=,la 
All warranties Null and Void if 
not installed by an Authorized 
'Lennox Dealer" 
Acadia Plumbing & 
Heating/Northwest Consolidated 
Supply are the Only Authorized 
Dealers in the Terrace area, 
All repair costs will be at Owners 
Expense. 
ph. 635-4770 fax. 635-6156 
Santa Claus is 
Coming to town! 
Give Santa a hand, by helping to 
make Terrace's Second Annual 
Christmas Parade, on December 
5th, another success. 
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Linda Bretfeld at 635 2546 
Local bowlers Sherry 
Lopushinsky and Dave Wiebe 
have hooked themselves places at 
next May's Cash Singles regional 
finals. 
The duo emerged atop the 
standings in the Terrace Lanes 
first Cash Singles qualifier, held 
Oct. 25. 
Lopushinsky put together a 
sparkling total of 1,045 to take 
top spot in the scratch side of the 
event while Wiebe's plus • 65 was 
enough to secure first in the 
'pointa-ovcr-avernge' category. 
The next of six playdowns takes 
place Sunday, Nov. 29 starting at 
10 a.m. 
Entry is open to all bowlers 
who have played 12 league 
games to date this season and 
costs $20. " " 
Lopnshinsky and Wiebe may 
well be back for that event, but if 
they are, they'll only be in it for 
the cash. 
Under the rules, should there be 
a repeat winner, the second place 
finisher qualifies for the 
regionals. 
Regional winners will go on to 
a provincial final where the win- 
ner will emerge $7,000 richer. 
Abbey Verticals Abbey 
Opposition 
mastered 
Local alley ace Diane Francis 
has scored her first big win of the 
season .  
Francis took top spot in a recent 
provincial Masters scratch 
tourney held in Tsawwassen with 
a 2,224 eight game total. 
She also rolled the high single 
among the 19 entries, a 370. 
No room at 
the Spiel 
ASK FOR SHAWN 'OUR WINDOW COVERING SPECIALIST 
.(3 
_(3 
< 
• Total light control - energy efficient 
• Elegant as formal drapes 
• Beautiful selection of soft pastels 
i 1 II It  Abbeys Non-Stop Warranty 
Many Colors Available 
Big or Small.,:Short or Ta111,,$1.99 does It alll 
Pay only $1'99 per inch in width (any length!) 
0 
ABBEY 'S  > . . . . .  < 
• • 
>" ~1- 
(1) ~-  i 0 
c) . . . . . . .  : ~  (3 
< , f~ '~ " 
O 
L) .m 
1= 
(1) 
> 
>. 
G) 
Any team which still hasn't 
conf'mued it's entry into next 
weekend's Terrace Bowl Spiel is 
probably out of luck. 
All 32 spots had been filled as 
of early last week and there were 
another four teams on the waiting 
list. ....... .......... ~ i~..,', 
Action gets underway Friday 
night with the finals set for I p.m, 
on Sunday. 
III 
Verticals Abbey verticals 
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CALL I 638-SAVE 
ACTION AD 
 'BUY v"SELL v"RENT I , "  
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $6.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.50 plus 9~ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prices include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 
2. Mobile Homes 
3. For Rent 
4. Wanted to Rent 
5. Por Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
15. Machinery 26. Personals 
16. Farm Produce 27. Announcement~ 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. ~usiness Services 29. In Memoriam 
19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock '31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Leaal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classily ads 
under appropriate h adings ane to sot rates Ihereldre and to 
determine page IDeation. 
The Terrace Standard eminds advertisers that it is agatnst 
the provincial Human ights A¢1 to discriminate on the beds 
el children, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, e~it, 
classify or reject any advertisement a d to retain any 
answers directed to the News 8on Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement a d
box rental 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions ot picked up within 10 
days el expiry ol an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received, Those answering 6ox 
Numbers are requested not o send orloInals of documents to 
avoid loss, 
AS1 claims el errors In advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days alter the first publication, 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that Ihe 
liability cf lhe Terrace Standard in the event of tatlure Io 
.puUllsh an advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion 
for |he gordon of the advert]sing space oncup]ed by the Incor. 
rect or omitted item only, a~gl that ~ore shaft be no liability in
any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKSI You're 
readinl] Ihls aren't you? 638-SAVE. tfn 
AOAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, ~.C. V~ hour from Salmon Arm - 45 
sin. from Kamloops, 10 min. from Shuswap 
Lakes, Fugy renovated with very attractive 
living quarters:ShÜwingexceÁÁent r turn in an 
area el growth andterriflc climate. Start the 
New Year on a ~}osltive note. Phone 
1-679.8904 ttn37 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Corner lot in Kleanza. 
fncludes 3 bedroom home with approx. 1600 
sq.ft. Has large garden, 3 bay shop & 
workshop. Asking $82,000. Financing 
available with 2~down. For more info call: 
842-6453. 4p27 
LOT FOR SALE IN DEJONG SUBDIV. Approx. 
63'x120'. $34,000, Call after 5 pro, 
638-1657. 3p27 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Spend Christmas in 
your new home in the popular Thornhelghts 
Phase Ig Subdivision. 2 year old, 1200 sq.ft., 
bl-level, newff fenced and landscaped, 
spacious dining room and kitchen with oak 
cabinets, 3 bedrooms up, skylight featured In 
main bath, Asking $124,900. Serious in. 
quiries only, No agents please. B38.0167. 
3p27 
1 YEAR OLD HOUSE, WITH 3 BEDROOMS up, 
1 down, double garage, fenced and land- 
scaped. Asking $142,000. To view, 3703 
Walnut Drive, Thornhelghls. 635.5775, iqo 
realtors, 4p29 
7.8 ACRES IN PEROW FOR SALE or trade lot a 
filth wheel trailer. Partially cleared; two arte- 
sian wells, Call 845.2164 after 6pm. 4p29 
OLD TIMER, LOG & WOOD HOUSE located at 
4806 Welsh Avenue, 4 bedrooms, N. gas 
heat, fireplace, located on a double lot 
62x262 ft, fronting on 2 streets, Price 
$105,000 MLS. Call Rusty Ljungh 638.0371 
or 635.5754, Terrace Realty Ltd, lc29 
THORNHILL MOBILE ON A LOT. 930 sq.ft, of 
living space for $32,000 listed MLS. Located 
at 3949 Simpson Crescent, 3 bdrms, nat. gas 
heat roofed over mobile, 24xl 6 insulated sh. 
ed in tbe rear. Call Rusty Ljungh, 638.0371 or 
635.5754, Terrace Really Ltd. lc29 
1. Real Estate 
i COUNTRY HOMEFOR SALE 
3 bdrms, fireplace, 5 applfancee. 
Large sundeck, on 6 acres with a 
large bern that has hydro & water. 
Riding arena & paddock. Horse 
Iovere paradise. Phone 635-2224. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Beautiful newly nenovated 4 bedroom 
home, 2 story, plus basement, 2 baths, 
large finished rec room, fireplace, cathedral 
ceilings, n.g, furnace, security system, new 
roof and windows. Situated on a large 75 x 
200 lot, landscaped, sundeck, paved ddve, 
carport, shed. Located In quiet 
neighborhood InThomhill close to schools, 
Sedous inquiries only. Available Nov. 15/92. 
No agents please, 
635-9697 
2. Mobile Homes 
LOOKING FOR A BEAUTIFUL NEW home at an 
allordable price? Move Into this 3 bedroom 
1991 14x70 modullne. Furnished. $48,500, 
Unfurnished. $47,000. 635-4424 3p28 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31 tin 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down town, 
Ridge/stove, security entrance. Paved park- 
ing. On site management. 635-7957 15tfn 
FURNISHED ONE & TWO BEDROOM apart- 
ments in Thornhill ot single or couple. $340 
plus deposit, $400 plus deposit, No pets, 
references required. Phone evenings, 
635.6950, 4p26 
FOR RENT AT LAKELSE LAKE until May, 
1993, 2 Bdrm house, fulty equipped. On 
highway side, $500/menth 798-2250 or 
798-222B. 3p27 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION, male or female, 
(near college). Pnvate bedroom plus cable TV, 
hydro. Shared kitchen and bath. $295. 
635.3772 3p29 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom home on Soucie, 
Recently renovated. New 
carpet, paint, lino. 
Phone 638-8530. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
One/Two Bedroom 
Units 
3. For Rent 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING Person. 
638.8293. 3p28 
FOR RENT: TAKING APPLICATION for a three 
bedroom house. $700 per month plus damage 
deposit. Ph. B35-3831 2p29 
i 
FOR RENT 
RETAIL OR OFFICE 
5,700 SO. FT, 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
PHONE 635-7459 
3,500 SQ.FT. WAREHOUSE 
& OFFICE 
Available immediately -
Rent negotiable 
Call 635-7249 
FOR LEASE 
9,000 sq.ft. SHOP 
And offices. 7V= ton 
overhead crane, gas heat, 
avail, immediately. 
Call 635-7249 
FOR RENT 
SERVICE/COMM ERCIAL 
880 & 1,320 SO. FT. 
12'xl 2' overhead oor, washroom and 
natural gas heat. Central ocation. 
Phone 635-7459 
4. Wanted to Rent 
SINGLE PROFESSIONAL PERSON needs 1 
bedroom apartment or basement suite in 
town. Furnished or u rlfurnished, Call 
635-4429 days, ask for Darren. 2p28 
CLEAN, NON.SMOKING WORKING MALE would 
like shared accomodat[ons with one other per- 
son. Call 635-3521 after 5:30 pro. Leave a 
message. 2p28 
5. Fer Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, ~ew tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
.$19500. 82 lade 2.docr auto . good cond. 
$1500. 14 It. Tri-hull speed boat • 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. Jacks, $2000. New Kuboda IRe plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Pb. 697-2474. 19tfn 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood. We can supply any and 
all demands for size and volume. Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur- 
chase of pr vate wood.Burns Lake, 695-6365. 
. . ,  . . . . .  . .  ' . 
or 695-6391 tfn4~ 
: :~ FUI'L SIZE,. 5 OCTAVE, Y,~MAHA Keyboard 
and stand. Like new condition, $500 0B0. 
635-9695. 3p27 
IT'S HERE[ WORLD'S FIRST DIGITAL mini-dish 
satellite! Transforms TV into in.home video 
store. Distributors neededl Write Y.L.P., Box 
13T, Site 6, Grand-Falls, NB, EOJ 1MO 3p27 
STAIR CLIMBER. $275. 638-81 O0 3p27 
PERSONALIZED CHILDRENS BOOKS. Imagine 
your child as tbe star of their vely own story. 
"My Dlnasour Adventure, My Mermaid Adven- 
ture" and more. Hardcover, laser printed. Funl 
$14.95. Call My Treasure, 1.800.663.BOOK. 
4p27 
15 CU' FREEZER. G.C. $225.635-3752 3p27 
NORMA MAY'S COLLECTIBLES In Telkwa will 
be closed from Oct. 1 B to Nov. 30, 1992. See 
you then for X-Mas shopping. Lots of good 
stocking stufferst 4p27 
TIKKA RIFLE 22-250 CALIBRE Oeluxe model, 
M-55 bolt action with 4 shot clip Bushnell 
Sportview 4x38 scope, waterproof, asking 
$1000 firm. Ph. 635.7273 3p27 
4 RADIAL MUD.TERRAIN TIA B.F. Goodrich 
tubeless 31 x10-5R15LT MS Tires with Rims. 
Good Condition used on a Toyota 4x4. Make 
an offer. 635-6814 2p28 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED, WOOD Constructed 
utility sheds, garages, workshops, Also trailer 
skirting, decks and fences, joey shacks, snow 
roofs. Dirk Bakker 638.1768 (evenings) 7c28 
THREE QUARTER SIZE SUZUKI ViOLiN with 
case and boW, Good sound, $t75, Full size 
German made Hofner violin with case. $600. 
Call 845-7569 4p28 
1991 AVALANCHE KICK SNOWBOARD 185 
cm freestyle board, used one season. $400. 
Call Houston, 845-7569. 4p28 
DRAFTING BOARD WITH DRAFTING arm 
$500. Ridge In good condition, $300. EZ Lift 
trailer hitch system. Like new, $300 OBO. 
635.2506. 3p28 
SILK LINGERIE WITH EUROPEAN LACE. Many 
items, One el a kind. Last stock before 
Christmas showing only in Kitimat, Oct. 30, 
31, Nov. 13,14, Lower level City Centre Mall, 
For private showing before Nov. 23, contact 
Heather Lundstrom, 632-5442, Chris & Co. 
3p28 
5. For Sale Misc. 
"QUALITY" 
SCREENED TOPSOIL 
DRAIN ROCK 
BEDDING SAND 
ROAD CRUSH 
PITRUN GRAVEL 
638-8477 
SKEENA 
CONCRETE 
PRODUCTS 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters." 
Installation repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE, 
PRINCE RUPERT, SMITHERS 
AND KITIMAT 
Window & Door Screen 
Repairs Too 
Call Steve 638-0838 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(604) BB6-5003 to ensure It meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale of non" compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic acci- 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tfn 
WANTED OUEENSIZE FIRM MATTRESS, door 
with frame 2'10", child's safety gate, 
automatic cut-off electric heater. 635-4600. 
2p28 
WANTED: JOHN DEERE A.R. Unstyled or 
Model D Tractor. Phone Ken collect at 
1.5B2.5208, 4p29 
7. For Rent Misc. 
I MINI STORAGE UNITS 
~ • Budget priced 
• 24-hour access 
• Port-A-Stor units also available 
635-5350 
HOT TUB 
RENTALS 
(All Winter Long) 
~ weekend 
TERRACE TUBS 
635-9731 
7. For Rent Misc. 
SHELTERED WINTER STORAGE. Available for 
your car, truck, boat or RV. Call evenings 
638.8492, 3p29 
WANTED TO RENT: SOUND SYSTEM for Oisco 
night. Ph, 632.3731 and leave a message. 
2p29 
13. Snowmobiles 
1992 PHAZER LT. PiPE & PADDLES, ski 
skins cover. $5000 OBO. Excellent condition. 
635.3761 or 635-7903 3p28 
SNOWMOBILE: 1989 YAMAHA OVATION. 
340cc, electric start, like new, $3,200. 
635.3303 after 6pm, 3p28 
8. Cars for Sale 
CLASSIC 1965 MUSTANG. REBUILT 289 high D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16.500. 9 U D6 
performance engine and transmission. Ex. Cat, $9,500, JD 350 loader, $12,000, 2.0C3 
cellent cond. Body completely restored. New Cats. $4,500 each. 9 U & 0C3 Cat parts. 2 
candy apple red porsche paint, $7,900 OBO .20' aluminum ~oats, 1-697-2474, 
Includes over $2,000 in spare parts, 1.B97-2393. 16tfn 
639.9323, 14tfn NEW 16' TANDEM CAR MACHINERY 
1987 PONTIAC PARISIENNE. Good running trailer. Electric 4.wheel brakes. 7000 GVW. 
condition. Excellent body $1,200 OBO. $2150.1.435-3878 4p26 
635.5318 6p25 TWO OF 14' 7200 INTERNATIONAL Hoe seed 
1986 TOYOTA CELICA GTS. 5 spd, power drills, good condition, comes with fertilizer 
everything, 140,000 ks. Alberta ear. E;C, and grass seed attachments. Call for more In- 
Asking $6,500. 635-4313 3p27 1o, 567.4896. 4p26 
1984 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK. Good 1979 225 CAT EXCAVATOR. Good con'dition, 
running condition, New paint. $3,500 firm. $35,000. Ph. 638-1261 3p28 
638-8614, leave message 3p27 RENT TO OWN. lO0'financing available on all 
1985 SUBARU STATION WAGON 4x4 with types of surplus construction equipment. New 
lever, car stereo, all season tires, Very good tilt deck equipment railers in stock. Call In- 
condition.$4,5OOOBO, 798"2483 3p28 land Equipment Sales (Penticton) at 
1987 MAZDA 626 LX, LOADED, includes 5 493-6791. 4p29 
spd with sunroof, Excellent condition. Asking 
$9,000 or best oiler. 638.1896 3p28 16. Farm Produce 
..... GOOD QUALITY HAY, NO RAIN. $3.50/bale. 
9. Trucks for Sale 6353380 8p24 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4x4, 2.9 litre engine HAY FOR SALE, Cummins Ranch on Hwy. 16 
with rack and canopy. Low mileage. Excellent west. South Hazelton. 842-5316 12p25 
condition. Asking $8600, 635-7400 after 7 EAT MORE LAMB: Available year round, Cum: 
pm. 15tfn mine Ranch. Hwy. 16 west. South Hazelton. 
1992 TOYOTA 4x4 EXTENDED CAB. Only 842-5316. 12p25 
7,000 ks, am/fro cassette, tilt, bucket seats. LOCAL GRASS FED LEAN YEARLING BEEF. 
Asking $21,000. 1,692-7863 eve, Burns Raised without antibiotics or growth her- 
Lake. 4p26 rnones. Sides at $1.75/lb. 635-3380 3p27 
1991 SONAMA, EXTENDED CAB, 4x4, am/Im 
cassette, excellent condition. 19,000 ~m. 17. Garage Sales 
$14,B00. Call 692-3850 4p26 LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
1988 GMC SIERRA EL. 4 wheel drive. Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
$12,000 OBO. 635-6462 3p27 638-SAVE. tfn 
3 TON FORD 1979 JEEP 4x4, 1976. 1980 3/~ 
ton Ford. Natural gas, camperized 1953 bus 18. Business Services 
798-2256 or638-8348 3p27 REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS & 
1988 GMC JIMMY, 60,000 ks, excellent run- parts. We rebuild standard transmissions, 
ning condition, clean interior, AMIFM transfer cases and rear ends, eel.Air 
cassette, air, cruise, & more! $13 [10D, Phone Automotive Auto Parts and Service. Phone 
Time Cleaners 635.2838 or 635.6183 after 846-5101 Te[kwa B.C. 1 6tfn 
6pro, 3p28 LEARN TO FLY WITH Coastal Mountain Flight 
1990 CHEVROLET 1500 4x4, V8, 5 speedl Centre. Recreational, business and career 
AMIFM cassette, 61,000 km, 20,000 km courses. Start groundschool any Thursday 
warranty remaining..Sliding rear window, nlght. Ask about our mini-pro shop for aviati°n 
tinted glass. Asking $;11,900, 635-1115. books and novelties. 635-1355 10c27 
3p29 TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES: Snow removal, 
1986 NISSAN 4x4, P/S,P/B, 5 spd, low earth auger, back-hoe back filling clean-up 
mileage, new tires.. Ready for camper. Ex- sweeper/collector, levelling residential/com- 
cellent condition reduced price- $6400 OBO, merclal, 638.8638, mobile 538.3808 12p27 
635.5273 evenings, 3p29 PILOT CAR, FULLY L CENSED, nsured, bood- 
1981 TOYOTA 4x4, AM/FM CASSETTE, ed, avaUable one hour notice. Experienced 
canoI)y, new i990 motor, n'ew' sfarte'r,' A~Ei~'g ':' drK, ers, call 638.8398 lp29 
$4000 OBO; Call 638-1697 " '  ...... 3~29 COMPLETE POWER SHOE REPAIREQUlPMENW 
1980 FORD ECONOLINE CLUB WAGON, 351 & stock in mint condition, Serious enquiries 
Windsor. V8, automatic, dual tanks, tinted only. Training a possibility. Call 453-9935 
windows, am/Is cassette, GRC. $2700 OBO. ~,shcroft, 4p29 
635-2513(message), 3p29 /~f~t • 
1984 FORD SHORTBOX VAN, body and in- ~"  KID'S , ~, 
terior ,n ,oDd shape, very we,, ,nsu,ated. Must 
se,,,ca,, 635 97B lp29 CASTLE 
1987 DODGE 0250 PICK-UP, 6 cyl, standard .~,~-~) 
transmission, looks and runs good. A steal at (LICENCED) 
$3995. ca, 635-2292 &ask for John, Lyle or PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
BobLawlor. Between 8am-5pmdays. 2c29 For children 2 V= to 5 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
HONDA OODYSSY DUNE BUGGY. 250 cc, new 
rear mud diggers, great shape. $950 OBO. 
CaU: Houston, 845.7569. 4p28 
13. Snowmobiles 
1990 POLARIS INDY 500 ported,piped,short 
track,paddled,hand/thumb warmers, good con- 
dition. $4000 firm. 846.5569 weekends, 
leave message. 4p26 
_E--SUPER SPECIALS--q 
Port land Cement  only ....... $8 .5Oper  bag 
Patio Blocks 8x16 only ............ S l  . .OOeach  
NEW SURPLUS LUMBER 
FOR SALE and Many Other 
Construction Supplies 
ECHO CONCRETE & BRICK 
4430 Keith Ave, 
635-9191 
15. Machinery 
638-8890 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST: A SOLD BAND RiNG with 3 diamonds in 
the Terrace area. 635.9078, leave message. 
Reward offered 2p28 
LOST: PRESCRIPTION GLASSES with burgun- 
dy frames on Hwy. 37 near Water Lily Bay Rd. 
If found please call Claude, 639-8588 or 
632-4556 (collect). Reward offered 2p28 
FOUND: 1992 HAZELTON GRAD RING, Phone 
B38-7278 to identify. 2p28 
LOST OR MISSING: TWO GOLD 1" bracelets 
Woif design. $150 reward, Call Mae at 
635.5532 after 5pro 2p2B 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING I1~ HOME or 
door to door service, We come to you. Small 
dogs/cats, large dogs. Apts. Price varies on 
size. 635-3772 or 638.1977 'Joanna', 6p25 
TERRACE & DISTRICT SPCA occasionally has 
puppies & kittens as well as adult animals up 
for adoption. Cats & kittens are $30. Dogs and 
puppies are $50. The adoption fee INCLUDES 
the cost to spay or neuter the animal. Terrace 
& District SPCA is run entirely on a volunteer 
basis. If you are interested in adopting an 
animal or getting involved, please phone one 
of the contact numbers: 638.0594, 
638-8868 or 638-7239, Donations welcome. 
tin26 
"1 BEAUTIFUL TOY POODLE PUPS, CKC reg. 
r | Parents white. Ch. background, Wonderful for SOFA & CHAIR, 2 BED HEADBOARD & t ~ ,  "' 
Qu et & Clean dresser. Typewriter, large freezer, water 
pump, electric jig saw, small floor polisher, I Winter 1~_ early Christmas g l v i n g , ~  P~Ts,Will ship. $4OO.Bottle babies.
Recreation Complex sewing machine. 635-7589 2p29 I 1.971.2477, 1-561.8000 4p27 
. . . .  r .  CASH & CARRY CABiNET WAREHOUSE, huge ' | = ~ l ~ v e  C a -  a .~  i I Born mid.September, Ready to go anytime. HacquezDal l  uour ts  _ savings warehouse pricing, cabinets by Kit I 1.694.3 789 eve, 4p27 I ~.~0 Marsha l l  S t reet  ( Jymnas lum chen Craft otCanada. 3566 iassey Dr, Prince | _ . . _ _ .  G t -  W _ 
George. Ph. 561.2240 or Fax 561-2250 4p29 weeks old. Family raised and selectively bred I Sunday, | 635"5968 3 PIECE SOFA SET. BLUE WITH touch of pink. I! Kelowna v  ,.or.oo re or ,.eKamloopSoe.oc, I ~ 1 ~  p~ples, l O f o r  disposition, conformation, and intelligence, 
I November 8th, 1992 I Double box spring mattress. Both in excellent From Champion Lines. To approved homes on. 
I 12:oo p.m.- s:oo p.m. I 2607 Pear St. condition, Phone 638.0833 3p29 I Cross Country Skiing, Stay 'n  Save Motor Inns Ii looking for that Pedect Get-Away Special, or dreaming of 
I UNIQUE STYLE, two storey home I 3 .For  Rent  [ Downhil l  or | 
| on one half acre on a private dead- i . presents you~] |G[  - [ r - rSwi th  the Ideal Package.FoR ~8~ I) I lyAUSTRALdog: WilIAN SH~:PHERDgive to aSpayedgood h melfemale familph, 
=- .  ,m= == mm,  =. . . - -m .....----,-- mm" ram= " "  I end street, 2,400 square feet o f [  - -= m =-.- - - - ,  - - -  m 1 
Iluxury living spa=. Natural gas I r = Rl .D & BREAKFAST m I ANY TWO • 
I heat, four bedrooms, andtwo, four-I  I JU , . . . . .  m ! [based on sing e or double and availability] FOR SAC.F-: BLACK i&  ; TAN 
$ ~ 4 9 ~  | shepherd/huskylbear dog cross puppies, Two 3p28 |p iece  bathrooms. Many, many|  
|added features Include balcony o f f l  = I ' [subject to,he applicable I Must be consecutive nights - Valid unlil March 31/93 males one female available. Ready by Nov, 2, 
I master bedroom end or ie l  ,, ~L .m= i~rr=~Vpwn~ I I| with Free SportsEnj°y spacious, tastefully decorated r°°mSFad l l t leaand anM°VFamly Channels. H t Tub, Sauna,site. Exercise | 798.2267 i secondary bedroom, historic| | " I r  mn¢,=o=uu, m INTELLIGENT, grey Calm Terrier 
seeks purebred female Cairn Terrier 1or possl. l flrepfaca, french doors througho=,| I , j ~  ~,op.cV m Re-tauranls I PUREBRED, 
| hardwood and fir floors, m I INCLUDES ALL TAXEsANDA "HEARTY NORTHERN BREAKFAST" m i I Lynda Royce in m , [One or Two Per, cna] __ I I FIRST CLASS,.,FOR ~' LESSII I bleolfspring.Phone635;5268 tp29 
Im Terraceattendance fOrRealty Ltd. IN - - -  ,, lp29 I : . .= .q i rnon  ; ' CALL 1 -800-663-0298 FOR RESERVATIONS I REGISTERED PUREBRED TOY P0meranlan • C Ip this ad and present i  upon check-In to receive your special package I male for sale. 635.6714 Sherri 
| ~ In the He 
Spaniel to give away tO home with acreage, m office638-0371 / m m  6000uebocSt.,PrlnceGeorgeS62"3181 Fax562-1768 I ~ Kdown"'1140 Harvey Ave'°eo2.e888 I BEAUTIFUL MALE NEUTERED Springer 
Kamh p, ,..,.,, ,.,,.., .., . , , . . , . . . .  , . . . , ,  =.,,.,  . . .  - .  [ home 638-1073 / I~  mm--  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - - "  • '~  ' : .~r  Call toll free 1 -600-292"8333__  __  __  __  __  __  - -  ,~ .  d"  L " '  " " '  " " " "  " '  =" " " "  " "  s " 1325 Columbta St. West 374-8B77 i Has all shots. PhOne 638-8498 . ! .  1,29 
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AL~.~O01ATION 282 
I 
Atn'OMOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt from $995.5 
year 100,000 luns warranty. 
Bond Mechanical serving 
;~.C. for 27 yP,~rs. Phone 7 
d~s,6a.m.-Sp.m. (80,1-~s72- 
06~1.Toll-fiee Mon-Fd 1-800- 
663-2521. 
CANADA ENGINES LTD- 
QuaT~ Rebuilt Engines: cars, 
~ght ru~kS. 6 cylinder ~'om 
$995, 8 cylinder from $1095. 
5 year, lOO,O00 Kin. Ltd.war- 
rarity. 7 Days - 580-1050, 1- 
800-66~-3570, 856-5828 
evenings. 
Cummings Turbo Diesel 
4X4 s, Explorers, Va~s, 4- 
Runners, Dakotas, starting 
from $169 month, 0 down 
O.A.C. We deliwranywhere 
In B.C. Brl=n or Don Collect 
1(604)585-3141. 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED/ 
SURPLUS vehicles. U.S. and 
Canadian low as $100. 
BMWs, Oadillacs, Ohevs, 
Fords, Mercedes, Pomches, 
Vud~s, vans. AMAZING free 
2~-hr. recording reveaJs how:. 
(416)631-4666. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORS! WINDOWS! Int~flor 
and extedor wood. met~ and 
Fmr~h doors, wood windows, 
skyUght~ MORE! Call collect 
to WALKER DOORa~IWIN- 
DOW In Vancouver at 
(604)266-1101- 
BUSINF--q~ FOR SALE 
2,800 ~. ~ G~c~ry stem, 
Youbou, Van;curer Isl~.qd in 
growing ~nuristarea on lovely 
ake. $250,000 plUS ~ook. 
Phone 745-3731. Fax 745- 
3540. 
BLLSINES~ OpPoRTUNmEs 
Can~I B.C. 12 Unit Motel on 
Yellowhead Highway. In- 
udes 8 one Bedroom KitoPP 
enettes and 1200 sq. ft. resi- 
dence. For morn information: 
Call AJ[an at 604-565-5153. 
I I 
BLANKET CLASS IF IEDS 
Those ads appe=~r n more than 100 oomm,,.'~O, newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and each more than 3 roll]Ion r~d~m. 
TO PLAGE AN AD CALLTHIS PAPE.R Oil ~YCNA AT (604) 669.9222. 
BI JS~OPFO~ 
"ULTRASONIC BLIND 
CLEANING" The fastest 
growing Servi~ Bu~ness of 
~e 9O's, now ]n C.,ar~d~ No 
Compe~on, LOW Overhead, 
Excellent Profits. M~uPac- 
lured • B.C. De~'le (6o4) 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
MANAGER SMALL GOLF 
Cx3URSE. D~es~dude day 
tO day opera~ons, f i~  
needs, computerized ac- 
coun~ng, resl~r-~t, mEmg- 
ing st~ff. Fa~nfsw Mountain 
Golf Club, Box 821 Oliver. 
B.C. 
Williams Lake Business 
Equipment Is looking for an 
experienced copier techni- 
cian. Tosi'u]:~ traJ~ng an as- 
sot, Company car supplied. 
Fax resu m e to 604~-R9~-7343, 
At~on Art F~.uschonberger 
Phone.'S04-39~7349. 
GASH IN ON TAX REFORMI 
Lam'n Income Tax Prepara- 
tion bycortesponden~e. 
your cerl~cat~ now. Also 
enquire about exdur~]ve ~..an- 
ch~se~rdtodes. For free ore- 
chums, no ob~ga~on, U & R 
Tax Services, 205-1345 
Pemldna I-Iwy., Wit~peg ,M B 
R3T 2.B6, 1-800-665-51-14. 
EDUCATION 
Train to be a 'ORM" • Oer~- 
fled Apartment Manager. 
Many jobs avallaJ:~e. Over 
2,000 graduates now work- 
ing. Government li(~nsed 
home-study ¢owse. R.M.T.I, 
6~ 1-5456 or 1.~00-6 ES-&339. 
FINANCE 
Government Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
evadable tonew ~d exi~ng 
BO busine~.s. The Brad 
Book can show you how to 
get your share. OaJl now 
(604)753-9424. 
FOR .SALE M~=,C. 
NEW] C~talogue loaded _~. 
uncommon -ph~lu¢;~ of Brit- 
ish Columbia .many 
~ .  Gifts, gour~e.t 
foods, books, gamP~s, jewel- 
lery, leisure & ~t~ft produce, 
toys, ~ print~ Christmas.. a
& ixm~n:~J care, o+ 
signer candies, sculptures, 
unique household items, 
s=oneware, novelties, mudn 
more! Merchand'~ unoond]- 
fior~Jlyguamntoo~ Getyour 
copy now! Only $3 (your 1St 
or~l~r gets $5 discount). 
Sergeant's Mercantile, PC 
BOX 2188, Van=curer, B.C. 
V6B ~VT, 
$19.99 TO REPAIR 5 
windd~eld chips. Easy do it 
yourself Bullseye Repair Kit. 
Money back guarantee. For 
free po~,ge and GST send 
this ad, return address and a 
$19.99 cheque witbln two 
weeks tD Three Hi~s Glass 
I..~1., Box 1108, Three Hills, 
AB, TOM ?.A0 a~d we will 
serti ,~., yourauto v ,~e ld  
m__palr kit. 
COMPACT DISKS and CAS- 
SETTES BY MAIL For afree 
catalogue of FOLK. BLUES, 
aJ'd WORLD MUSIOwd'~ to: 
BLACK SWAN RECORDS, 
293B Wast 4~ Avenue, Van. 
oouver, V6K 1 RP.-, Phone 734. 
2828, 
RENT TO OW~ 100% R- 
NANOING AVAILABL~ All 
types surplus construction 
equipmenL New tilt dec~ 
~=quipmant trailers in stock, 
C~II nland Equipment S~Bs, 
Penfi~n 493-6~ 1. 
HELPW~ 
FASHION FORTUNEt Fun, 
Freedom and a Fabulous ¢5% 
profit can be yours by I~¢o.m- 
ing an Independent Di~ilou. 
mr selling QUALITY UNGE- 
RIE.Ca]IMACHERIE 1-800. 
661-3305. 
H~.PWANTED 
F.,xpeder~ Shingls ~v~- 
yem mqulted for new re.ill in 
Port Hardy. Ex¢~]lent ple~ 
workwag~ long term ~re  
log supplies benefit paoI~ge 
a,PaJlabls. Shushe.rtie Log 
Sa]e~ 949-6642. 
Grappla Yarder Hooktanders 
needed. Please contact 
LeMare L~e Logging Ltd. 
(port McNeil) al t604} ~56. 
3123. 
OVERSEAS POSITIONS. 
Hundreds ofl~p paying jobs, 
oc~upa~'ons free de~ls. 
Ovmseas E~oymer~,'~0rv: 
toes, Dept. CA, 1255 LaJro 
BNd.$uRB ~0S, Mount Royal 
Que~P.~ H3P 2T1. 
i.EJU.TH 
ACADEMYFORTHE HEAL- 
ING ARTStm. Easy to learn. 
Natund Medi=]n9 1st c~rre- 
spondenc~ course. A prsot~. 
ca] step by st~p 9uide to the 
use of Hon~eo~oremedies 
for fam~y fu~ ald, acoi_dents 
& injuries. By ~teve 
O/sen, N.D. pmvbus faculty:_ 
oanadia.n College of 
Naturopa]hl~ Medicine. Reg- 
isl:=at~on: M0n.-Thurs., 6-Spm 
46,3-2500. 
IIOBILE HOMF. ~ 
BUY FACTORY DIRECTI 
~ve thousands on dealer 
maJ'k-up. Well custom build 
mob~e homes to suit your 
needs. Doubles, singles, 
moduk~s- Phone for dermis: 
Noble Homes, Edmonton 
(403}¢47-3414/447-=°333. 
P~NAI .  
WANTED, W'RWTEN STO- 
FLIES from Men describing 
troublesome women they 
have known. Ex-wives, 
friends of lovers. Sefi0 u s Con- 
fidential Research. LIFE- 
S~E$,  BOX 67, Cobble 
H~, B.C., V0R 11_0. 
for25 
$195 ++ 
~.70 earl1 addtlona] word 
pa~son~ 
STOP!!ISINGLE? SEARCH- 
ING for someonesl~daJ?Try 
our Mail Order D'~tng Serv- 
i~el Rea$orrable fees, confi- 
dential. For FREE de~ls, 
Write: P.O. Box 2222 
Kslowna, B.C. V7X 4K6. 
OKANAGAN VALLEY GIRLS 
- Karen, SyMe and Tanya - 
have exoi~ngPsrsonal Pho- 
tos For .~'~le.For discreet ir~, 
v~'Re KAREN, Box 670-GB. 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 7P4. 
ADULTS ONLY PLEASE! 
PEAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpa~d~cxes. Crown Land 
availability. For information 
on both, writ~: Proper~es, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, s~ F, 
K20 ~J1. 
s ,E~o~ 
Major lCB¢ andlnjuryddms. 
Joel A. Wener "¢iaJ lm~yer for 
24 yeats, Call collect: 
(604)7'36.5500. Con~en~ 
fees available. Injured in B.C. 
only. "rP~VB. 
COMINGTOVANOOUVER? 
Query Inn Atmort. We have 
rates from $46.95 daily. 
.Weekly ra~s available. R~,- 
taur=nt:, Bar. 1-800-663- 
6715. Full Hotel Fa~lifies, 
Close to Ferry/Aimort. .. . 
WANTED TO BUY-REAL 
E~-rA1~ 
PRIVATE INVESTOR wants 
10-20 unit apartment in small 
town, B.C. t"~eh ~.;ashdowntvvan- 
dorwholsoreaJtve, moSV'~(tad 
and helps finandng. Agents 
OK: 85~0.  
POSITION VACANT 
Ministry of Forests 
Prince Rupert Forest Region - Smithers 
Site Preparation/Survey Forester 
LSO 2 (Auxiliary) 
DUTIES: To ensure the effective management of site 
preparation and survey systems throughout he Prince 
Rupert Forest Region. 
QUALIFICATIONS: RPF with ABCPF. Prefer minimum 
two years Silviculture related experience. Lesser qualified 
applicants may be appointed a lower classification. 
SALARY: $47,431 - $47,142 
TERM: January 15,1993 - April 30, 1994 
CLOSING DATE: November 25, 1992 
CLOSING LOCATION: Prince Rupert Forest Region 
Bag 5000 
Smithers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 
CONTACT: Lou Tromp, Phone 847-7500, Fax 847-7218 
COMPETITION: PR92:01 
LOGGING L IMITED 
FORESTER 
Orenda Logging Ltd. requires the services of a 
Registered Professional Forester for it's Forest 
License located in the Meziadin area of Northwest BC. 
As Orenda's forester you will report to the 
Woodlands Manager and administer both the 
silviculture and forest engineering programs of the 
company. Your qualifications for this position will 
include a R.P.F. designation with a min'mum of two 
years silviculture and engineering experience. 
Orenda is a progressive company offering a 
competitive salary and benefit package. 
Your resume should be forwarded in confidence to: 
Woodlands Manager 
Orenda Logging Ltd. 
P.O. Box 889 Stewart, B.C. V0T 1 W0 
20. Pets & Livestock 
SHELTY PUPS. MALES. black, sable. Pet 
breeding. Guaranteed. Vaccinated. Healthy. 
working and show lines. Papered. Reasonable. 
1.692-3403 @29 
21. Help Wanted 
BACKHOE OPERATOR NEEDED with minimum 
2 years experience road building. Reply with 
resume to Box 205. c/o Terrace Standard. 
4647 Lazelle. Terrace B.C. V8G 168. 3p27 
21. Help Wanted 
WONDERFUL - PROVEN OPPORTUNITYt Work 
out of your home part.time and earn alull time 
income. Phone 564-5430. 4p28 
I Cruise Ship Jobs 
I Earn $300/$900 weekly. Year round 
positions. Hiring men/women. Free 
ro0m/board. Will train. 
Call 1-504.646-4500. Ext. C,565 24 hrs. 
SHAMES 
MOUNTAIN 
Shames Mountain is currently excepting 
applications for the following positions 
full and part-time: 
. Food Services Cashier/Kitchen Help 
- Lift operators 
- Customer services 
- Bartenders 
Apply In person only, No phone calls 
accepted, # 15-4644 Lazelle, Terrace, B,C, 
CYPRESS EQUIPMENT CO. L IMITED 
is a progressive and dynamic company involved in 
the manufacturing and the distribution of heavy 
equipment for both the forestry and construction 
industries. We are currently accepting applications 
for resident 
TERRITORY MANAGER'S 
for both the Kamloops and  Terrace regions. 
Preferably, the right individual  will have previous 
experience serving our industr ies.  
In teres ted  candidates should submit  a detai led 
resume,  including references to: 
D i rec tor ,  Human Resources  
8760 River  Road  
De l ta ,  B.C.  
V4G 1B5 
• Nzsga'a T r iba lCounc i l  
'~ / /  ' p:O'/I~;~I,'P~EwAiYANSH, B.C. VOJ 1AO 
If~'-~-~l PHONE (604i 633-2234 OR (604) 633-2601 
I' Ill !1 FAX (604) 633-2367 
E=J_L~J 
COMPETITION IS OPEN FOR THE POSITION OFA 
SOCIAL WORKER 
OR AS A CONSULTANT TO THE NTC 
RE: SOCIAL DEVELOPM ENT SERVICES 
IN NASS RIVER VALLEY 
This position will be responsible to the Nisga'a Tribal Council 
Central Office. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
1. Must have M.S.W. degree. 
2. Must have several years field experience (actually worked with 
families). 
3. Can work with village society groups and service groups (Band 
Councils, RCMP, Church, Alcohol & Drug Counselors, Medical 
and Nursing Stations, School Officials, etc.). 
4. Able to establish a network of social worker services with four 
Nisga'a Villages, i.e. teach Band Social Workers. 
Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. 
COMPETITION DEADLINE: November 10, 1992 
Mail Applications to: 
Personnel/Finance Committee 
NIs~a'a Tribal Council 
P.O. Box 231 New Aiyansh, B.C, VOJ 1A0 
MANAGER 
Skeena Native Development Society 
A new organization is being established, based in Terrace, 
B.C., which will provide employment, education and training 
program funding for aboriginal people, organizations and 
businesses in the Skeena electoral district. 
DUTIES: To be responsible for all aspects of the operation 
and its programs including: recruitment, administration of 
budgets, liaison with EIC, aboriginal businesses and 
organizations, implementation of Employment & 
Immigration Canada - like programs, participating in 
advisory committees, preparing both verbal and written 
reports and under the direction of a Board of twelve 
members. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Degree in directly related field of study 
with some years experience, or specialized training in 
appropriate area with extensive, directly related experience 
working with aboriginal organizations and the Canadian 
Jobs Strategy programs of Employment & Immigration 
Canada (EIC). 
Knowledge and experience in: administration, staff 
supervision, financial management (budgeting), staff and 
Board Development, program development, and Superior 
communication skills. 
SALARY RANGE: $4291 - $4584/month. A full range of 
benefits is offered. 
Please send resume with references to 
Clarence Martin, 
Chairman Skeena Aboriginal Management Board, 
c/o North Coast Tribal Council, 100 First AVenue West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1A8. 
Deadline', November 6, 1992, 
KSAN ,HOUS E .... 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
The Ksan House Society is seeking a dynamic individual to guide in the 
delivery of its programming. The successful candidate should 
demonstrate the following qualities: 
(1) Previous Managerial expedence, some knowledge of labour 
relations. 
(2) Demonstrated experience in developing and administering program 
budgets. 
(3) Experience in the human services program delivery area involving 
formal training, experience or a combination of same. 
(4) A demonstrated commitment to helping others and familladty with the 
effective use of volunteers. 
(5) Familiarity and/or expermnce in working with a board, fundraising 
and proposal writing. 
Certain police records may prejudice appointment to this position, 
Drivers License and suitable insured vehicle required. This position 
offers a highly competitive benefit package with a salary commensurate 
to education and experience. 
Please forward resumes to: Ksan House Society, P.O. Box 587, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4B5. 
Via Rail Canada Inc. 
VIA Rail Canada Inc, invites all interested parties 
to submit bids for the following contract: 
Caretaker Duties (open-close-clean) 
VIA Rail Station - Terrace, B.C. 
To receive tender package or for further 
information, please contact Ms. Mary Petruchak, 
Administration & Property Management, 300- 
1150 Station Street, Vancouver, B.C,, V6A 2X7 or 
telephone collect to (604) 640-3787. 
VIA Rail Canada Inc. invite toutes lee parties 
int6ress6es ~, pr6senter des soumissions 
relativement au contrat suivant: 
FONCTIONS DE GARDIEN 
(ouverture, fermeture, entretlen) 
GARDE DE VIA RAIL, Terrace (C.-B.) 
Pour recevoir le dossier d'appel d'offres ou pour 
obtenir plus de renseignements, veuillez 
communiquer avec Mary Petruchak, 
.=% 
Administration et Gestlon Immobhere, 1150, rue 
Station, bureau 300, ~ Vancouver (C.-B.) V6A 
2X7 ou t61~phonez ~. frais vir6s au (604) 
640+3787. 
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=TION AD S 
11' BUY 11'SELL RENT TRADE 
21. Help Wanted 24, Notices ~ 24. Notices 
RESDENT APARTMENT MANAGER, Prince PRO.LIF~: EDUCATION available to: general  [ LEN'S MASONRY 
Rupert. Good people and handyman skills, public videos, pamphlets; lending library, [ P.r 1DI~.I~Tt'~VA"IPTI"t'R,~R 
Previous experience essential, $1600 per dealing with human life issues such as abor. I _ ,...........,,,.v......,......~,..,~.. 
month plus benefits, Resume to Fax tion and euthanasia, Student enquiries I -,.~p.,r.or.p.ncn,~no,y~(~...n.. 
3 27 nricK laying - rlang ryw - ~ rnooe 274.1724. P welcome Ca11635.3646. 6fin I . . . .  , . .. ................................ I roomsano oamrooms painting 
SEAMSTRESS REQUIRED FULL,TIME, 5 days BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite: I GOOD RATES-FREE ESTIMATES 
a week. One seamstress required part.time, 4 ment, perhaps a iiopicai island? call Elan I 632-3629 
days a week. Laundry presser, 2 days a Travelat635.6181 and catch the spirtt! 2tfn ' 
week. May work into full time position. Apply 
with resume between g-lOam, Mon.Fri at Z ION BAPT IST  CHURCH 
Time Cleaners 3p28 2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
MANAGER REQUIRED FOR RESIDENTIAL ser. 
vices to mentally handicapped person Ior the 
Terrace Area. Must have min. of 2 yrs. ex- 
perience and demonstrate supervisory skills. 
Present salary range from $29,000 per an. 
num plus benefits, depending on experience 
and qualifications. Accommodation possible. 
Closing date Nov.9/92; All replies, fax to 
Thompson Professionals Support Services Inc. 
604.372-7544 or send to 102.1450 Pearson 
Place, Kaml0ops, B.C, V1S 1JS. 2p28 
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $300 per week to 
start. Experienced manager trainees. Have op. 
portunity to earn $30,000 per year. Car 
LEN'S MOVING 
Small deliveries and small moves, 
SpecNizing In one & two bedroom moves. 
Local and out of town moves, 
FREE ESTIMATES 
632-3629 
CHRISTMAS 
CRAFT SALE! 
Christmas Gilts & Baking 
Framed Needle Works & Pictures 
SATURDAY, NOV. 7 
9:30 TO 5:00 at 4709 Scott Ave., Terrace 
helpful. Apply at 635-3066 1 c29 
~TIPT HYGIENIST OR CERTIFIED DENTAL I /~  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
assistant required at the Burns Lake Dental 
send resume to Terri Dickson, I / -~  & HEALING CENTRE 
I /  t \  
clinic. Please 
Box 169, Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 1 E8 4p29 I - - i  Qualified Healers in Johrei, Reiki, 
23. Work Wanted I Reflexology, Prana, Polarity and Monadic 
available by appointment or every 
I Friday 10 to 12 drop in. Learn self healing methods through courses 
| or private sess{ons. 
3611 Cottonwood Cres. 635-7776 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code In British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires a job applicant o furnish 
any inlormation concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given In the ad. Address to: File , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
framing, siding, finishing Inside or out. No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638-0822 32tfn 
CONFIDENTIAL BOOKKEEPING SERVICE. Small 
business or self-employed. Mary at 
635-7474. 12p24 
I'M AVAILABLE TO BABYSIT in my home. 
Full-time on weekdays only • preferred hrs. 
8:004:30. Phone 635-4220 3p28 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME any day. Pre- 
schoolers (newborn and up). Munroe St. on 
the Bench. 635-5496 3p28 
CARPENTER WITH 15 YEARS experience will 
do carpentry work, condo and apartment 
maintenance. Call 638-0136 3p29 
ALTER'P, TtORS;"GENERAL" SEWING,: pattern 
sd.~ving~-h~dma~l~,6ur~try Buhnles. Call after 
1pro. Ask 1or J.B. 635-2435 3p29 
I THE NEW 
Is now taking bookings for the winter 
season. Weddings, Dances, etc. 
626-3210 
Journeyman Carpenter 
Will do finishing, renovations, install 
cabinets, patio, painting, Also will build 
lurniture. 
Preflnished Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak. Available in 
natural and various colors. (No sanding re 
quzred) Size V4.x 2'/2 or 3V4. 
CALL 63~6277 (leave a meeoege) 
BEAT THE 
CHRISTMAS RUSH 
GET YOUR GIFTS 
"CANNED" 
Gift Canning 
Located in the Christmas Store at 
the Skeena Mall Saturdays 
starting November 7 
i 
The Terrace Order of the Royal Purple 
b p~=enUr~tJ'~ 
ANNUAL FASHION 
SHOW 
featuring ~ fashions from'~'ou 
and me Babe'; ",Jeans North", '~e~ 
Mens Weal' and 'qlle Glass Sillier' 
To be held at the Elks Hall, 
Thursday, November 12th at 8:00 p.m. 
'I~t~ts am S10.(X) available at 
participating buslmmes Or contact 
Albon at 635-66"73. 
CHRISTMAS 
CRAFT SALE 
The Skeena Valley Farmer's 
Market welcomes you to their 
Oth annual craft sale. 
This yearner unlque gtJ'ts for 
everyone on your llsL 
Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
Sat.,  Nov.  28  
10 am ti l l  4 pm 
SEE YOU THERE!  
--THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL--- 
PORTLAND $85o 
C E M E NT o; ,y . . . . . . .  per bag 
PATIO s I go 
BLOCKS 8x16 Only ...... each 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 
638,8477 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worshlp Service 
Pastor: Ron J. Orr 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
VENDING ROUTES. BEFORE YOU INVEST, in- 
vestigate! Get the straight facts on vending in- 
vestments lrom $5,500. Eagle profit systems, 
1-800.387.CASH. 3p27 
FOR RENT 
BEAUTY SALON, 
Fully operational, self.contained. Located 
centrally in commercial area, easy ac. 
cess. Rent is negotiable. Anyone in. 
terested please 
Phone 635-5020 
i 
When Opportunity 
Knocks... 
Newly decorated Beauty Salon for sale, 
priced right. Well established clientelle, 
excellent returns. Owner retiring. Serious 
enquiries only. 
Phone 635-2753 
evenings 
FRANCHISE 
OPPORTUNITY 
AVAILABLE ON LAKELSE 
AVENUE 
CONTACT 
NRS PRUDEN & CURR~E (1976) LTD. 
635-6142 '. 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
KYLE FRANK 
Remember the candlelight 
dinners and moonlight 
walks along the beach. 
Happy 19th Big Guyl 
Love Bob 
Ter race  HomeBased 
Bus iness  Fa i r  
Saturday, Nov. 7 th 
TERRACE ARENA 
BANQUET ROOM 
10:00 A.M TO 4:00 P.M. 
Computers, Toys, Baby 
Items, Clothing, 
Foodstuffs, Books, Crafts, 
Cosmetics, Crystal, 
Shoes, Unens, Antique 
Woodworking, Rugs, 
Custom Sewing, Etc. 
Shop at Your Leisure 
*Hot mulled Juice and Coffee Available* 
Sponsored by Terrace HomeBased Business Association 
VIVACIOUS, INTELLIGENT, brindle.grey Cairn 
Terrier, with sparkling personality and 
purebred lines, seeks female Cairn terrier of 
similar characteristics for matrimony, and 
eventual offspring.Any exceptional Cairn Ter. 
riers interested can phone 635:5268 and ask 
for 'Hector,. 2p28 
NIGEL -o l  course I didn!t spend the entire 
summer thinking about how to save sizeable 
sums on household heating. I pondered our 
future together as well. And I had my old 
woodstove removed and replaced with a 
cleaner, more environmentally friendly natural 
gas fireplace, financed through PNG. 
-MONIOUE 1 p2g 
~ , ~  Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation 
~ . : ~  4720 Ha ugland Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam gift to 
the Dr. R.E.M Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address, the Terrace Fire 
Dept. on Eby Steer or please contact Helene McRae at 
635-5320. Income tax receipts are available. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday, November 17,1992, at the 
Bulkley Valley Maintenance Camp (former Meziadin Highway Camp) Recreation Hall commenc- 
ing at 7:00 p.m. to receive representation from all persons wh o deem their interest to be affected. 
by the proposed bylaw: 
"Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine Meziadin Rural Land Use Bylaw No. 316, 1992 for 
specified portions of Electoral Area A." 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is: : ~ 
(a) to state objectives and policies of the Regional Board respecting present and proposed land 
use and development for the area covered by the plan, including the description of areas and 
under what conditions temporary industrial and commercial Uses will be allowed, and 
(b) to provide provisions and regulations respecting the permitted use of land, the density of 
development, including the siting of buildings and structu res, and the subdivision and servicing 
standards for the creation of parcels. 
The area affected by the proposed bylaw is Indicated on the map below: 
~ • 
The proposed bylaw may be inspected at the offices of the Regional District of Kitlmat-Stlkine, 
#300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours ol 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:30 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, except statutory holidays. For your convenience, copies 
of the bylaw have also been sent to the Bulkley Valley Maintenance Camp (former Mezladln 
Highway Camp)andthemunlcipal office ofthe District of Stewart. For furtherlnformation, please 
contact the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine at 1-800-663-3208. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
NOTICE. 
Two events are scheduled for the participants of the 
KALUM SOUTH RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN: 
1) Two evening sessions, working toward the formation 
of a possible public resource advisory group, at: 
Northwest Community College - Room 2001 
5331 McConnell Ave. 
October 21 and 22, 1992 
6:30 - 10:00 p.m. 
2) A resource planning workshop, to refine the 
community's preference for integrated resource 
management, at: 
Northwest Community College - Room 2001 
5331 McConnell Ave. 
November 7 and 8, 1991 
9:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. 
We urge all participants to attend this workshop. If 
you have not previously been involved and would 
like to know more about this process or possibly 
participating, please call: . . . .  
Kolurn South 
: Resource 
Monagement PIon 
ma~r~ ~r~ ~-'qSE33 
Glenn Smith 
Resource Officer, Planning 
Kalum Forest District, Terrace 
638-3290 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry 
of Forests 
Timber Supply Ar~ 
Provincial Fore# 
Tree Form U~.m:e 
Recredlon Arnc 
Ecd/~lcol Reserve --  ..................... 
MuNd~l Boundory 
action ads 
26. Personals 
MALE, 42, LIVING IN KITIMAT, B.C. would like 
to meet full figured lady, between the ages of 
21 and 50, who is interested in a 10ngterm 
relationship, rm kind, honest: sincere and Iov. 
ing. I like walking on the beach, candle.life 
dinners and quiet evenings at h0me.;Call 
(604) 632-3731 and leave a message. 
Serious replies only please! 2p29 
Crisis of Conscience by Raym0nd Franz, leave 
your name and number at 1-847.5758. t f 2 ~  
26. Personals 
KNOW SOMEONE IN THE TERRACE/KITIMA:]" 
area with alcohol/drug problems? Get the 
beautiful tape, "Raised From The Ruins". 
You'll love it! Free/confidentiaL Call toll.free 
1.800-528-0070. 11p27 
~ ~,  i" ........ 
.............. 
] SHERI MONTEITH 
Now I'm away and you're 
feeling quite safe. 
There once was a ~voman amed Pat. So here's a silly surprise - 
Who can organize this and that. even though a bit late. 
Like a 40th party, Your Hallowe'en birthday 
for others quite hearty, has just come and gone, 
. Now join us you aged old bat. but the birthday joke war is 
• Happy 40th Pat! still carrying on! 
27. Announcements " " " 
SUNDAY ~ '  
9:15 & 11:00 
Child core and Sunday ~ ~  
School through grade three ~ ~ ~ "  
PM. Family 8Ibis School 
6:00 p.m. 10r all ages 
WEEKLY 
* Pioneer Girls 
.k Youth Ministries 
-~- Home Bible Studies 
Ladies Time Out 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923 Agar Ave. 
For more information ph. 635-7727 or 635-7725 
SALE BY TENDER 
POWER HOUSE BUILDING 
Complete diesel generating station .: 
:power house bi~ilding." . . . .  
Bui ld ing cons is ts  of: ' . . . . .  
- steel beams : 
- metal siding, , :  : : 
- meta roof ,, 
Some interior plyw00"d &iw0od f ry ing '  
-10'  roll up door~ , : :  ~ : 1:: 
Area - Approx. 4890 sq; yd.~: ! 
B.C. Hydro Gen. Stn. Stewart; B.C. 
For additional information or to view contact K. Sikora 
at (604) 590-7564 or FAX (604) 590-7563. 
Sale is "as is, where is,"' and subject tO B.C. Hydro 
Conditions of Sale. All tenders due in the office of Disposal 
Agent, 12345-88th ,Avenue, Surrey, B.C., V3W 5Z9 by 
noon, 18 November 1992 and will be opened at 12:45 pro. 
Please quote Reference NO. Q-583. 
BChgdro 
1 only- 
m 
IUW 
AUCTION SALE 
Saturday, November 7, 1992, 11:00 a.m. 
For the Gov't of B.C. and others. 
at KERR'S PIT. 
Leave Highway 16, 10 miles east of Telkwa' 
and follow Kerr Road and auction signs. 
30 Gov't Surplus Vehicles 
1987 Plymouth Sedan 
2- 1987 Ford 4)(4 PU 
1986 Ford 150 4x4 PU 
1986 Ford ExCab PU 
2- 1986 GMC PU 
2- 1985 Ford 4x4 PU 
1985 Chev Suburban 4:<4 
1985 Ford Van 
1985 Ford Bronco 
1985 Dodge Van 
3- 1985 GMC 4x4 PU 
1985 GMC PU 
1985 Dodge Va~ 
2- 1984 GMC PU 
1981 Chev Blazer 
1981 Chev Suburban 
3-1981 Ford PU 
1980 Ford PU 
1987 Chev Astra Van 
1987 Suzuki Samuel 
1986 Olds Delta 2 door 
19B6 Ford Diesel PU 
1 g85 Chev Monte Carl~ 
Lincoln 300 amp welder 
Onan Light Plant 
Light Plant 
14 ft, Alum boat 
20 ft. Alum Riverboat 
2 Snowmobiles 
2 Boat Trailers 
2 Snowmubile Trailers 
2 Outboard Motors 
P, reesure Washer 
Shop Vao 
220 Treated Fence Posts 
Office Chairs 
Office Furniture 
Desks, Filing Cabinets 
Large selection of Computers 
IBM and Wang - " . 
Keyboards, Prlnte~:s, CPUs 
Monitor Modems 
Pickup Canopies 
Pickup Bullbcards 
Screen Pro ector 
1986 Pont ao F ere 
1985 Buick Somerset 
1967 Tow Motor Propane 70001b Fork Lift 
Plus many items too numerous to mention. Items sold as is, where Is, 
No guarantees or warranties. All sales are fined. 
**** TERMS CASH *'**** 
Anyone paying for major items with uncedlfled cheque may be required to 
leave the item on the grounds unt the cheque dears the bank. 
KERR'S AUCTION 
RR1 Kerr Rd., Telkw& B.C. • Phone 846-5392 
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch on the grounds. 
26, Personals 
Who's that crying in his coffee, 
Who's that crying in his beer? 
Yup/ His youth is almost over, 
Joe's'29 this year/ 
HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
JOE 
MARUSCHAK! 
29. In Memoriam 
GLEASON, TREVOR MARK- In loving memory 
of our son, who passed away suddenly on 
November 9, 1990 at the age of 24 years. 
Your hearty laugh is silent, your smile is gone 
forever, your hand we cannot touch, you 
brought joy to our lives, we all miss you so 
much. Your momo~j is our keepsake, from 
which we'll never .part, God has you in his 
keeping, we have you in our hearts. Forever 
loved and sadly missed. From Morn, 0ad and 
all the family. 2p29 
33. Travel 
SINGLES CRUISES • all ages. Call Brenda at 
635-2277. 26tfn 
For All Your Travel Needs 
=4 HRS. 635-6181 I 
Coming Soon/DIRECT " 
CHARTERS TO JAMAICA 
Out of Seattle. Prices as low as 
$499.00uso 
VEGAS 
Air only,am S299.00  
Paokages from =349.00  
NFL PACKAGES 
Air Terrace - Seattle Incl, hotel 
and Seahawks game pass. From 
S293.00  PER PERSON 
32. Legal Notices 
SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS @ 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
I 
32. Legal Notices 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATI'ER OF THE ESTATE OF 
JOHN EDWARD COOK, 
Formedy of Terrace, Bdtlsh Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the above estate are required to 
send lull particulars of such claims to 
Crampton, Brown & Arndt, No. 3 - 4623 
Park Avenue, V8G 1V5, Terrace, British 
Columbia, on or before the 30th day of 
November, 1992, after which date the 
assets el the said estate will be 
distributed having regard only to the 
claims that have been received. 
Madlyn Ena DaM, Executor 
CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
APPENDIX "B' 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST 
SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
OR SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION 
NO'liCE: The following areas 
have a proposed proscription 
that will apply if approval is 
obtedned from the Ministry of 
Forests and Lands, The 
proposed prescriptions will be 
available for viewing until 
December 15/92 at the location 
noted be low,  during regular 
working hours. (6 weeks after 
the date bf the last publication 
under Section 3 of the 
Silviculture Regulations). 
To ensure consideration before 
any logging commences, written 
commBnts must be made to 
Fred Phllpot, Forester st Box 
40, Kitwanga, B,O, by the above 
date. 
Form of Agreement (e.g. 11:1-): 
F.L 
Licence No.:A16819 
Cuffing Permit No.: 224 
Cut Block No.: 2 
Location (Nearest Community 
&Approx.  geographic 
location): Kitwancool (Kltwanga 
Valley) 
Area (Ha): 59 
Amendment (Yea Or No): No 
Name of Ucence Holder: 
Kitwanga Lumber Co. Ltd, 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Stipulated sum contract proposals are invited for 
construction of a small building to house a standby 
generator and for supply and installation of the standby 
generator. 
The project location is Bulkley Lodge, 3668.- 11th. Avenue, 
Smithers, B.C. 
Contract documents may be obtained after 3:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, November 4, 1992 from the Bulkley Lodge 
upon provision of a refundable deposit cheque in the 
amount of $50.00. :, 
Tenders will be received until 2:00,p.m. local t ime 
Thursday, November 26, 1992 at the office of'. 
Mr. A. Demonne, Administrator, 
The Buikley Lodge Soc ie tY ,3668 - 1 lth. Avenue, 
Smlthers, B.C. 
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32. Legal Notices 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
VALLEYVIEW AVENUE AND HIGHWAY 16 
EASTACCESS ROAD 
TROilNHILL WATER SYSTEM EXTENSIONS 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed bids, plainly marked on the envelope, 
'Tenders for the Valleyvlew Avenue and 
Highway 16 East Access Road Thomhill Water 
System Extensions'. will be received by the 
Regional Dlstdct of Kitlmst-Stiklne at their 
offices at 3004545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C, V8G 4E1, up to 4:30 p.m. local time on 
November 13, 1992. 
The work entails the suppiy and installation of 
two water system extensions in Thomhitl, B.C, 
LEGAL 
Take note that pursuant o section 2 of the 
Repairers Lien Act, a 1980 FXS Harley 
Davldson motorcycle serial No. 7615958504 
will be sold by pirate sale at Terrace Custom 
Cycle, 3211 Kalum EL, Terrace, B.C. on Oct. 
29 to satisfy the Indebtedness of George 
Wilson in the sum d $6175,19. The unit may 
be viewed st Terrace Custom Cycle, 3211 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
Offers may be submitted inwriting to Terrace 
Custom Cycle, 3211 Kalun] EL, Terrace, B.C. 
Highest or any offer not necassarly accep(ed. 
Province of 
Specifications and Te~er Form may be I ~- -~ etUshColumbl, 
obtained at the offices of the Regloned Dis~ct 
of ~imat-Stikine, INVITATION TO TENDER 
The lowest or any tender will not necessity be 
accepted and the Regional District reserves the 
right o reject any or all tenders and to negotiate 
with any tenderer. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Regional District of ~imat-StJk{ne 
~ ,ovlnce of Ministry el 
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE LICENCE 
A44862 
Pursuant to Section 16 el the Forest Act, seal. 
ed lender applications wit1 be accepted by the 
District Manager, Kslum Forest District, Terrace, 
Bribsh Columbia, up to 8:30 a.m.~ on the 12th 
day of November, 1992, to be opened at 09:30 
am on the 12th day of November, 1992, for a 
Timber Sale Licence to authorize the harvesting 
of 2,O82 cubic metres, more or less, of limber 
SEALED tenders for the following 1992 
Snag,ailing Contracts will be received by 
the Ministry of Forests, Cesslar Forest 
District, General Delivery, Deese Lake, 
British Columbia V0C 1L0, on the date 
shown below, 
Contracts SR92R09-06, 07 and 08 will be 
felled by crawler tractor only. 
Contracts SR92R09-09 will be either a 
feller bunoher or crawler tractor operatior~ 
A tender price per hectare for feller 
bunoher or crawler tractor is required 
separately, All projects are Iocated/n the 
- East Fire, on Willow Creek Forest Se~'ica 
Road. ~:  ' 
Viewing date: A mandatory viewing Is not 
required, but is strongly advised, 
• average slope: 20% . 
- average density: 1400 stems/ha 
- average DBH: 40 cm. 
Deadline for the receipt of tenders Is 4:30 
Iocp~ed In the vicinity of Rosswood (50 km north p,m,, Thuredsy, November 19, 1992. 
of Terrace) in the Kalurn Timber Supply Area, 
• Opening is 9:00 a.m., Friday, November 
, TOTAL VOLUME: 2,082 cubic metros, more or 20~ 1992. 
less : : ;  .... ' Tenders must be submitted on the forrns~ 
SPEC ES: Pine: 52% Hemlock: 30% , : ;" 
Spruce 13% Cedar; 5% : ;  : ;  i - and In the envelopes upplied which, with 
TERM: One (1) Year : partlcplars, may be obtalned from the 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $ i0.92 Ministry of Forests, by calling the Cassia, 
: ' : :  ' : Forest District Offica at (604) 771-4211 =d 
BIddiqg is restricted to persons register0d in : requesting s particulars package for these 
the Sma Busness Forest Enterprise Program; ,contracts, 
Category One (1), " 
If there is no interest tram Calegery One it) . The lowest or any tender will not 
registrenls on the auctio0 closing dale; then the necessarily be accepted. 
sale may be readve sad or 0 t~r under both 
categories. : . • Facsimiled tandem will NOT be accepted. :
Particulars may be obtained Item the District All inquiries hould be directed to Bruce Manager at No. 200,5220 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
van Os at Casslar Forest District race, British Columbia VBG i l l .  
(604) 771-4211. 
. J. Porras 
Spending Authority 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of pre-harvest silvicu ture prescriptions or silviculture 
prescriptions for an area to be logged, pursuant to Section 3 
of the Silviculture Regulations. 
,The following areas have proposed prescriptions that will 
apply if approval to log is obtained from the Ministry of 
.~sts. The proposed prescriptions will be available for 
ling until December 11, 1992at the location noted below, 
ng regular working hours. -' 
= 
ensure consideration before logging commences, any 
'~en comments must be made to the Forestry-,&Planning : 
partment, Skeena Cellulose Inc.,. Box 3000, :l=erraceiB,C.,. 
406 by the above date. " ;' . . . .  :' : 
TREE FARM UCENCE NO. 1 
F ~. Cut Block Location Area Amendment 
(ha) Yea/No 
~,  400059 Kiteen 41.0 No 
~u~ 400305 Kiteen 53.4 No 
~,B 400063 Kiteen 55.5 , No 
~,B 400069 Kiteen 44.3'  No 
571393 Big Cedar 55.4 No 
~,B 530331 Nelson 12.O No 
~,B 530335 Nelson 30.5 No 
TREE FARM LICENCE NO. 1 
P. Cut Block Location Area Amendment 
• (ha) Yes /No  
21 F32013 Anwel ler  58.0 No 
21 F32017 Anwei ler  50.0 No 
VOJ 2NO ;: ' SCHOOL DISTRICT 
• : : : MET  EX: I N0 .88  
PUBLIC NOTICE is given'to the electors of School District 
BUILDING FOR SALE 
BY TENDER 
One - Utility building by Fish Intemational Canada Ltd. & Wasea 
Metal Industries Ltd. 
- Size 25'0" x 60'0". 
- Eave height 13'0". 
- Roof pitch 4/12, 
- Outer sheathing: roof - 18ga. aluminum, 
- Outer sheathing: sidewalls - 18ga, aluminum, 
- Inner sheathing: roof - 24ga. galvanized steel. 
- Outer sheathing: sidewalls - 24ga, galvanized steel, 
. Insulation 3" R-12 fibreglass. 
- 2 pedestrian access doors, 
- 1 knock out panel 8'0" x 8'0" one end, 
All sales are final. To be sold on an "as is where is" basis with a 
reserved bid of $4,000,00 Methanex reserves all dghts, Building 
components (dismantled) are currently stored on site, pictures 
and structural drawing are available for viewing at the Methanex 
main office from 8:00 a,m, to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday 
- for appointment contact Jan Koza, Materials Manager. 
All interested parties are requested to submit their bid in writing, 
sealed in an envelope marked OSR-0151 and forward it to the 
attention of the Purchasing Department on or before Thursday, 
November 12, 1992. 
Methanex Corporation 
Kitimat Methanol Plant 
P.O. Box 176 ' -;~ :-:i 
Kitimat, B.C. 
V8C11(9 
Telephone 639-9292 :~ : 
Facsimile 632-7944 . :!"i ': !:!/ ~i :: : 
No. 88 (Terrace) that I requlre the presence of said electors 
in the placeherein designated, on November 12, 1992 
between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 Noon, to elect:. 
Trustee" (one) - for a one year term (1992 - 93 calendar 
year) to represent he Stewart area and environs. 
At the STEWART MUNICIPAL OFF.ICE for the electors of 
the Stewart voting area. 
The mode of nominaUon of candidates shall be as follows: 
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly 
qualified electors of the District of Stewart and environs. 
The nomination paper shall be delivered to the returning 
officer, or designate, at any time between the date of this 
notice and noon of the day of nomination. The nomination 
paper shall state the name, residence and occupation of 
the person nominated in such a manner as to sufficiently 
identify such candidate. The nomination paper shall be 
signed by the candidate. 
In the event of a poll being necessary, advance polls and 
regular polls will be held at the following places, dates and 
times: 
Advance Poll, Friday, November 20, 1992, Municipal 
Hall, 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Regular Poll, Saturday, November 28, 1992, Municipal 
Hall, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Every person is hereby required to take notice and govern 
himself accordingly. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT STEWART, B,C. 
this 27 day of October, 1992 
" Linda L Hyde 
Returning Officer 
)istrict No. 88 (Terrace) 
: ~wart Municipal Office , . . . .  , !~!i~/ ,venue& Brightwell . .~ii!" ,,: 
Stewart, B.C0 • ' !'~: ~' ..... 
I I 
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CHICKEH WiHGS 
~ 4.14/kg Ib 
~J ¢-wcK,=~ ,ACG t;ii BREAST " J  ~7  
!~| Fresh, Back Attached. ~ '  
i~!~l,r Approx. 5 lb. Bag. 
!i~1 5.71 / kg ram= Ib 
CHICKEH 
DRUMSTICKS 
Fresh. 
Approx. 5 lb. Bag. 
3.04 / kg Ib 
i~ CHICKEN :  
i::~, THIGHS 
J Fresh. 
!~! J 3.4.8 / kg Ib 
Approx. 5 lb. Bag. 
~ii CHICKEN 
~i~f~il! LEGS 
~1 Fresh. BackA,ached. 
~1 Approx. 5 Ib Bag. 
~k1.94/kg  Ib 
APPLE JUICE 
Town House 
Pure 1 Litre. / 
i t "  ! '  Limit 4. Over, liml 
price 1.18 ea. .... 
ea  
LUCERHE EGGS 
Medium. 
Canada Grade 'A' 
White. Dozen, 
Limit 2. Over 
limit price 1.28.ea 
 YINc) 
CHICKtH 
Whole. Canada Grade A or l 
Per,Bag. Limit 1 Bag wiFn family Purchase. 
PINK GRAPEFRUi 
Florida Grown 
Size 56's 
DEL MOHTE CORH 
Whole Kernal, 6x341 ml 
or Sweet peas 6x398 mL 
Works outto .66 ea. 
WE ARE ON THE MOVE!I! 
Safeway is pleased to announce the relocation of our Floral 
Department. With the completion of our "West Side" 
expansion you will seea much larger Floral Department, 
offering greater selection, with everyday quality and value. 
FOR 
SPARTAH APPLES 
8 Canada Fancy 
Grade. 
B.C. Grown. 
ea, ~ 1 .3o /kg  Ib 
FREE 
CARNATION! 
FOR ALL 
LADIES ON 
II II FRIDAY ONLY 
PRICES IN EFFECT... Nov. /1992 
WED.ITHURS.I FRI. I SAT. 
4151617 
Advertised prices In effect at your friendly, courteous 
Terrace Safeway store, Quantiiy fighls reserved, 
Some items may not be exactly as shown, 
i 
![~ii 
I I ~,, 
